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Abstract
Reducing and controlling the energy consumption and the environmental impact
of computing technologies have become a challenging problem worldwide. It is a significant issue in systems ranging from small Internet of Things devices, sensors, smart
watches, smart phones and portable/implantable medical devices, to large data centers and high-performance computing systems. In spite of the recent rapid advances
in energy-efficient hardware, including battery and energy harvesting technology, it is
software that controls the hardware, so that the greatest savings are expected from developing software applications that perform a better management of the energy-saving
features and resources provided by the hardware. For a given system, the potential for
energy savings is likely to be much greater at the higher levels of abstraction in the
system stack. Thus, promoting energy efficiency to a first class software design goal
has become an important research challenge. This thesis addresses this challenge and
provides tools and techniques for energy-aware software development.
First, the thesis focuses on the development of techniques for the estimation of
lower and upper bounds on the energy consumed by software applications, as well as
the verification that such applications meet some energy budgets (given as specifications). Addressing a challenging objective, such techniques perform the estimations
statically (i.e., at compile-time, without running the program with concrete data), and
give such information in the form of functions on the input data sizes of programs
(and possibly other parameters, such as clock frequency, voltage, etc.). The proposed
approach performs a combination of techniques for static program analysis with techniques for modeling hardware platforms. The energy models are used to represent the
effect, regarding energy consumption on the hardware, of running basic software elements (e.g., low-level assembly instructions or blocks). The static analysis propagates
such information through code segments, conditionals, loops, recursions, etc., in order
to infer the energy consumption of the whole program.
One of the main contributions of the thesis is a multi-language general resource
consumption analysis, and a specialization that infers both lower- and upper-bound
energy functions at two levels, the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and the intermediate code (LLVM IR) levels, and reflects them upwards to the higher source code
level. To achieve this, we develop translations from both ISA and the LLVM IR to an
intermediate representation (Horn clauses) on which the analysis operates on. Another
contribution is the experimental assessment of such analysis, which provides insights
into the trade-off of accuracy versus analyzability at these levels, and concludes that the
LLVM IR level analysis is a good compromise: it is reasonably powerful and accurate
(less than 6.4% average deviation vs. hardware measurements).
The analysis estimates safe lower and upper bounds on the use of resources that
are independent from the hardware, such as execution steps. However, in order to infer safe bounds for hardware-dependent resources, such as energy, the analysis needs
to be fed with energy models that provide safe bounds too. To this end, the thesis
proposes a novel modeling approach that consists in dividing a program into basic

(branchless) blocks, establishing the maximal (resp. minimal) energy consumption for
each block using an evolutionary algorithm. Then, such block-level model is used by
the static analysis to infer tight energy bounds that are practical for energy verification
and optimization applications. The approach has been tested on XC programs running on XMOS chips, but it is general enough to be applied to any microprocessor
and programming language. The experimental results show that the bounds obtained
by our prototype tool can be tight while remaining on the safe side of actual energy
consumption in practice.
Traditional static resource analyses estimate the total resource usage of a call to
a program. The thesis presents a novel resource analysis whose aim is instead the
static profiling of accumulated cost, i.e., to discover, for selected parts of the program
(named cost centers), bounds on the resource usage accumulated in each of those parts,
which express how the total cost of a call to the main program is distributed among the
different cost centers. Traditional resource analyses are parametric in the sense that
the results can be functions on input data sizes. Our static profiling is also parametric,
i.e., our accumulated cost estimates are also parameterized by input data sizes of the
main program. Our proposal is based on the concept of cost centers and a program
transformation that instruments programs to compute accumulated costs for each cost
center. A size analysis is then applied to the transformed program to infer functions that
return bounds on accumulated costs depending on input data sizes of the main program.
Accumulated cost information is much more useful to the software developer than the
standard (traditional) resource usage functions, as it allows identifying the parts of a
program that should be optimized first, because of their greater impact on the total cost
of program executions. We also report on our implementation and integration of the
proposed techniques in the CiaoPP system, and provide some experimental results.
Finally, using the energy estimations provided by the aforementioned multi-level
and multi-language energy consumption analysis, different types of optimisations, both
static and dynamic, can be performed at different levels of the system stack. The thesis explores some of them and makes original contributions. In particular, the thesis
proposes new methods based on evolutionary algorithms to improve energy-efficient
task allocation and scheduling for DVFS-enabled multicore environments. These algorithms are able to deal with task migration and preemption. For applications that allow
certain levels of variability in the accuracy of their results, the thesis also proposes
algorithms to exploit the trade-off between accuracy and energy consumption.

Resumen
La reducción y el control del consumo de energı́a de las tecnologı́as de la información, ası́ como de su impacto medioambiental, se han convertido en todo un desafı́o
a nivel mundial. Es un problema importante en sistemas que van desde pequeños
dispositivos de Internet de las Cosas, sensores, relojes y teléfonos inteligentes, dispositivos médicos portables o implantables, hasta grandes centros de cálculo y sistemas
informáticos de altas prestaciones. A pesar de los rápidos avances en hardware eficiente en consumo de energı́a, incluyendo nuevas baterı́as y tecnologı́as de recolección
de energı́a, es el software el que controla el hardware, por lo que se consiguen mayores
ahorros de energı́a al desarrollar aplicaciones software que realicen una mejor gestión
de las caracterı́sticas de ahorro de energı́a y recursos proporcionados por el hardware.
El ahorro de energı́a será potencialmente mucho mayor trabajando en los niveles de
abstracción más altos en la pila del sistema. Por ello, existe un creciente interés en
considerar la eficiencia energética como un objetivo prioritario de diseño de software,
lo cual plantea importantes desafı́os de investigación. Esta tesis aborda dichos desafı́os,
proporcionando técnicas y herramientas para el desarrollo de software consciente del
consumo de energı́a.
En primer lugar, la tesis se centra en la estimación de cotas inferiores y superiores de la energı́a consumida por las aplicaciones software, mediante un enfoque que
realiza una combinación de técnicas de análisis estático de programas con técnicas
de modelado de plataformas hardware. Los modelos de energı́a se utilizan para expresar el efecto, en términos del consumo de energı́a en el hardware, de la ejecución
de elementos software básicos, como por ejemplo, instrucciones ensamblador o bloques de bajo nivel, y hacen que el sistema desarrollado sea paramétrico respecto a la
plataforma de ejecución. El análisis estático propaga dicha información (en tiempo de
compilación, sin ejecutar el programa con datos concretos, sino realizando una interpretación abstracta del mismo) a través de segmentos de código, estructuras de control
condicionales, bucles, recursiones, etc., para inferir el consumo de energı́a de todo el
programa. Dicha información se obtiene en forma de funciones que dependen de los
tamaños de datos de entrada de los programas y posiblemente de otros parámetros,
como la frecuencia de reloj, voltaje, etc.
El marco para la estimación del consumo de recursos propuesto es muy general,
multi-lenguaje y paramétrico respecto a recursos y plataformas de ejecución, y se especializa para la inferencia de funciones que calculan cotas del consumo de energı́a
a dos niveles de abstracción, lenguaje ensamblador y código intermedio (LLVM IR),
las cuales se reflejan luego a nivel de código fuente. Para ello la tesis desarrolla traducciones de estos dos niveles a una representación intermedia (cláusulas de Horn) en
la que opera el análisis. Además, realiza un estudio experimental de dicho análisis,
proporcionando información útil sobre el compromiso entre la precisión de las estimaciones frente a la analizabilidad a estos dos niveles, y concluye que el análisis a nivel
LLVM IR es un buen compromiso: es razonablemente potente y preciso (menos de un
6.4% de desviación media con respecto a los valores reales medidos en el hardware).

Para recursos que son independientes del hardware (como los pasos de ejecución),
el análisis estima cotas inferiores y superiores seguras. Para que las cotas sean también
seguras para recursos dependientes del hardware, como la energı́a, se necesita incorporar modelos de energı́a que proporcionen también cotas seguras. En este sentido, la
tesis propone un enfoque de modelado novedoso que consiste en dividir un programa
en bloques básicos (sin ramificaciones), estableciendo el consumo de energı́a máximo
(o mı́nimo) para cada bloque usando un algoritmo evolutivo. Dicho modelo a nivel de
bloques es utilizado por el análisis estático para inferir cotas del consumo de energı́a
más ajustadas, que son prácticas para su apliación en verificación y optimización del
consumo de energı́a. El enfoque ha sido evaluado con programas XC ejecutando en
chips XMOS, pero es lo suficientemente general como para ser aplicado a cualquier
microprocesador y lenguaje de programación. Los resultados experimentales muestran
que, en la práctica, las cotas obtenidas por el prototipo desarrollado son precisas, a la
vez que se mantienen en el lado seguro del consumo real de energı́a.
Tradicionalmente, los análisis de recursos estáticos estiman el uso total de los recursos consumidos por una llamada a un programa. En esta tesis se desarrolla también
un novedoso análisis de recursos cuyo objetivo es, en cambio, el perfilado estático
del coste acumulado, es decir, la estimación, para partes seleccionadas del programa,
denominadas centros de coste, de cotas del uso de recursos acumulados en cada uno
de esos centros, que indican como se distribuye el coste total entre los mismos. El
perfilado estático aquı́ propuesto también es paramétrico, produciendo estimaciones
de coste acumulado que dependen de los tamaños de datos de entrada del programa
principal. El método se basa en el concepto de centros de coste y una transformación
de programa que instrumenta el mismo para calcular el coste acumulado en cada uno
de dichos centros. Al programa transformado se le aplica luego un análisis de tamaños
y se inferen los costes acumulados en función de los tamaños de datos de entrada del
programa principal. La información de coste acumulado es mucho más útil para el
desarrollador de software que el coste estándar (tradicional), ya que permite identificar
las partes de un programa que deben optimizarse en primer lugar, debido a su mayor
impacto en el coste total de la ejecución de una llamada al mismo. La técnica propuesta también se ha implementado e integrado en el sistema CiaoPP, y se ha realizado
una evaluación experimental.
Finalmente, utilizando las estimaciones del consumo de energı́a obtenidas mediante las técnicas mencionadas se pueden realizar diferentes tipos de optimizaciones,
tanto estáticas como dinámicas, en los correspondientes niveles de la pila del sistema.
La tesis explora algunas de ellas, en particular, propone nuevos métodos basados en algorı́tmos evolutivos para mejorar la planificación y asignación de tareas a procesadores
en arquitecturas multi-núcleo que ofrecen la posibilidad de modificar la frecuencia de
reloj y el voltaje (DVFS). Dichos métodos son capaces de gestionar la migración y
apropiación de tareas. Para las aplicaciones que permiten ciertos niveles de variabilidad en la precisión de sus resultados, la tesis también propone algoritmos que explotan
el compromiso entre la precisión y el consumo de energı́a.
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1
Introduction

The execution of software consumes resources, such as time, memory or energy. In
particular, reducing and controlling the energy consumption and the environmental
impact of computing technologies have become a major worldwide concern. It is an
important issue in high-performance computing, distributed applications, and data centers. There is also increased demand for small complex computing systems which have
to operate on batteries, such as implantable/portable medical devices, mobile phones,
Internet of Things devices, sensors or smart watches. Despite advances in powerefficient hardware, including battery and energy harvesting technology, more energy
savings can be achieved by improving the way current software technologies make use
of such hardware. An estimate from Intel [29] is that energy-efficient software can
realize savings of a factor of three to five beyond what can be achieved through energy
efficient hardware. Hence the greatest savings are expected from developing software
applications that perform a better management of the energy-saving features and resources provided by the hardware. This gives rise to the important research challenge
of promoting energy efficiency to a first class software design goal, and making real
the vision of energy-aware software development. This thesis addresses this challenge,
providing tools and techniques for energy-aware software development.
Energy transparency and the role of energy modeling and analysis: in order for
the software developer to determine the effect, in terms of energy consumption, of a
high-level software segment (e.g., a source code procedure), the energy consumption
information at the machine level needs to be leveraged up to the higher-level in the system stack. Hence, achieving energy transparency through the system layers. This is
in contrast to the modern software engineering principles where the goal is to abstract
away from machine-level details by introducing different layers in the system stack
(e.g., high-level languages, abstract data types, layers of interpretation/compilation,
etc.) in order to achieve better understanding and reusability of the software. More
concretely, this thesis contributes to the two main cornerstones for energy transparency
and, hence, energy-aware software development: modeling and analysis techniques.
Energy modeling deals with constructing representations (models) of how energy is
consumed during the computation of basic elements of a program (e.g., assembly in1
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structions), whereas energy analysis uses these models, propagating the information
they provide, to estimate the energy consumption of the whole program, as well as
individual higher-level segments (e.g., procedures). Addressing a challenging objective, such (automatic) analysis techniques perform the estimations statically (i.e., at
compile-time, without running the program with concrete data), and give such information in the form of functions on the input data sizes of programs (and possibly other
parameters, such as clock frequency, voltage, etc.). Previous work on resource analysis, mainly for inferring asymptotic time complexity bounds, goes back to the 1970s.
In this thesis, we adapt and extend existing techniques for inferring other resources, in
particular energy.
Platform dependent vs. platform independent resources: our notion of the platform
where the software is executed includes the hardware, the operating system, and the
running environment in general. We can classify resources as platform dependent or
platform independent. For example, energy or execution time are platform-dependent
resources, since they depend on characteristics such as clock frequency, voltage, etc.,
whereas execution steps or bits-sent over a socket are platform-independent resources,
since they can be derived by considering the program only, independently of what platform it is executed on. In other words, the program resource usage is the same in all
platforms. The problem of automatic resource consumption analysis is rather more
complex for the resources that are platform dependent compared to the resources that
are platform independent. In order to infer platform-dependent resource consumption,
the analysis needs to be fed with information that models the effect, in terms of resource usage, of running basic elements of the program (such as assembly, LLVM IR
or bytecode instructions, or blocks of instructions) on a given platform. The closer (on
the levels of the system stack) those basic elements are from the hardware, the easier it
is to produce more accurate models. Examples of energy models are [54], at the Java
bytecode level, or [51], at the assembly level. The analysis then mimics the program
semantics (e.g., by using abstract interpretation techniques), and propagates the basic information provided by the lower-level resource models through code segments,
conditionals, loops, recursions, etc., in order to infer resource usage information (e.g.,
energy consumption functions) for higher-level entities such as procedures, functions,
or loops in the program.
Multi-language energy consumption analysis: in order to support different programming languages and different program representations at different levels of compilation, e.g., LLVM IR, Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) or bytecode, in the same analysis framework, we differentiate between the input language (which can be source
code, LLVM IR, ISA or any other language) and the intermediate semantic program
representation that the resource analysis actually operates on. The latter is a series of
connected code blocks, represented by Horn Clauses, that we refer to as “HC IR”. A
transformation from each input language into the HC IR can be performed and passed
to a resource analyzer, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In particular, in this thesis we have
developed transformations from both ISA and LLVM IR to HC IR.
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Analysis/modeling level trade-off: the fact that the analysis and modeling can be
performed at different levels of the software stack, e.g., at the source code, LLVM IR or
ISA levels, gives rise to our hypothesis that the choice of level will affect the accuracy
of the energy models and the precision of the analysis in opposite ways: energy models
at lower levels (e.g., at the ISA level) will be more precise than at higher levels (e.g.,
source code), since the closer to the hardware, the easier it is to determine the effect of
the execution on the hardware. However at lower levels, more program structure and
data type/shape information is lost due to lower-level representations, and we expect
a corresponding loss of analysis accuracy. In this sense, we study such hypothesis
and perform experiments to shed light on the existence of the trade-off of precision
versus analyzability mentioned above. This hypothesis about the analysis/modeling
level trade-off (and potential choices) is illustrated in Figure 1.1. In this thesis, we
have explored different points in this space of combinations of analysis and modeling.
Energy Model +
Program (including assertions)

_

+

Energy Modelling Precision

Energy
Model

Analysis Information

+

_

Layer 1

Transformation

Transformation

Source code

Internal representation
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Energy
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Optimizations
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Optimized LLVM IR

IR
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LLVM Code Generator
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IR

Energy consumption
estimations
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Hardware

Figure 1.1: Analysis/modeling level trade-off and potential choices.
Trading-off safety and accuracy of energy estimations: clearly, the accuracy of
the bounds on the energy estimations inferred by analysis depends on the nature and
accuracy of the low-level models. Existing energy models such as [54, 51] provide
average energy consumption values or functions, which are not really suitable for
upper- or lower-bounds analysis. Furthermore, trying to obtain instruction-level models that provide strict safe energy bounds would compromise their accuracy with overly
conservative bounds. Although when fed with such models the analysis would infer
high-level energy consumption functions providing strictly safe bounds, these bounds
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would not be useful in general because of their large inaccuracy. For this reason, the
analysis could use instead the already mentioned instruction level average energy models [54, 51]. However, this would mean that the energy functions inferred for the whole
program will not be strict bounds, but rather approximations of the actual bounds, and
could possibly be below or above. With this safety/accuracy trade-off in mind, we propose an approach that combines a best effort modeling with the safe static analysis, to
infer accurate bounds that are on the safe side in most cases, in order to be practical
for verification applications, in addition to energy optimization.
Static profiling: we also investigate an extension of the static resource analysis problem which, although based on the same essential techniques, has a different range of
applications. Rather than estimating the total resource usage of a call to a program,
we wish to perform a static profiling of it. This means that we intend to discover,
for selected parts of the program, named cost centers, bounds on such resource usage
that can be attributed to each of these cost centers. We refer to such bounds as the
accumulated costs on each cost center, and express how the total cost of a call to the
main program is distributed among such cost centers. As before, the estimates will be
parameterised by input sizes. However, these input sizes will be of the main procedure/function, unlike the input sizes of the selected parts, as in the traditional resource
analysis. Our proposal is based on a program transformation that instruments programs
to compute accumulated costs for each cost center. A size analysis is then applied to
the transformed program to infer functions that return bounds on accumulated costs
depending on input data sizes of the main program. Accumulated cost information is
much more useful to the software developer than the standard (traditional) resource usage functions, as it allows identifying the parts of a program that are the most resource
critical, and should be optimized first, because of their greater impact on the total cost
of program executions.
Energy optimisations using estimations: different types of optimisations at different
levels of the software stack can be performed by taking advantage of the energy estimations provided by the multi-language energy consumption analysis already discussed.
Both static and dynamic energy optimisations are enabled by such estimations, which
have been investigated in this thesis. In particular new techniques based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have been proposed to improve energy-efficient task allocation
and scheduling for DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scalling) enabled multicore environments. Energy efficient scheduling and allocation in multicore environments is a well-known NP-hard problem. Nevertheless, approximated solutions can
be efficiently found by heuristic algorithms, such as EAs. However, these algorithms
have some drawbacks that hinder their applicability: typically they are very slow, and
if the space of the feasible solutions is too restricted, they often fail to provide a viable
solution. The thesis propose an approach that overcomes these issues. The approach
is based on a custom EA that is fed with predicted information provided by the static
analysis about the energy consumed by tasks. This solves the time inefficiency problem. In addition, when this algorithm fails to produce a feasible solution, we resort to a
modification of the well-known YDS algorithm that we have performed, well adapted
4
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to the multicore environment and to the situations when the static power becomes the
predominant part. This way, we propose a combined approach that produces an energy
efficient scheduling in a reasonable time, and always finds a viable solution. For applications that allow certain levels of variability in the accuracy of their computations, the
trade-off between quality of service (QoS) and energy is investigated as well. In particular, this is performed by applying loop perforation techniques [89]. The experiments
conducted on a case study in different scenarios show that the new scheduler enhanced
with such trade-off capability improves the previous one, achieving significant energy
savings (31% on average) for acceptable levels of accuracy loss. Other optimisations
include the use of energy analysis to choose software parameters in order to transform
programs to ensure that an energy target is met while minimizing the loss in quality of
service. These approaches have been tested on multicore XMOS chips, but they can
easily be adapted to other multicore environments as well.

1.1

State of the Art

Few papers can be found in the literature focusing on the static analysis of energy
consumption. A similar approach was proposed for upper-bound energy analysis of
Java bytecode programs in [75], which is an application of the analysis of the Java
bytecode (object oriented) programs proposed in [67, 76] and the general resource
analysis in [77]. In this approach the Jimple (a typed three-address code) representation
of Java bytecode was transformed into Horn Clauses, and a simple energy model at the
Java bytecode level [54] was used. However, this work did not compare the results with
actual, measured energy consumption. In this approach as well as ours, instantiations
for energy consumption of general resource analyzers are used, namely [77] in [75, 76],
and [87] in our approach described in Chapter 2. Such resource analyzers are based on
setting up and solving recurrence equations, an approach proposed by Wegbreit [96]
that has been developed significantly in subsequent work [84, 26, 27, 92, 77, 3, 87].
Other approaches to static analysis based on the transformation of the analyzed code
into another (intermediate) representation have been proposed for analyzing low-level
languages [39] and Java (by means of a transformation into Java bytecode) [4]. In [4],
cost relations are inferred directly for these bytecode programs, whereas in [67, 76] the
bytecode is first transformed into Horn Clauses. The general resource analyzer in [77]
was also instantiated in [68] for the estimation of execution times of logic programs
running on a bytecode-based abstract machine. The approach used timing models
at the bytecode instruction level, for each particular platform, and program-specific
mappings to lift such models up to the Horn Clause level, at which the analysis was
performed. The timing model was automatically produced in a one-time, programindependent profiling stage by using a set of synthetic calibration programs and setting
up a system of linear equations. There exist other approaches to cost analysis such as
those using dependent types [44], SMT solvers [6], or size change abstraction [106].
A number of static analyses are also aimed at worst case execution time (WCET),
usually for imperative languages in different application domains (see e.g., [97] and
5
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its references). The worst-case analysis presented in [47], which is not based on recurrence equation solving, distinguishes instruction-specific (not proportional to time,
but to data) from pipeline-specific (roughly proportional to time) energy consumption.
However, in contrast to our approach and the one in [68], these worst case analysis
methods do not infer cost functions on input data sizes but rather absolute maximum
values, and they generally require the manual annotation of loops to express an upperbound on the number of iterations. An alternative approach to WCET was presented
in [43]. It is based on the idea of amortisation, which allows to infer more accurate yet
safe upper bounds by averaging the worst execution time of operations over time. It
was applied to a functional language, but the approach is in principle generally applicable. A timing analysis based on game-theoretic learning was presented in [88]. The
approach combines static analysis to find a set of basic paths which are then tested. In
principle, such approach could be adapted to infer energy usage. Its main advantage is
that this analysis can infer distributions on time, not only average values.
Static profiling in the context of Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) Analysis of
real-time programs is presented in [15]. It proposes an approach to computing worstcase timing information for all code parts of a program using a complementary metric,
called criticality. Every statement of a real-time program is assigned a criticality value,
expressing how critical the respective code is for the global WCET. Our approach is
not limited to WCET, since it is able to obtain results for a general class of user-defined
resources. Furthermore, our inferred metrics are parametric on the input data sizes of
the main program, in contrast to the criticality metric, which is a numeric value in
the range [0, 1]. In addition, our approach is modular and compositional, able to compute accumulated costs with respect to calls originating from different procedures of
the program, and not only the main program entry point. In [13] the authors present
static profiling techniques to estimate the execution likelihood and frequency of program points in order to assess whether the cost of certain compile-time optimizations
would pay off. To this end, they explore the use of some static analysis techniques
for predicting the result of conditional branches, such as assuming a uniform distribution over all branches, making heuristic based predictions, and performing value range
propagation. In this context, our approach can be used to infer bounds on the number
of times a certain program point will be called from a given entry point, as functions on
input data sizes, in contrast with a single value representing the execution likelihood
or frequency.
In the context of energy efficient scheduling, a great number of publications [32]
try to present it as a mixed integer linear optimisation problem, which can be solved
using mixed integer linear programming or using a heuristic approach. However, these
algorithms become impractical or fail to deliver a solution as the problem size grows.
Since DVFS can provide significant energy savings, its optimal usage has been extensively studied. Some examples divide scheduling and allocation into two separate
steps, such as the one given in [81], wherein the first step the allocation problem is
solved using Linear Programming, while in the second one the scheduling problem is
solved for separate processors using Bin Packing. Another approach [18] solves the
6
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scheduling problem using a Genetic Algorithms (GAs) that integrates DVFS in the fitness function. However, such a division of the problem reduces the search space, since
it becomes limited by the optimal solution of the first part of the problem, which does
not always correspond to the global optimum. Our approach solves the scheduling and
allocation problem at the same time while accounting for DVFS. In [52] scheduling,
allocation, and power management are combined in one process, however, it only deals
with voltage scaling.
An approach to the problem of optimal scheduling and allocation in multiprocessor systems that allow DVFS, presented in [70], aims to minimize both energy and
makespan as a bi-objective problem. The same problem is solved in another work [71],
but using the island model of parallel GA populations. Another approach [53] treats
the problem from two opposite points of view: in the first one, it optimizes the energy
given the scheduler length, while in the other one it optimizes the scheduling length
given the energy bound. However, none of the solutions include the possibility of two
levels of parallelism as in our work, where each processor can have a number of different threads executing in parallel. Moreover, as far as we know, none of the existing
approaches introduce the possibility of task migration. Furthermore, they do not deal
with the issue that the EAs cannot always find a viable solution, while we introduce
an additional stage implemented as a modified YDS algorithm, which can always find
a viable solution. Finally, using static analysis for estimating energy consumption to
guide the EA is a relevant novelty of our methodology, which, as our experimental
results show, achieves a significant speed-up and provides evidence about the practical
applicability of such methodology.
Regarding the particular case of energy efficient scheduling where trade-off between QoS and energy is enabled, the techniques in the existing literature that include
QoS as an objective in scheduling are mainly designed for Grid or Cloud Computing
environments where QoS is measured as either execution time, cost, etc., which has
to be provided according to the signed Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the
provider and the customer [104, 103, 105]. Multiobjective genetic algorithms were
used in [105] to minimize cost and execution time since they can be in conflict. A
similar approach is presented in [104]. In [103] the authors try to minimize energy and
maximize QoS at the same time in a Cloud Computing environment. The multiobjective optimisation problem is solved using particle swarm optimisation. However, as far
as we know, none of the approaches in the literature propose to trade off QoS (accuracy
in our case) with energy or performance in a scheduling problem by transforming the
code, in our case by using loop perforation [89].

1.2

Thesis Objectives

The general objective of the thesis is the development of techniques and tools for
energy-aware software engineering, promoting energy efficiency into a first-class design goal. In order to contribute to this general objective, we will focus on the following
particular objectives:
7
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• Developing combined analysis/modeling techniques and tools for estimating the
energy consumed by programs, as well as developing energy optimizations techniques that exploit such information.
• Produce the kind of information that can be effectively used for:
– Helping developers make energy-related design decisions (e.g., hotspot detection).
– Verifying that programs meet energy consumption specifications.
– Performing automatic energy optimizations, in particular,
by developing task scheduling and allocation algorithms for (DVFS-enabled)
multicore environments to improve energy efficiency, and exploiting the
trade-off between quality of service (QoS) and energy consumption.
• Make such tools general enough to be applied in a broad range of real environments, i.e., with different programming languages and architectures.

1.3

Main Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis, that achieve the objectives above, are enumerated and summarized below, along with the international fora where the thesis results
have been presented and/or published. Such international fora include first class conferences and JCR indexed journals. The thesis publications are co-authored with other
researchers, and in all of them, the contribution of the candidate has been relevant.
• Development of a transformation based multi-language resource consumption
analysis, specialized for inferring both lower and upper bounds on program energy consumption statically (i.e., at compile-time, without running the program
with concrete data), that gives such information in the form of functions on the
input data sizes of programs (and possibly other parameters, such as clock frequency, voltage, etc.). Such estimations are inferred at two levels, the instruction
set architecture (ISA) and the intermediate code (LLVM IR) levels, and reflected
upwards to the higher source code level. In particular, this required the development of a transformation from ISA and LLVM IR representations into HC IR,
which enables a multi-level/multi-language analysis. It also allows a developer
to study the trade-off of precision versus analyzability at different levels of the
system stack, as it is done in the thesis.
The results are published in the proceedings of the 23rd International Symposium on Logic-Based Program Synthesis and Transformation (LOPSTR’13) [62]
and in the proceedings of the Foundational and Practical Aspects of Resource
Analysis (FOPARA’15) [61], and a summary of them in the JCR indexed journal of Microprocessors and Microsystems (MICPRO’16) [28], coauthored with
other partnering institutions/companies of the ENTRA project.
8
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• A novel energy modeling technique that approximates both upper and lower
bounds on the energy of “branchless” blocks of instructions, in order to take
into account the inter-instruction switching costs within a block using an Evolutionary Algorithm. Then, such block-level energy model is fed into our static
analysis, which takes into account the program control-flow, and infers energy
information for the whole program and its procedures. This approach is general
enough to be applied to any microprocessor and programming language, hence
making our overall framework multi-platform and multi-language.
The results were presented in the International Workshop on High Performance
Energy Efficient Embedded Systems (HIP3ES’16) [58] and presented and accepted for publication in the post-conference proceedings of the 27th International Symposium on Logic-Based Program Synthesis and Transformation (LOPSTR’17) [60].
• A novel resource analysis whose aim, compared to traditional static resource
analysis, is the static profiling of accumulated cost, i.e., to discover, for selected
parts of the program, bounds on the resource usage accumulated in each of those
parts. Such information is much more useful to the software developer than
the traditional resource usage functions, as it allows identifying the parts of a
program that should be optimized first, because of their greater impact on the
total cost of program executions.
The results are published in the proceedings of the Thirteenth International Symposium on Functional and Logic Programming (FLOPS’16) [38].
• An energy-efficient scheduling and task allocation algorithm for multicore systems based on an Evolutionary Algorithm that uses static analysis to estimate the
energy consumption of tasks to schedule. The resulting schedules are shown to
obtain significant energy savings.
The results are published in the JCR indexed Journal of Multiple-Valued Logic
and Soft Computing (JMVLSC’16) [9] and in the 11th International Conference
on Artificial Intelligence Applications and Innovations (AIAI’15) [7].
• An energy-efficient scheduling algorithm to trade off accuracy and energy, for
applications that allow certain levels of variability in the accuracy of their computations, and have to meet energy budgets.
The results are published in the JCR indexed journal Logic Journal of the IGPL
(IGPL’17) [59] and in the 10th International Conference on Hybrid Artificial
Intelligence Systems (HAIS’15) [8].

1.4

Thesis Organization

In the rest of the thesis, each chapter describes one (or a combination) of the papers
mentioned in the contributions. Each chapter falls in one or more of the main software9
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engineering components in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Energy-aware software engineering main components.
The multi-language energy consumption analysis and modeling framework is proposed in Chapter 2, by instantiating an existing static resource analysis framework. An
average energy model is used that is fed to the framework via assertions. In Chapter 3, the thesis describes a novel energy modeling technique that approximates both
upper and lower bounds on the energy of branchless blocks of instructions. Then, such
block-level model is used by the static analysis described in Chapter 2 to infer tight
energy bounds that are practical for energy verification and optimization applications.
Chapter 4 presents a novel resource analysis whose aim, compared to traditional static
resource analysis, is the static profiling of accumulated cost, i.e., to discover, for selected parts of the program, an estimate or bound of the resource usage accumulated
in each of those parts. In Chapter 5, energy-efficient scheduling and task allocation
algorithms based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) have been proposed that use the
static analysis of tasks to obtain significant energy savings as well as to speed up the
scheduling. A variation of such EA algorithm is also used to trade off accuracy versus
energy for applications that permit certain levels of variability in the accuracy of their
computations. Finally, some conclusions are drawn, and directions for future work are
outlined in Chapter 6.
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2
Multi-language Energy Consumption Analysis and
Modeling Framework

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we propose a static analysis approach that infers energy consumption
information at the ISA and LLVM IR levels, and reflects it up to the source code
level. Such information is provided in the form of functions on input data sizes, and
is expressed by means of assertions that are inserted in the program representation
at each of these levels. The user (i.e., the “energy-efficient software developer”) can
customize the system by selecting the level at which the analysis will be performed
(ISA or LLVM IR) and the level at which energy information will be output (ISA,
LLVM IR or source code). As we will show later, the selection of analysis level has an
impact on the analysis accuracy and on the class of programs that can be analyzed.
One of the main goals of this chapter is to study the feasibility and practicability of
the proposed analysis approach and perform an initial experimental assessment to shed
light on the trade-offs implied by performing the analysis at the ISA or LLVM levels.
In our experiments we focus on the energy analysis of programs written in XC [95]
running on the XMOS XS1-L architecture. However, the concepts presented here are
neither language nor architecture dependent and thus can be applied to the analysis
of other programming languages (and associated lower level program representations)
and architectures as well. XC is a high-level C-based programming language that includes extensions for concurrency, communication, input/output operations, and realtime behavior. In order to potentially support different programming languages and
different program representations at different levels of compilation (e.g., LLVM IR
and ISA) in the same analysis framework we differentiate between the input language
(which can be XC source, LLVM IR, or ISA) and the intermediate semantic program
representation that the resource analysis operates on. The latter is a series of connected
code blocks, represented by Horn Clauses, that we will refer to as “HC IR” from now
on. We then propose a transformation from each input language into the HC IR and
passing it to a resource analyzer. The HC IR representation as well as a transforma11
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tion from both ISA and LLVM IR into HC IR will be explained in Sections 2.2, 2.5.1
and 2.6.1 respectively. In our implementation we use an extension of the CiaoPP [42]
resource analyzer. This analyzer always deals with the HC IR in the same way, independent of its origin, inferring energy consumption functions for all procedures in the
HC IR program. The main reason for choosing Horn Clauses as the intermediate representation is that it offers a good number of features that make it very convenient for
the analysis [67]. For instance, it supports naturally Static Single Assignment (SSA)
and recursive forms, as will be explained later. In fact, there is a current trend favoring the use of Horn Clause programs as intermediate representations in analysis and
verification tools [34, 45, 22, 12].
Although our experiments are based on single-threaded XC programs (which do
not use pointers, since XC does not support them), our claim about the generality and
feasibility of our proposed approach for static resource analysis is supported by existing tools based on the Horn Clause representation that can successfully deal with C
source programs that exhibit interesting features such as the use of pointers, arrays,
shared-memory, or concurrency in order to analyze and verify a wide range of properties [34, 45, 37]. For example [37] is a tool for the verification of safety properties of
C programs which can reason about scalars and pointer addresses, as well as memory
contents. It represents the bytecode corresponding to a C program by using (constraint)
Horn clauses.
We also leverage an existing general framework for resource usage verification and
specialize it for verifying energy consumption specifications. Such specifications can
include both lower and upper bounds on energy usage, and they can express intervals
within which energy usage is to be certified to be within such bounds. The bounds of
the intervals can be given in general as functions on input data sizes. The verification
system can prove whether such energy usage specifications are met or not by comparing the specifications with the approximated energy consumption information inferred
by the static analysis.
Both static analysis and energy models can potentially relate to any language level
(such as XC source, LLVM IR, or ISA). Performing the analysis at a given level means
that the representation of the program at that level is transformed into the HC IR, and
the analyzer “mimics” the semantics of instructions at that level. The energy model
at a given level provides basic information on the energy cost of instructions at that
level. The analysis results at a given level can be mapped upwards to a higher level,
e.g. from ISA or LLVM IR to XC. Furthermore, it is possible to perform analysis at a
given level with an energy model for a lower level. In this case the energy model must
be reflected up to the analysis level.

2.1.1

Hypothesis: Analysis and Modeling Trade-off

Our hypothesis is that the choice of level will affect the accuracy of the energy models
and the precision of the analysis in opposite ways: energy models at lower levels (e.g.
at the ISA level) will be more precise than at higher levels (e.g. XC source code), since
12
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the closer to the hardware, the easier it is to determine the effect of the execution on
the hardware. However, at lower levels more program structure and data type/shape
information is lost due to lower-level representations, and we expect a corresponding
loss of analysis accuracy. We could devise mechanisms to represent such higher-level
information and pass it down to the lower-level ISA, or to recover it by analysing the
ISA. However, our goal is to compare the analysis at the LLVM IR and ISA levels
without introducing such mechanisms, which might be complex or not effective in
some cases (e.g., in abstracting memory operations or recovering type information).
This hypothesis about the analysis/modeling level trade-off (and potential choices)
was illustrated in Figure 1.1. The possible choices are classified into two groups: those
that analyze and model at the same level, and those that operate at different levels. For
the latter, the problem is finding good mappings between software segments from the
level at which the model is defined up to the level at which the analysis is performed,
in a way that does not lose accuracy in the energy information.
In this chapter we concentrate on two of these choices and their comparison, to
see if our hypothesis holds. In particular, the first approach (choice 1) is represented
by analysing the generated ISA-level code using models defined at the ISA level that
express the energy consumed by the execution of individual ISA instructions. We
explored this approach first in [62] that is detailed in Section 2.5. It used the precise
ISA-level energy models presented in [51], which when used in the static analysis for a
number of small numerical programs resulted in the inference of functions that provide
reasonably accurate energy consumption estimations for any input data size (3.9%
average error vs. hardware measurements). However, when dealing with programs
involving structured types such as arrays, it also pointed out that, due to the loss of
information related to program structure and types of arguments at the ISA level (since
it is compiled away and no longer relates cleanly to source code), the power of the
analysis was limited. In Section 2.6, we also explore an alternative approach: the
analysis of the generated LLVM IR (which retains much more of such information,
enabling more direct analysis as well as mapping of the analysis information back
to source level) together with techniques that map segments of ISA instructions to
LLVM IR blocks [31] (choice 2). This mapping is used to propagate the energy model
information defined at the ISA level up to the level at which the analysis is performed,
the LLVM IR level. In order to complete the LLVM IR-level analysis, we have also
developed and implemented a transformation from LLVM IR into HC IR and used
the CiaoPP resource analyzer. This results in a parametric analysis that similarly to
ISA analysis (Section 2.5) infers energy consumption functions, but operating on the
LLVM IR level rather than the ISA level.
We have performed an experimental comparison of the two choices for generating
energy consumption functions. Our results support our intuitions about the trade-offs
involved. They also provide evidence that the LLVM IR-level analysis (choice 2) offers
a good compromise within the level hierarchy, since it broadens the class of programs
that can be analyzed without the need for developing complex techniques for recovering type information and abstracting memory operations, and without significant loss
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of accuracy.
In summary, the original contributions of this chapter are:
1. Translations from ISA and LLVM IR to HC IR (Section 2.5.1 and 2.6.1).
2. The integration of all components into an experimental tool architecture, enabling the static inference of energy consumption information in the form of
functions on input data sizes and the experimentation with the trade-offs described above (Section 2.6). The components are: LLVM IR and ISA translations, ISA-level energy model and mapping technique (Section 2.6.2 and [51,
31]), and analysis tools (Section 2.6.3 and [77, 87]).
3. The experimental results and evidence of trade-off of precision versus analyzability (Section 2.7).
4. A sketch of how the static analysis system can be integrated in a source-level
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) (Section 2.5 and 2.6).
5. Leverage an existing general framework for resource usage verification and specialize it for verifying energy consumption specifications (Section 2.8).
Finally, Section 2.9 discusses some related work and Section 2.10 summarises our
conclusions and comments on ongoing and future work.

2.2

Analysis and Modeling Framework Architecture

Figure 2.1 shows a high-level view of the general analysis framework that we propose,
illustrating the ideas described above. The process starts with a source program that
may contain assertions (expressed in the front end part of the common assertion language, and used to provide useful hints and information to the analyser), from which
the Transformation tool (red box) generates its associated HC IR (green box). We assume that the Transformation box includes the compilation process. Thus, the idea is
that the transformation box takes the source code as input and produces the program
to be analysed. The transformation process is also in charge of translating the (front
end) assertions (or annotations) present in the source code into assertions written in the
Ciao assertion language. Moreover, the transformation process takes an energy model
as input, and translates it into assertions expressed in the Ciao assertion language. The
role of the energy models is to express the effect, in terms of energy consumption or
other resources that depend on the underlying hardware, of the execution of a software
segment (e.g., an assembly instruction) on the hardware. Such information is required
by the analyser, which propagates it during the static analysis of a program (expressed
in the HC IR) in order to infer information (the analysis results) for higher-level entities
such as functions or procedures in the program. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.1,
where the Analyser (blue box) takes the HC IR, together with the Ciao assertions, expressing the energy models and possibly useful (trusted) information, and processes
14
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Figure 2.1: High-level view of the general analysis framework architecture.

them, producing the analysis results, expressed also in the Ciao assertion language.
The analysis results include energy consumption (or, in general, resource usage) information expressed as functions on data sizes for the whole program and parts of it, such
as procedures and functions, as mentioned before. Such results, are then processed by
a Visualiser (pink box) which is in charge of showing the information to the users (system developers) in an appropriate format, in order to help them to better understand the
effect of their designs on the energy consumption early on during the software development process, and make more informed design decisions (e.g., using the appropriate
data structures), even when there are parts not developed yet.
Figures 1.1 and 2.2 illustrate the idea that the analysis can be performed at the
three layers mentioned before. Figure 2.2 provides a more detailed view of the analysis/modeling layers within the analysis framework shown in Figure 2.1. For simplicity,
Figure 2.2 shows the models defined at the same layer the analysis is performed. At
any of these layers, a transformation into the HC IR is carried out, and the HC IR is
then passed to the analyser. These alternative choices for the “Transformation box”
are represented in the figure by using blue arrows. Note that in order to map the analysis information inferred at one layer to an upper layer (typically to the source code
layer) the (program dependent) mapping information, produced also by the transformation process, is used. However, this mapping process does not perform any analysis
in principle. Such mapping information is different from the (program dependent)
mapping information that can be used by the analyser to propagate the energy model
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information defined at one layer up to the (different) layer at which the analysis is
performed.
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Figure 2.2: Detailed view of the analysis/modeling layers within the analysis framework.

Intermediate Semantic Program Representation for Analysis (HC IR). As already said, the key to handle different languages in the same framework is to use an
Intermediate Semantic Program Representation for Analysis based on Horn clauses,
HC IR, and perform a transformation from each source code into the HC IR.
Definition 1. A Horn clause (HC) is a first-order predicate logic formula of the form
∀(S1 ∧ . . . ∧ Sn → S0 ) where all variables in the clause are universally quantified over
the whole formula, and S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn are atomic formulas, also called literals. It is
usually written S0 : − S1 , . . . , Sn .
The HC IR representation consists of a sequence of blocks. Each block is represented as a Horn clause:
< block id > (< params >) : − S1 , . . . , Sn .
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which has an entry point, that we call the head of the block (to the left of the : −
symbol), including a number of parameters < params >, and a sequence of steps (the
body, to the right of the : − symbol), each of which is either, (the representation
of) an ISA or LLVM IR instruction (depending on the layer at which the program is
analysed), or a call to another (or the same) block. Be it LLVM IR, ISA, or any other
program representation, the analyser deals with the HC IR always in the same way,
independently of its origin.

2.3

Static Resource Analysis

Resource usage analysis infers the aggregation of some numerical properties (named
resources), like memory usage, time spent in computation, energy consumption or
bytes sent over a socket, throughout the execution of a piece of code. This information
is returned in the form of functions of the sizes of some input arguments.
The starting point of this approach is the methodology outlined by [26, 25, 24],
characterized by the setting up of recurrence equations. This methodology basically
performs, previous to the resource usage analysis, a size and cardinality analysis for
inferring size relations and bounds on the number of solutions computed by a predicate
p, respectively. This information is ultimately used to obtain the resource usage bound
functions.
Definition 2. A resource usage bound function for p is a monotonic arithmetic function, Ψ p : S 7→ R∞ , for a given subset S ⊆ R k , where R is the set of real numbers, k is
the number of input arguments to predicate p, and R∞ is the set of real numbers augmented with the special symbols ∞ and −∞. We use such functions to express lower
and upper bounds on the resource usage of predicate p depending on its input data
sizes.

2.3.1

CiaoPP Resource Analysis

In order to perform the global energy consumption analysis, our approach leverages
the CiaoPP tool [42], the preprocessor of the Ciao programming environment [40].
CiaoPP includes a global static analyzer which is parametric with respect to resources
and type of approximation (lower and upper bounds) [77, 87]. The framework can be
instantiated to infer bounds on a very general notion of resources, which we adapt in
our case to the inference of energy consumption. The basic approach is as follows.
Given a predicate call p, let Φ(p, r, n) denote the exact units of resource r consumed
or produced during the computation of p for a tuple of argument sizes n. Note that,
in general, the computation of Φ(p, r, n) will be undecidable or very complex. Therefore, an expression Cost(p,ap,r,n) is determined at compile-time that approximates
Φ(p, r, n) with approximation ap (i.e., upper-bound or lower-bound). For assuring
the correctness the analysis always generate resource usage bounds functions such as
Cost( p,ap,r,n) that hold the following conditions:
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• If the analysis computes an upper-bound approximation, i.e., ap = ub, then:
Φ(p, r, n) ≤ Cost( p,ub,r,n)

(2.1)

• Conversely, if the analysis computes a lower-bound ap = lb, then:
Cost( p,lb,r,n) ≤ Φ(p, r, n)

(2.2)

Note that the analysis can always generate trivial upper and lower bounds, ∞ and
−∞, in those cases where it cannot infer resource equations or find a closed form. Of
course, the analysis should infer bounds as precise as possible.
Certain program information is first automatically inferred by other abstract interpretationbased analyzers included in CiaoPP and then provided as input to the size and resource
analysis:
1. Inference of modes, i.e., determine which arguments are input or output.
2. Inference of types for each predicate argument.
3. Inference of size metrics for predicate arguments based on the type information.
4. Inference of non-failure information, i.e., determine which predicates should
fail.
The resource analysis in CiaoPP works on the intermediate block-based representation language, which we have called HC IR in this chapter. Each block is represented
as a Horn Clause, so that, in essence, the HC IR is a pure Horn clause subset (pure
logic programming subset) of the Ciao programming language.
In CiaoPP, a resource is a user-defined counter representing a (numerical) nonfunctional global property, such as execution time, execution steps, number of bits
sent or received by an application over a socket, number of calls to a predicate, number of accesses to a database, etc. The instantiation of the framework for any particular
resource is done by means of an assertion language that allows the user to define resources and other parameters of the analysis by means of assertions. Such assertions
are used to assign basic resource usage functions to elementary operations and certain
program constructs of the base language, thus expressing how the execution of such
operations and constructs affects the usage of a particular resource. The resource consumption provided can be a constant or a function of some input data values or sizes.
The same mechanism is used as well to provide resource consumption information for
procedures from libraries or external code when code is not available or to increase the
precision of the analysis.
18
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2.4

Energy Characterization and Modeling

The assertion-based model uses power consumption data collected during hardware
measurement. We have used an ISA-level model that provides software energy consumption estimates based on Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) statistics. The hardware,
the measurement process, as well as the construction of the ISS-driven model, are detailed in Kerrison et al. [51], with the key components relevant to this chapter explained
in the rest of this section as well as in the published collaboration [62].
The practicality and accuracy of this approach to energy consumption analysis relies on a good characterisation of energy consumption and generating good energy
consumption models. A trade-off needs to be found between the simplicity of the
models, which improves the efficiency of the analysis, and the accuracy of the models, which improves the accuracy of the global analysis. Although we analyse singlethreaded code, the energy profiling must consider the hardware multi-threading of the
architecture, which has an energy impact even when only a single thread is executed.
Further, the nature of the architecture requires specific approaches in order to gather
energy profiling data, but these same characteristics preclude certain energy effects
from static analysis. For example, the effects of interleaving instructions or re-use
of operands from the previous instruction become less relevant in a hardware multithreaded pipeline, and impossible to determine statically. Although manifested in a
specific way in this particular processor architecture, such traits also exist in other
processors, such as super-scalar designs. In this chapter we describe an initial proposal
that offers a good compromise between the above issues, and also eliminates factors
that are determined to be insignificant.

2.4.1

Energy Profiling Framework and Strategy

An energy profiling framework, xmprofile, is used to generate sequences of instructions under various constraints in order to profile the energy characteristics of the hardware. This data is essential for the accurate application of models at any analysis level.
The hardware used is shown in Figure 2.3. A master processor issues test programs to
and measures the power used by a slave processor, the Device Under Test (DUT).
Currently, a subset of the ISA, including arithmetic operations, logic operations,
and condition tests, has been characterised. Other instructions are at the moment approximated using a single average value, based on typical observed behaviour.

2.4.2

ISA-level Model

An ISA-level model, xmmodel, gives an energy estimate for a program based on ISS
output. Data from the measurement framework feeds this model.
Kerrison et al.’s model is based on that devised by Tiwari [91]. Tiwari’s approach
is shown in Equation (2.3). The energy of an ISA program, E p , is characterised as the
sum of base energy cost, Bi , for all ISA instructions, i, multiplied by the number of
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executions of each instruction, Ni . An inter-instruction overhead energy, Oi, j , is then
accounted for by enumerating for all instruction combinations i, j and their frequency,
Ni, j . Finally, additional contributions to program energy can be accounted for by k
external effects, Ek , which may include externally modelled behaviours such as cache
memory.

E p = ∑i∈ISA (Bi × Ni ) + ∑i, j∈ISA Oi, j × Ni, j + ∑k∈ext Ek
(2.3)
The XS1 architecture is hardware multi-threaded. This necessitates a fundamental
revision of the model equation. In addition, for performance reasons, the ISS collects
instruction statistics rather than a full trace. This reduces the execution time by an
order of magnitude, such that it is approximately 100 times slower than the hardware
when simulation is run on a modern computer.
Equation (2.4) describes the energy of a program, E p , using a similar method to
Equation (2.3), but with several key differences. Time is an explicit component, multiplied by power terms in order to calculate energy. This separation enables future
exploration of idle periods, external event timing, and variable operating frequencies.
Inter-instruction overhead is represented as a single component, rather than considering it for all possible pairs of instructions, on account of a statistics-based approach
rather than cycle-by-cycle instruction tracing. Finally, the level of concurrency must be
accounted for, something that was not necessary for the architecture targeted by Equation (2.3). The concurrency level is the number of threads that are active at a given
time. In the case of the XS1-L, the concurrency level represents how full the pipeline
is and therefore how much activity is generated within it as each stage switches between instructions from the active threads.
Nt
Ep = Pbase Nidle Tclk + ∑t=1
∑i∈ISA ((Mt Pi O + Pbase ) Ni,t Tclk )

(2.4)

The base power, Pbase , is present in both active and idle periods. The number of idle
periods, Nidle , is counted and multiplied by the clock period, Tclk , to account for the
energy consumed when no threads are active. For each number of concurrent threads,

Figure 2.3: Overview of test harness hardware and software structure, with a slave
processor executing test kernels and a master processor collecting power samples.
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t, (based on the proportion of time each thread is active), and for each instruction, i, in
the ISA, the instruction power, Pi , is multiplied by a constant inter-instruction power
overhead, O, and a concurrency cost for the level of concurrency at which the processor
is operating, Mt . These are all multiplied by the number of times this instruction occurs
at this concurrency level, Ni,t , and the clock period. Combined with the idle energy,
this gives a total energy estimate for the program run.
In the case where a single thread is running, with no idle periods, then the above can
be simplified to Equation (2.5). The result is very similar to the single-threaded Tiwari
equation, but with only a single, generic inter-instruction power overhead component,
O, and with no external “k” components as the memory of the XS1-L is single-cycle
with no cache, with no other effects that need to be considered at this point. There
is only ever one active thread, so we use the concurrency cost for one thread, M1 .
Again, in Equation (2.5), time is an explicit component. The overhead, O, is a constant
because the inter-instruction effect cannot be known statically in the XS1 architecture,
and during profiling the variation in inter-instruction effect was shown to be an order
of magnitude less than the instruction cost and would average out over program runs.
Ep = ∑i∈ISA ((M1 Pi O + Pbase ) × (Ni Tclk ))

(2.5)

Kerrison et al.’s ISS-based model, using the same energy data as the static analysis, will be used as an additional comparison point between actual hardware energy
measurements and the static analysis results.

2.5

Analysis at the ISA level

We first have explored the choice of both analysing and modeling at the ISA level
and have realized the general analysis framework in Figure 2.1. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.4, as a realization of Figure 2.1.
The system takes as input an XC source program that can (optionally) contain assertions (used to provide useful hints and information to the analyzer), from which
a Transformation and Mapping process (dotted red box) generates first its associated
ISA using the xcc compiler. Then, a transformation from ISA into HC IR is performed
(explained in Section 2.5.1) obtaining the intermediate representation (green box) that
is supplied to the CiaoPP analyzer. This representation includes assertions that express
the energy consumed by the ISA instructions. The CiaoPP analyzer (blue box, described in Section 2.6.3) takes the HC IR, together with the assertions which express
the energy consumed by ISA instructions, and possibly some additional (trusted) information, and processes them, producing the analysis results, which are expressed also
using assertions. Based on the procedural interpretation of these HC IR programs and
the resource-related information contained in the assertions, the resource analysis can
infer static bounds on the energy consumption of the HC IR programs that are applicable to the original ISA and, hence, to their corresponding XC programs. The analysis
results include energy consumption information expressed as functions on data sizes
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Figure 2.4: A realization of the general analysis framework using models and performing the analysis at the ISA layer.
for the whole program and for all the procedures and functions in it. Such results are
then processed by the CiaoPP printer (purple box) which presents the information to
the program developer in a user-friendly format.
1
2
3
4

i n t f a c t ( i n t N) {
i f (N <= 0 ) r e t u r n 1 ;
r e t u r n N * f a c t (N − 1 ) ;
}

Figure 2.5: An XC source (factorial) function.
Consider the fact function in Figure 2.5 as the XC program for the energy consumption analysis using the framework. The ISA program corresponding to it is generated using the XC compiler tool XCC (left hand side of Figure 2.6). The resulting ISA
program is passed to a translator which generates the associated Horn clauses (right
hand side of Figure 2.6). Such program, together with the information contained in the
energy models at the ISA level (represented using the mentioned assertion language),
is passed to the resource analysis which outputs the energy consumption for all procedures in the HC IR program. In our example, the resource analysis infers an estimation
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1
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6
7

<f a c t
001:
002:
003:
004:
005:
006:

>:
entsp
stw
ldw
ldc
lss
bf

0 x2
r0 ,
r1 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,

11
12
13
14

007:
010:
011:
012:

bu
ldw
sub
bl

<010>
r0 , s p [ 0 x1 ]
r0 , r0 , 0 x1
<f a c t >

16
17
18

0 1 3 : ldw
r1 , s p [ 0 x1 ]
0 1 4 : mul
r0 , r1 , r 0
0 1 5 : r e t s p 0 x2

21
22

0 0 8 : mkmsk r0 , 0 x1
0 0 9 : r e t s p 0 x2

s p [ 0 x1 ]
s p [ 0 x1 ]
0 x0
r0 , r 1
<008>

1
2
3
4
5
6
7a
7b
10
11
12
13
14a
14b
16
17
18
20
21
22

f a c t ( R0 , R0 3 ) :−
e n t s p ( 0 x2 ) ,
s t w ( R0 , Sp0x1 ) ,
ldw ( R1 , Sp0x1 ) ,
l d c ( R0 1 , 0 x0 ) ,
l s s ( R0 2 , R0 1 , R1 ) ,
b f ( R0 2 , 0 x8 ) ,
f a c t a u x ( R0 2 , Sp0x1 , R0 3 , R1 1 ) .
f a c t a u x ( 1 , Sp0x1 , R0 4 , R1 ) :−
bu ( 0 x0A ) ,
ldw ( R0 1 , Sp0x1 ) ,
s u b ( R0 2 , R0 1 , 0 x1 ) ,
bl ( fact ) ,
f a c t ( R0 2 , R0 3 ) ,
ldw ( R1 , Sp0x1 ) ,
mul ( R0 4 , R1 , R0 3 ) ,
r e t s p ( 0 x2 ) .
f a c t a u x ( 0 , Sp0x1 , R0 , R1 ) :−
mkmsk ( R0 , 0 x1 ) ,
r e t s p ( 0 x2 ) .

Figure 2.6: An ISA (factorial) program (left) and its Horn-clause representation (right).
of the energy consumed by a call to fact as (26.0 N + 19.4) nano-Joules. This is
parametric with N, the input argument to fact.

2.5.1

Transforming ISA Programs into Horn Clauses

In this section we describe the transformation from ISA programs into the Intermediate Semantic Program Representation based on Horn clauses (HC IR) mentioned in
Section 2.2, which is used for analysis. Such representation consists of a sequence of
blocks (as in the right hand side of Figure 2.6).
The transformation ensures that the program information relevant to resource usage
is preserved, so that the energy consumption functions of the HC IR programs inferred
by the resource analysis are applicable to the original ISA programs.
ISA programs are expressed using the XS1 instruction set [66]. The transformation framework currently works on a subset of this instruction set. The ISA program
is parsed and a control flow analysis is carried out, yielding an inter-procedural control flow graph (CFG). This process starts by identifying control transfer instructions
such as branch or call instructions. Basic blocks are then constructed, which are annotated with input/output arguments and transformed into Static Single Assignment
(SSA) form. Finally, the target HC IR (i.e., Horn clauses) is emitted.
A basic block over a CFG is a maximal sequence of distinct instructions, S1 through
Sn , such that all instructions Sk , 1 < k < n have exactly one in-edge and one outedge (excluding call/return edges), S1 has one out-edge, and Sn has one in-edge. A
basic block therefore has exactly one entry point at S1 and one exit point at Sn . All call
instructions are assumed to eventually return. Using the basic block definition a block
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control flow graph is constructed by the analyser, where each node represents a block.
Edges between the blocks are derived from calls/jumps between blocks. This process
involves iterating through the CFG of the ISA program and marking block boundaries,
which are instructions that either begin or end a basic block.
2.5.1.1

Inferring Block Input/Output Parameters.

In order to treat each block as a Horn clause, the block’s input and output arguments
need to be inferred. For the entry block, the input and output arguments are derived from the original function’s signature. We define the functions paramsin and
paramsout , which infer input and output parameters of a block respectively. These perform a backwards analysis of the program, and are recomputed until a least fixpoint is
reached on these functions.
0
b0 ∈next(b) paramsout (b )
S
paramsin (b) = gen(b) ∪ b0 ∈next(b) paramsin (b0 )

paramsout (b) = kill(b) ∪

S

where next(b) denotes the set of immediate target blocks that can be reached from b
with a call or jump, while gen(k) and kill(k) are the read and written variables in a
block respectively, which we define as:
kill(b) =

n
S
k=1

def (k),

gen(b) =

n
S

{v | v ∈ ref (k) ∧ ∀( j < k).v ∈
/ def ( j)}

k=1

and def (k) and ref (k) denote the variables written or referred to at a node in the block
respectively.
Our approach here is closely related to that of the live variable analysis (LVA) [78]
used in compilers, and in dead code elimination in particular. A variable is live at
a program point if it may get referenced later in the program (which is decided by
considering the whole CFG of the program). In LVA, for each program point, a set
of live variables is computed using functions similar to our kill and gen functions
with data flow equations. In our approach however, instead of computing liveness
information for each program point, we compute a least fixpoint of our paramsout and
paramsin functions over the program’s block control flow graph. This is an efficient
solution that safely over-approximates the set of input/output arguments to each block,
so that the extra arguments inferred for block heads due to such over-approximation do
not affect the energy consumption estimations, since they are not used in the analysis
of procedures corresponding to the original XC code.
2.5.1.2

Resolving Branching to Multiple Blocks.

In the XS1 instruction set, conditional branch instructions (e.g., bt, bf) jump to one
of the two target blocks based on the value of the branching variable. For example,
in Figure 2.6, at line 7 the bf instruction (branch if fail) will jump to address 008 if
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r0 = 0, otherwise to address 007. In the HC IR this branch needs to be a call to one of
the two blocks.
We use a similar approach to the one described in [67] to resolve branches to multiple blocks. The multiple target blocks of a jump instruction are assigned the same
head, which essentially are clauses of the same HC IR predicate. This is achieved by
merging the heads of the target clauses so that each clause has the same head. The
algorithm is trivial, since we have already inferred the input/output parameters to each
block’s head. The input/output parameters to the new head of the clauses are the union
of the input/output parameters of all the clauses along with the branching variable.
This enables preservation of the branching semantics of the original ISA program in
the HC IR form.
For example in Figure 2.6, the bf instruction at line 7 of the ISA program is
changed to a dummy literal at line 7a in the HC IR, plus a predicate call to fact aux
on line 7b. The predicate fact aux has two clauses, each representing one of the target blocks of the bf instruction. The dummy literal for the bf instruction is created so
that the resource usage analysis can take it into account when inferring energy usage
functions.
2.5.1.3

Static Single Assignment form (SSA).

The last step is to convert the block representation into static single assignment (SSA)
form, where each variable is assigned exactly once and multiple assignments to the
same variable create new versions of that variable.
In compilers, the SSA form is generated at the function level (e.g., at LLVM [55]
level) where a function might consist of multiple basic blocks. However, we follow
the approach of generating the SSA form at the block level, and therefore we do not
need to generate φ nodes. A φ node is an instruction used to select a version of the
variable depending on the predecessor of the current block. Since each block is already
annotated with input/output arguments, any predecessor block will pass the appropriate
values as input parameters when making a call to the target block.
In Figure 2.6, the HC IR (right hand side) is already in SSA form, where each
variable is defined exactly once and stack references are transformed to local variables.
Each instruction is transformed into a HC IR literal with input/output variables.
Analysis on low level (ISA) representations, in general, suffers from the problem of
extracting a precise control flow graph in the presence of indirect jumps and calls. The
current implementation of our transformation is restricted to direct jumps and calls. We
plan to integrate other techniques into the transformation tool to resolve such problems
including recognizing code patterns used by compilers and performing static program
analysis (see [101] and its references).

2.5.2

Instantiating the CiaoPP Analysis Framework

In this section we describe how to instantiate the CiaoPP analysis framework for the
analysis of the HC IR programs resulting from the translation of ISA programs. we use
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a running example to illustrate the main concepts and steps of the analysis framework.
In particular, and for simplicity, assume that we are interested in estimating upper
bounds on the energy consumed by the HC IR program in Figure 2.6 (right hand side)
generated from its XC

2.5.2.1

Defining Resources.

We start by defining the identifier (“counter”) associated to the energy consumption
resource, through a declaration:
:− r e s o u r c e e n e r g y .

2.5.2.2

Expressing the Energy Model.

In CiaoPP, the resource usage of primitive operations can be provided using “trust”
assertions (see [40] and its references for a description of the assertion language). For
example, we can write assertions for each predicate that represents an ISA instruction; these constitute the energy models. The following assertions (for the add and
sub instructions) are part of the simple energy model that we used in the static analysis, which assigns a constant energy consumption to these ISA instructions (values
1215439 and 1210759 respectively):
:− t r u s t pred add (X, Y, Z ) + r e s o u r c e ( avg , e n e r g y , 1 2 1 5 4 3 9 ) .
:− t r u s t pred s u b (X, Y, Z ) + r e s o u r c e ( avg , e n e r g y , 1 2 1 0 7 5 9 ) .

Note that the first argument (avg) of the resource property (in the global computational properties field “+” of the assertions) expresses that the given energy consumption for the ISA instructions is an average value. This model is obtained using the
measurement process described in Section 2.4, based on Equation (2.5), so that the
energy cost for an ISA instruction i is ci = (M1 Pi O + Pbase ) Tclk , expressed in the third
argument of the resource property in femto-Joules (fJ, 10−15 Joules).
Assertions are also used to express other information that is instrumental in the
resource usage analysis. For example, the assertion:
:− t r u s t pred s u b (X, Y, Z ) : ( var (X) , i n t (Y) , i n t ( Z ) )
=> ( i n t (X) , i n t (Y) , i n t ( Z ) , s i z e ( ub , X, i n t (Y)−i n t ( Z ) ) ,
s i z e ( ub , Y, i n t (Y) ) , s i z e ( ub , Z , i n t ( Z ) ) )
+ ( m e t r i c (X, i n t ) , m e t r i c (Y, i n t ) , m e t r i c ( Z , i n t ) ) .

indicates that if the sub(X, Y, Z) predicate (representing the “subtraction” ISA instruction) is called with X and Y bound to integer numbers and Z an unbound variable
(precondition field “:”), after the successful completion of the call (postcondition field
“=>”), X is an integer number whose size is the size of Y minus the size of Z. It also
expresses that the size metric used for the three arguments is “int”, the actual value of
the integer numbers.
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2.5.3

Performing the Analysis

Once the parameters of the general resource analysis framework have been defined,
and assertions for primitives (representing the energy models) and library calls have
been provided, the CiaoPP global static analysis can infer the resource usage of all the
procedures/blocks in the program (as functions of input data sizes). A full description
of how this is done can be found in [77].
2.5.3.1

Calling Mode Information.

The resource analysis needs information referred to each argument in each predicate
in the block representation (HC IR) that expresses whether it acts as an input or an
output argument (its “mode”). In our approach no mode analysis is performed in order
to obtain such information. The modes of the main blocks are extracted from the
XC source code that the HC IR is originated from. This is possible because mode
information is statically known at the XC language level and is propagated to the HC
IR using (trust) assertions. There are also new intermediate predicates generated by the
transformation from ISA programs into HC IR (described in Section 2.5.1), originated
from conditional branching, which cannot be directly related to the XC source code.
However, for such predicates information from the transformation phase, where the
input/output arguments are determined for each predicate, is used, so that no mode
analysis needs to be performed by CiaoPP.
2.5.3.2

Size Measure Analysis.

CiaoPP uses type information to decide which metric to use to infer and express data
sizes, from a set of predefined metrics (see [77] for details). As already said, our resource analysis is performed on a block-based representation (HC IR) of the ISA code
generated by the XC compiler. Although XC is a typed language, most of the type
information is lost in the ISA code generated by the compiler. There are a number
of static and dynamic techniques developed by the reverse engineering community to
reconstruct types/shape information from binaries (see [56] and its references). In our
approach, we can recover and transfer types from the ISA code into some blocks (predicates) in the HC IR that are directly related to the ISA code, so that no type analysis
is performed in those cases. However, we still need to perform some propagation of
such types to any new intermediate blocks created by the transformation from ISA
programs into Horn clauses. For example, our approach can determine that in the HC
IR program in Figure 2.6 (right hand side) fact will be called with R0 bound to an
integer and R0 3 a free variable, and will succeed with R0 3 bound to an integer.
Also, fact aux will be called with the first two arguments bound to integers, and the
rest free, and, upon success, all of them will be bound to integers. Given that information, the chosen metric for all the arguments will be int, i.e., the integer value of the
argument.
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2.5.3.3

Size Analysis.

It determines the relative sizes of variable bindings at different program points. For
each clause, size relations are propagated to express each output data size as a function
of input data sizes. For recursive functions this is done symbolically, creating a set of
recurrence relations that will be solved to get a closed form function.
For our running example, the recurrence relations set up for the size of the output
argument R0 3 of fact as a function of the size of the input argument R0 (denoted
factR0 3 (R0)) as well as the corresponding one for fact aux are:
factR0 3 (R0) = fact
 auxR0 4 (0 ≤ R0, R0)
R0 ∗ factR0 3 (R0 − 1)
fact auxR0 4 (B, R0) =
1

if B is true (i.e., 0 ≤ R0)
if B is false (i.e., 0 > R0)

These inferred recurrence relations/equations are then fed into a computer algebra
system (e.g., CiaoPP’s internal solver or an external solver such as Mathematica, used
for the results presented in this chapter) that gives the following closed form function
for it: factR0 3 (R0) = R0!
2.5.3.4

Resource Usage Analysis.

It uses the size information inferred by the size analysis to set up recurrence equations
representing the resource usage of predicates (blocks), and computes bounds to their
solutions. Remember that ci represents the energy cost of each instruction, taken from
the energy model. Let be denote the energy consumption function for a predicate
(block) b. Then, the inferred equations for fact are:
facte (R0) = fact auxe (0 ≤ R0, R0) + centsp + cstw + cldw + cldc + clss + cb f

 facte (R0 − 1) + cbu + 2 cldw + csub +
+ cbl + cmul + cretsp
if B is true
fact auxe (B, R0) =

cmkmsk + cretsp
if B is false
If we assume (for simplicity of exposition) that each instruction has unitary cost,
i.e., ci = 1 for all i, we obtain (using the mentioned computer algebra system) the
energy consumed by fact as a function of its input data size (R0): facte (R0) = 13 R0+
8.
Note that our approach based on setting up recurrence equations and solving them
using a computer algebra system allows inferring different types of (resource usage)
functions, such as polynomial, factorial, exponential, logarithmic, and summatory.
Note also that using average energy values in the model implies that the energy
function for the whole program inferred by the upper-bound resource analysis is an
approximation of the actual upper bound (possibly below it). Thus, theoretically, to
ensure that the analysis infers an upper bound, we need to use upper bounds as well
in the energy models. This is not a trivial task as the worst case energy consumption
depends on the data processed, is likely to be different for different instructions, and
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Table 2.1: Description of benchmark functions used in experiments and their corresponding energy functions.

Function name

Description

Energy function

fact(N)

Calculates N!

26.0 N + 19.4

fibonacci(N)

Nth Fibonacci no.

30.1 + 35.6 φN + 11.0 (1 − φ)N

sqr(N)

Computes N 2

103.0 N 2 + 205.8 N + 188.32

poweroftwo(N)

Calculates 2N

62.4 · 2N − 312.3

power(base,exp)

Calculates baseexp

6.3 (log2 exp + 1) + 6.5

unlikely to occur frequently in subsequent instructions. We discuss this further in
Chapter 3 and propose a novel approach of modeling blocks of instructions as a unit
of modeling instead of the instruction.

2.5.4

Benchmarks, Results and Evaluation

The aim of the experimental evaluation is to perform a first comparison of actual hardware energy measurements, in terms of accuracy, with the values obtained from both
the low-level Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) model and the Static Resource Analysis
(SRA) implemented within the CiaoPP framework, to obtain an early estimation of the
feasibility of the approach. To this end, we describe a selection of currently analysable
benchmarks, the method by which data was collected, and an evaluation of the analysis
framework accuracy vs. the low-level ISS model and hardware measurements.
2.5.4.1

Benchmarks.

For this type of evaluation we use as benchmarks mainly small mathematical functions.
The structure of these programs is either iterative or recursive, with their cost depending on the function argument. For such programs state of the art solvers can easily
provide the cost functions, by solving the system of recurrence relations provided by
the SRA framework. Table 2.1 shows the benchmarks used in this comparison, their
execution behaviour in relation to each function’s parameters, and the cost function
inferred.
2.5.4.2

Experimental method.

Hardware energy readings were obtained by repeatedly executing a benchmark function over a 0.5 second period, T , collecting a set of power samples, P, whilst counting the number of executions, Nfn . From this, the energy of a single function call,
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Table 2.2: Actual and estimated energy consumption for the fact(N) function over a
range of N.
SRA cost

N

function(nJ)

26.0 N + 19.4

1
2
4
8
16
32
64

HW
measured
energy (nJ)
53.1
78.0
127.7
227.1
426.0
823.8
1690.5

Model energy (nJ)
ISS
62.8
83.8
125.7
209.6
377.4
713.4
1387.0

SRA
45.3
71.3
123.1
226.8
434.2
849.0
1678.4

Error vs. HW
ISS
1.18
1.07
0.98
0.92
0.89
0.87
0.82

SRA
0.85
0.91
0.96
1.00
1.02
1.03
0.99

is calculated. This was performed using a similar method to the colEfn = mean(P)×T
Nfn
lection of energy model data described in Section 2.4, but was performed on separate
hardware so as to de-couple modeling from testing.
ISS modeling involved simulating the same function a smaller number of times
than on the hardware in order to keep simulation time adequately low. The instruction
statistics were then processed in order to produce an energy figure, and then that figure
divided by Nfn was used during ISS in order to extract the energy of a single call. The
ISS modeling framework currently has a less efficient test loop than the hardware, potentially reducing accuracy for very short function calls. Similarly, if too few function
calls are made during the simulation due to a long-executing function, overrun in the
test time may skew low-level energy figures.
Static resource usage analysis was performed by evaluating the produced cost function for a given benchmark with respect to the input arguments, immediately providing
the energy cost of a single function call.
2.5.4.3

Results.

Table 2.2 provides an example of test data for the fact (factorial) function. The hardware (HW), low-level Instruction Set Simulation model (ISS), and Static Resource
Analysis (SRA) model energy figures are compared. The relative errors of ISS and
SRA are compared with respect to the HW energy and normalised as such. The cost
function provided for this particular example demonstrates the relationship between
the input parameter, N, and the SRA estimate of such a call. This, together with data
for a number of further benchmarks are presented in graph form in Figure 2.7.
In Figure 2.7, hardware measured energy is compared directly to ISS and SRA
energy predictions for the set of four benchmarks. The relative errors are also plotted. In all cases, the ISS model is seen to improve in accuracy as the input parameter N
increases, in line with the expected inaccuracies arising from inefficiencies in the mod30
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Figure 2.7: Hardware energy, estimations and relative errors for (starting top-left, moving clock-wise) fact, fibonacci, poweroftwo and power.
eling loop used in simulation, as described in the previous subsection. In the case of the
poweroftwo function, time limitations prevent the ISS model from approximating the
function above N = 13, approaching which the error begins to increase markedly. The
power function behaves in a similar way and demonstrates the relationship between
multiple input arguments.
The CiaoPP SRA model does not suffer the same deficiencies, although it does incur a greater underestimation of energy for small values of N. The HW measurements
unavoidably contain some loop code beyond the target function being examined and
small N values will increase the effects of this in the measurement. ISS in fact models this inefficiency directly, whereas SRA does not, hence the roughly symmetrical
relative errors for the two models, particularly in the fact and fibonacci cases.
Both approaches are reliant on the same underlying instruction energy figures.
Given that some instructions are not directly profiled and, instead, given an average
value, accuracy is reduced when the distribution of instructions in a given program is
such that the number of profiled instructions is low.
Overall, these results demonstrate both models’ capabilities to estimate energy,
with encouraging accuracy that can be improved upon. Further, the SRA approach is
less restrictive, particularly in situations where simulation time might be prohibitively
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long.

2.6

Analysis at the LLVM IR Level
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Figure 2.8: An overview of the analysis at the LLVM IR level using ISA models.
An overview of the proposed analysis system at the LLVM IR level using models
at the ISA level is depicted in Figure 2.8 which is an another realization of the general analysis framework in Figure 2.1. Similar to ISA realization, the system takes
as input an XC source program that can (optionally) contain assertions (used to provide useful hints and information to the analyzer), from which a Transformation and
Mapping process (dotted red box) generates first its associated LLVM IR using the xcc
compiler. Then, a transformation from LLVM IR into HC IR is performed (explained
in Section 2.6.1) obtaining the intermediate representation (green box) that is supplied
to the CiaoPP analyzer. This representation includes assertions that express the energy consumed by the LLVM IR blocks, generated from the information produced by
the mapper tool (as explained in Section 2.6.2). The CiaoPP analyzer (blue box, described in Section 2.6.3) takes the HC IR, together with the assertions which express
the energy consumed by LLVM IR blocks, and possibly some additional (trusted) information, and processes them, producing the analysis results, which are expressed
also using assertions. Based on the procedural interpretation of these HC IR programs
and the resource-related information contained in the assertions, the resource analysis
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can infer static bounds on the energy consumption of the HC IR programs that are
applicable to the original LLVM IR and, hence, to their corresponding XC programs.
The analysis results include energy consumption information expressed as functions
on data sizes for the whole program and for all the procedures and functions in it.
Such results are then processed by the CiaoPP printer (purple box) which presents the
information to the program developer in a user-friendly format.

2.6.1

LLVM IR to HC IR Transformation

In this section we describe the LLVM IR to HC IR transformation that we have developed in order to achieve the complete analysis system at the LLVM IR level proposed
in the chapter (as already mentioned in the overview given in Section 2.6 and depicted
in Figure 2.8). The transformation ensures that the program information relevant to
resource usage is preserved, so that the energy consumption functions of the HC IR
programs inferred by the resource analysis are applicable to the original LLVM IR
programs.
The transformation also passes energy values for the LLVM IR level for different
programs based on the ISA/LLVM IR mapping information that express the energy
consumed by the LLVM IR blocks, as explained in Section 2.6.2. Such information
is represented by means of trust assertions (in the Ciao assertion language [40]) that
are included in the HC IR. In general, trust assertions can be used to provide information about the program and its constituent parts (e.g., individual instructions or whole
procedures or functions) to be trusted by the analysis system, i.e., they provide base
information assumed to be true by the inference mechanism of the analysis in order
to propagate it throughout the program and obtain information for the rest of its constituent parts.
LLVM IR programs are expressed using typed assembly-like instructions. Each
function is in SSA form, represented as a sequence of basic blocks. Each basic block
is a sequence of LLVM IR instructions that are guaranteed to be executed in the same
order. Each block ends in either a branching or a return instruction. In order to transform an LLVM IR program into the HC IR, we follow a similar approach as in a
previous ISA-level transformation explored in Section 2.5.1. However, the LLVM IR
includes an additional type transformation as well as better memory modeling.
The following subsections describe the main aspects of the transformation.
2.6.1.1

Inferring Block Arguments

As described before, a block in the HC IR has an entry point (head) with input/output
parameters, and a body containing a sequence of steps (here, representations of LLVM
IR instructions). Since the scope of the variables in LLVM IR blocks is at the function
level, the blocks are not required to pass parameters while making jumps to other
blocks. Thus, in order to represent LLVM IR blocks as HC IR blocks, we need to infer
input/output parameters for each block as described in 2.5.1.1.
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Note that unlike ISA, the LLVM IR is in SSA form at the function level, which
means that blocks may have φ nodes which are created while transforming the program
into SSA form. A φ node is essentially a function defining a new variable by selecting
one of the multiple instances of the same variable coming from multiple predecessor
blocks:
x = φ(x1 , x2 , ..., xn )
def and ref for this instruction are {x} and {x1 , x2 , ..., xn } respectively. An interesting
feature of our approach is that φ nodes are not needed. Once the input/output parameters are inferred for each block as explained above, a post-process gets rid of all φ
nodes by modifying block input arguments in such a way that blocks receive x directly
as an input and an appropriate xi is passed by the call site. This will be illustrated later
in Section 2.6.1.3.
Consider the example in Figure 2.10 (left), where the LLVM IR block looptest is
defined. The body of the block reads from 2 variables without previously defining
them in the same block. The fixpoint analysis would yield:
paramsin (looptest) = {Arr, I}
which is used to construct the HC IR representation of the looptest block shown in
Figure 2.10 (right), line 3.
2.6.1.2

Translating LLVM IR Types into HC IR Types

LLVM IR is a typed representation which allows retaining much more of the (source)
program information than the ISA representation (e.g., types defining compound data
structures). As already mentioned, this enables a more direct analysis as well as mapping of the analysis information back to source level. Thus, we define a mechanism to
translate LLVM IR types into their counterparts in HC IR.
The LLVM type system defines primitive and derived types. The primitive types
are the fundamental building blocks of the type system. Primitive types include label,
void, integer, character, floating point, x86mmx, and metadata. The x86mmx type
represents a value held in an MMX register on an x86 machine and the metadata type
represents embedded metadata. The derived types are created from primitive types or
other derived types. They include array, function, pointer, structure, vector, opaque.
Since the XCore platform supports neither pointers nor floating point data types, the
LLVM IR code generated from XC programs uses only a subset of the LLVM types.
At the HC IR level we use regular types, one of the type systems supported by
CiaoPP [42]. Translating LLVM IR primitive types into regular types is straightforward. The integer and character types are abstracted as num regular type, whereas the
label, void, and metadata types are represented as atm (atoms).
For derived types, corresponding non-primitive regular types are constructed during the transformation phase. Supporting non-primitive types is important because it
enables the analysis to infer energy consumption functions that depend on the sizes
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of internal parts of complex data structures. The array, vector, and structure types are
represented as follows:
array type → (nested)list
vector type → (nested)list
structure type → f unctor term
Both the array and vector types are represented by the list type in CiaoPP which is a
special case of compound term. The type of the elements of such lists can be again
a primitive or a derived type. The structure type is represented by a compound term
which is composed of an atom (called the functor, which gives a name to the structure)
and a number of arguments, which are again either primitive or derived types. LLVM
also introduces pointer types in the intermediate representation, even if the front-end
language does not support them (as in the case of XC, as mentioned before). Pointers
are used in the pass-by-reference mechanism for arguments, in memory allocations in
alloca blocks, and in memory load and store operations. The types of these pointer
variables in the HC IR are the same as the types of the data these pointers point to.
struct mystruct {
int x ;
int arr [5];
};

:− r e g t y p e a r r a y 1 / 1 .
a r r a y 1 : = [ ] | [∼ s t r u c t | a r r a y 1 ] .

v o i d p r i n t ( s t r u c t m y s t r u c t [ ] Arg , i n t N)
{
...
}

s t r u c t : = m y s t r u c t (∼num ,∼a r r a y 2 ) .

:− r e g t y p e s t r u c t / 1 .

:− r e g t y p e a r r a y 2 / 1 .
a r r a y 2 : = [ ] | [∼num | a r r a y 2 ] .

Figure 2.9: An XC program and its type transformation into HC IR.
Consider for example the types in the XC program shown in Figure 2.9. The type
of argument Arg of the print function is an array of mystruct elements. mystruct is
further composed of an integer and an array of integers. The LLVM IR code generated
by xcc for the function signature print in Figure 2.9 (left) is:
define void @print( [0 × {i32, [5 × i32]}]* noalias nocapture)
The function argument type in the LLVM IR ([0 × {i32, [5 × i32]}]) is the typed representation of the argument Arg to the function in the XC program. It represents an
array of arbitrary length with elements of {i32, [5×i32]} structure type which is further
composed of an i32 integer type and a [5 × i32] array type, i.e., an array of 5 elements
of i32 integer type.1
This type is represented in the HC IR using the set of regular types illustrated in
Figure 2.9 (right). The regular type array1, is a list of struct elements (which can
also be simply written as array1 := list(struct)). Each struct type element is
represented as a functor mystruct/2 where the first argument is a num and the second
is another list type array2. The type array2 is defined to be a list of num (which, again,
can also be simply written as array2 := list(num)).
1 [0 × i32]

specifies an arbitrary length array of i32 integer type elements.
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2.6.1.3

Transforming LLVM IR Blocks/Instructions into HC IR

In order to represent an LLVM IR function by an HC IR function (i.e., a predicate),
we need to represent each LLVM IR block by an HC IR block (i.e., a Horn clause) and
hence each LLVM IR instruction by an HC IR literal.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

alloca :
br l a b e l l o o p t e s t
looptest :
%I = p h i i 3 2 [%N,% a l l o c a ] ,
[% I1 ,% l o o p b o d y ]
%Zcmp=icmp ne i 3 2 %I , 0
br i 1 %Zcmp , l a b e l %l o o p b o d y ,
l a b e l %l o o p e n d
loopbody :
%Elm= g e t e l e m e n t p t r [ 0 x i 3 2 ] * % Arr
i 3 2 0 , i 3 2 %I
/ / p r o c e s s a r r a y e l e m e n t ‘ Elm ’
%I 1 =sub i 3 2 %I , 1
br l a b e l %l o o p t e s t
loopend :
ret void

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
, 10
11
12
13
14
15

a l l o c a (N, A r r ) :−
l o o p t e s t (N, A r r ) .
l o o p t e s t ( I , A r r ) :−
icmp ne ( I , 0 , Zcmp ) ,
l o o p b o d y l o o p e n d ( Zcmp , I , A r r ) .
icmp ne (X, Y, 1 ) :− X \= Y .
icmp ne (X, Y, 0 ) :− X = Y .
l o o p b o d y l o o p e n d ( Zcmp , I , A r r ) :−
Zcmp =1 ,
n t h ( I , Arr , Elm ) ,
/ / p r o c e s s l i s t e l e m e n t ‘ Elm ’
I1 i s I − 1 , sub ( I , 1 , I1 ) ,
l o o p t e s t ( I1 , A r r ) .
l o o p b o d y l o o p e n d ( Zcmp , I , A r r ) :−
Zcmp = 0 .

Figure 2.10: LLVM IR Array traversal example (left) and its HC IR representation
(right)
The LLVM IR instructions are transformed into equivalent HC IR literals where the
semantics of the execution of the LLVM IR instructions are either described using trust
assertions or by giving definition to HC IR literals. The phi assignment instructions
are removed and the semantics of the phi assignment are preserved on the call sites.
For example, the phi assignment is removed from the HC IR block in Figure 2.10
(right) and the semantics of the phi assignment is preserved on the call sites of the
looptest (lines 2 and 14). The call sites alloca (line 2) and loopbody (line 13) pass the
corresponding value as an argument to looptest, which is received by looptest in its
first argument I.
Consider the instruction getelementptr at line 8 in Figure 2.10 (left), which computes the address of an element of an array %Arr indexed by %I and assigns it to a
variable %Elm. Such an instruction is represented by a call to an abstract predicate
nth/3, which extracts a reference to an element from a list, and whose effect of execution on energy consumption as well as the relationship between the sizes of input and
output arguments is described using trust assertions. For example, the assertion:
:− t r u s t pred n t h ( I , L , Elem )
: ( num( I ) , l i s t ( L , num) , var ( Elem ) )
=> ( num( I ) , l i s t ( L , num) , num( Elem ) ,
r s i z e ( I , num( IL , IU ) ) ,
r s i z e ( L , l i s t ( LL , LU , num( EL , EU) ) ) ,
r s i z e ( Elem , num( EL , EU) ) )
+ ( r e s o u r c e ( avg , e n e r g y , 1 2 1 5 4 3 9 ) ) .
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indicates that if the nth(I, L, Elem) predicate (representing the getelementptr LLVM
IR instruction) is called with I and L bound to an integer and a list of numbers respectively, and Elem an unbound variable (precondition field “:”), then, after the successful
completion of the call (postcondition field “=>”), Elem is an integer number and the
lower and upper bounds on its size are equal to the lower and upper bounds on the
sizes of the elements of the list L. The sizes of the arguments to nth/3 are expressed
using the property rsize in the assertion language. The lower and upper bounds on the
length of the list L are LL and LU respectively. Similarly, the lower and upper bounds
on the elements of the list are EL and EU respectively, which are also the bounds for
Elem. The resource property (global computational properties field +) expresses that
the energy consumption for the instruction is an average value (1215439 nano-joules2 ).
The branching instructions in LLVM IR are transformed into calls to target blocks
in HC IR. For example, the branching instruction at line 6 in Figure 2.10 (left), which
jumps to one of the two blocks loopbody or loopend based on the Boolean variable
Zcmp, is transformed into a call to a predicate with two clauses (line 5 in Figure 2.10
(right)). The name of the predicate is the concatenation of the names of the two LLVM
IR blocks mentioned above. The two clauses of the predicate defined at lines 8-13
and 14-15 in Figure 2.10 (right) represent the LLVM IR blocks loopbody and loopend
respectively. The test on the conditional variable is placed in both clauses to preserve
the semantics of the conditional branch.

2.6.2

Obtaining the Energy Consumption of LLVM IR Blocks

Our approach requires producing assertions that express the energy consumed by each
call to an LLVM IR block (or parts of it) when it is executed. To achieve this we take
as starting point the energy consumption information available from an existing XS1L ISA Energy Model produced in our work of ISA level analysis [62] (also detailed
in Section 2.4) using the techniques described in [51]. We refer the reader to [51]
for a detailed study of the energy consumption behaviour of the XS1-L architecture,
containing a description of the test and measurement process along with the construction and full evaluation of such model. In the experiments performed in this chapter a
single, constant energy value is assigned to each instruction in the ISA based on this
model.
A mechanism is then needed to propagate such ISA-level energy information up to
the LLVM IR level and obtain energy values for LLVM IR blocks. A set of mapping
techniques serve this purpose by creating a fine-grained mapping between segments
of ISA instructions and LLVM IR code segments, in order to enable the energy characterization of each LLVM IR instruction in a program, by aggregating the energy
consumption of the ISA instructions mapped to it. Then, the energy value assigned
to each LLVM IR block is obtained by aggregating the energy consumption of all its
LLVM IR instructions. The mapping is done by using the debug mechanism where
the debug information, preserved during the lowering phase of the compilation from
2 nJ,

10−9 joules
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LLVM IR to ISA, is used to track ISA instructions against LLVM IR instructions. A
full description and formalization of the mapping techniques is given in [31].

2.6.3

Resource Analysis with CiaoPP

The analysis of HC IR code coming from LLVM IR is performed in a similar fashion
as it is done for ISA code in Section 2.5.2. We provide assertions for each HC IR block,
expressing the energy consumed by the corresponding LLVM IR block, that is derived
from the energy model, as explained in Section 2.6.2. Based on this information, the
global static analysis can then infer bounds on the resource usage of the whole program
(as well as procedures and functions in it) as functions of input data sizes.
Consider the example in Figure 2.10 (right). Let Pe denote the energy consumption
function for a predicate P in the HC IR representation (set of blocks with the same
name). Let cb represent the energy cost of an LLVM IR block b. Then, the inferred
equations for the HC IR blocks in Figure 2.10 (right) are:
allocae (N, Arr) = calloca + loopteste (N, Arr)
loopteste (N, Arr) = clooptest + loopbody loopende (0 6= N, N, Arr)


 loopteste (N − 1, Arr) if B is true

+ cloopbody
loopbody loopende (B, N, Arr) =



cloopend
if B is false
If we assume (for simplicity of exposition) that each LLVM IR block has unitary
cost, i.e., cb = 1 for all LLVM IR blocks b, solving the above recurrence equations, we
obtain the energy consumed by alloca as a function of its input data size (N):
allocae (N, Arr) = 2 × N + 3
As explained before in Section 2.5.3, the use of average energy values in the model
implies that the energy function for the whole program inferred by the upper-bound
resource analysis is an approximation of the actual upper bound that can possibly be
below it. We discuss this in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.7

Experimental Evaluation

We have performed an experimental evaluation of our techniques on a number of selected benchmarks. Power measurement data was collected for the XCore platform by
using appropriately instrumented power supplies, a power-sense chip, and an embedded system for controlling the measurements and collecting the power data. Details
about the power monitoring setup used to run our benchmarks and measure their energy consumption can be found in [51]. The main goal of our experiments was to shed
light on the trade-offs implied by performing the analysis at the ISA level (without using complex mechanisms for propagating type information and representing memory)
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and at the LLVM level using models defined at the ISA level together with a mapping
mechanism.
There are two groups of benchmarks that we have used in our experimental study.
The first group is composed of four small recursive numerical programs that have a variety of user defined functions, arguments, and calling patterns (first four benchmarks
in Table 2.4). These benchmarks only operate over primitive data types and do not involve any structured types. The second group of benchmarks (the last five benchmarks
in Table 2.4) differs from the first group in the sense that they all involve structured
types. These are recursive or iterative.
The second group of benchmarks includes two filter benchmarks namely Biquad
and Finite Impulse Response (FIR). A filter program attenuates or amplifies one specific frequency range of a given input signal. The fir(N) benchmark computes the
inner-product of two vectors: a vector of input samples, and a vector of coefficients.
The more coefficients, the higher the fidelity, and the lower the frequencies that can be
filtered. On the other hand, the Biquad benchmark is an equaliser running Biquad filtering. An equaliser takes a signal and attenuates/amplifies different frequency bands.
In the case of an audio signal, such as in a speaker or microphone, this corrects the frequency response. The biquad(N) benchmark uses a cascade of Biquad filters where
each filter attenuates or amplifies one specific frequency range. The energy consumed
depends on the number of banks N, typically between 3 and 30 for an audio equaliser. A
higher number of banks enables a designer to create more precise frequency response
curves.
None of the XC benchmarks contain any assertions that provide information to
help the analyzer. Table 2.3 shows detailed experimental results. Column SA energy
function shows the energy consumption functions, which depend on input data sizes,
inferred for each program by the static analyses performed at the ISA and LLVM IR
levels (denoted with subscripts isa and llvm respectively). We can see that the analysis is able to infer different kinds of functions (polynomial, exponential, etc.). Column HW shows the actual energy consumption in nano-joules measured on the hardware corresponding to the execution of the programs with input data of different sizes
(shown in column Input Data Size). Estimated presents the energy consumption
estimated by static analysis. This is obtained by evaluating the functions in column
SA energy function for the input data sizes in column Input Data Size. The value
N/A in such column means that the analysis has not been able to infer any useful energy consumption function and, thus, no estimated value is obtained. Column Err
vs. HW shows the error of the values estimated by the static analysis with respect
to the actual energy consumption measured on the hardware, calculated as follows:
ISA)−HW
× 100)%. Finally, the last column shows the ratio
Err vs. HW = ( LLVM(orHW
between the estimations of the analysis at the ISA and LLVM IR levels.
3 It

uses mathematical functions f ib and lucas, a function expansion would yield:
Fibisa (N)=34.87 × 1.62N + 10.8 × (−0.62)N − 30
Fibllvm (N)=40.13 × 1.62N + 11.1 × (−0.62)N − 35.65
4 Lucas(n) satisfy the recurrence relation L = L
n
n−1 + Ln−2 with L1 = 1, L2 = 3
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SA energy
function (nJ)
Factisa (N)=
24.26 N + 18.43
Factllvm (N)=
27.03 N + 21.28
Fibisa (N)3 =26.88 f ib(N)
+22.85 lucas(N)4 −30.04
Fibllvm (N)a =32.5 f ib(N)
+25.6 lucas(N)b − 35.6
Sqrisa (N)=
8.6 N 2 + 48.7 N + 15.6
Sqrllvm (N)=
10 N 2 + 53 N + 15.6

PowerO f Twoisa (N)=
41.5 × 2N − 25.9
PowerO f Twollvm (N) =
46.8 × 2N − 29.9
reversellvm (N)=
19.47 N + 69.33

matmultllvm (N)=
42.47 N 3 + 68.85 N 2 +
49.9 N + 24.22

concatllvm (N, M)=
65.7 N + 65.7 M + 137

biquadllvm (N)=
157 N + 51.7

f irllvm (N)=
31.8 N + 137

Input
Size
N=8
N=16
N=32
N=64
N=2
N=4
N=8
N=15
N=26
N=9
N=27
N=73
N=144
N=234
N=360
N=3
N=6
N=9
N=12
N=15
N=57
N=160
N=320
N=720
N=1280
N=5
N=15
N=20
N=25
N=31
N=131;
M=69
N=170;
M=182
N=188;
M=2
N=13;
M=134
N=5
N=7
N=10
N=14
N=85
N=97
N=109
N=121

HW (nJ)

Estimated (nJ)
llvm
isa
237
212
453
406
886
794
1751
1571
74
65
241
210
1853
1608
54 × 103
47 × 103
10.9 × 106
9.5 × 106
1302
1148
8734
7579
3
57 × 10
49 × 103
4
21.4 × 10
18.4 × 104
4
56 × 10
48 × 104
5
13 × 10
11.2 × 105
344
3.6
2965
2631
23.9 × 103 21.2 × 103
19.1 × 104
17 × 104
5
15.3 × 10
13.6 × 105
1179
N/A
3185
N/A
6301
N/A
14092
N/A
24998
N/A
7569
N/A
15.9 × 104
N/A
36.8 × 104
N/A
70.8 × 104
N/A
13.3 × 105
N/A
13.2 × 103
N/A

Err vs.
llvm
4.6
6.5
7.6
3.6
-1.1
10
14.75
16.47
17.3
4.8
7.4
8.5
8.89
9.61
10.49
5.7
8.7
9
9
11
3.60
1.91
1.82
1.76
1.48
-2
1.03
1.51
1.77
1.98
8.65

HW%
isa
-6.4
-4.5
-3.5
-7.0
-12
-4.1
-0.4
1.2
1.74
-7.5
-6.8
-6.5
-6.4
-5.8
-5.1
-6.0
3.6
3.3
-3.3
-1.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

isa/
llvm
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.89
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

25.44 ×
103
13.8 × 103

23.3 × 103

N/A

8.60

N/A

N/A

12.6 × 103

N/A

8.59

N/A

N/A

10.7 × 103

9.79 × 103

N/A

8.74

N/A

N/A

871
1187
1660
2290
2999
3404
3812
4227

836
1151
1622
2250
2839
3221
3602
3984

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-4
-3.1
-2.3
-1.7
-5.3
-5.4
-5.5
-5.7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

227
426
824
1690
75
219
1615
47 × 103
9.30 × 106
1242
8135
52 × 103
19.7 × 104
51 × 104
11.9 × 105
326
2729
21.9 × 103
17.6 × 104
13.8 × 105
1138
3125
6189
13848
24634
7453
15.8 × 104
36.3 × 104
69.5 × 104
13.1 × 105
14.5 × 103

Table 2.3: Comparison of the accuracy of energy analyses at the LLVM IR and ISA
levels.
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Table 2.4 shows a summary of results. The first two columns show the name and
short description of the benchmarks. The columns under Err vs. HW show the average
error obtained from the values given in Table 2.3 for different input data sizes. The last
row of the table shows the average error over the number of benchmarks analyzed at
each level.
Program

Description

fact(N)
fibonacci(N)
sqr(N)
pow of two(N)
Average
reverse(N, M)
concat(N, M)
matmult(N, M)
fir(N)
biquad(N)
Average
Overall average

Calculates N!
Nth Fibonacci number
Computes N 2 performing additions
Calculates 2N without multiplication
Reverses an array
Concatenation of arrays
Matrix multiplication
Finite Impulse Response filter
Biquad equaliser

Err vs. HW
llvm
isa
5.6% 5.3%
11.9%
4%
9.3% 3.1%
9.4% 3.3%
9% 3.9%
2.18%
N/A
8.71%
N/A
1.47%
N/A
5.47%
N/A
3.70%
N/A
3.0%
N/A
6.4% 3.9%

isa/
llvm
0.89
0.87
0.86
0.89
0.92
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.92

Table 2.4: LLVM IR- vs. ISA-level analysis accuracy.
The experimental results show that:
• For the benchmarks in the first group, both the ISA- and LLVM IR-level analyses
are able to infer useful energy consumption functions. On average, the analysis
performed at either level is reasonably accurate and the relative error between
the two analyses at different levels is small. ISA-level estimations are slightly
more accurate than the ones at the LLVM IR level (3.9% vs. 9% error on average with respect to the actual energy consumption measured on the hardware,
respectively). This is because the ISA-level analysis uses very accurate energy
models, obtained from measuring directly at the ISA level, whereas at the LLVM
IR level, such ISA-level model needs to be propagated up to the LLVM IR level
using (approximated) mapping information. This causes a slight loss of accuracy.
• For the second group of benchmarks, the ISA level analysis is not able to infer
useful energy functions. This is due to the fact that significant program structure
and data type/shape information is lost due to lower-level representations, which
sometimes makes the analysis at the ISA level very difficult or impossible. In order to overcome this limitation and improve analysis accuracy, significantly more
complex techniques for recovering type information and representing memory in
the HC IR would be needed. In contrast, type/shape information is preserved at
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the LLVM IR level, which allows analyzing programs using data structures (e.g.,
arrays). In particular, all the benchmarks in the second group are analyzed at the
LLVM IR level with reasonable accuracy (3% error on average). In this sense,
the LLVM IR-level analysis is more powerful than the one at the ISA level. The
analysis is also reasonably efficient, with analysis times of about 5 to 6 seconds
on average, despite the naive implementation of the interface with external recurrence equation solvers, which can be improved significantly. The scalability of
the analysis follows from the fact that it is compositional and can be performed
in a modular way, making use of the Ciao assertion language to store results of
previously analyzed modules.

2.8

Energy Consumption Verification via Static Analysis

In this section we leverage an existing general framework for resource usage verification and specialize it for verifying energy consumption specifications of embedded
programs. Such specifications can include both lower and upper bounds on energy
usage, and they can express intervals within which energy usage is to be certified to
be within such bounds. The bounds of the intervals can be given in general as functions on input data sizes. Our verification system can prove whether such energy usage
specifications are met or not, by comparing the specifications with the approximated
energy consumption information inferred by the static analysis. It can also infer the
particular conditions under which the specifications hold. To this end, these conditions
are also expressed as intervals of functions of input data sizes, such that a given specification can be proved for some intervals but disproved for others. The specifications
themselves can also include preconditions expressing intervals for input data sizes. We
report on a prototype implementation of our approach within the CiaoPP system for
the XC language and XS1-L architecture, and illustrate with an example how embedded software developers can use this tool, and in particular for determining values for
program parameters that ensure meeting a given energy budget while minimizing the
loss in quality of service.

2.8.1

Introduction

In an increasing number of applications, particularly those running on devices with
limited resources, it is very important and sometimes essential to ensure conformance
with respect to specifications expressing non-functional global properties such as energy consumption, maximum execution time, memory usage, or user-defined resources.
For example, in a real-time application, a program completing an action later than required is as erroneous as a program not computing the correct answer. The same
applies to an embedded application in a battery-operated device (e.g., a portable or
implantable medical device, an autonomous space vehicle, or even a mobile phone) if
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Energy Model

Program

Energy Consumption Analysis & Verification Tool
Static
Analysis

HC IR
Translator

#pragma true

Inferred

#pragma checked

Proved

Assertions
# pragma check
# pragma trust
...

XC Code

XC Compiler

Static
Comparator

int f(int arg){
...

#pragma false

Disproved

#pragma check

Unproved

Figure 2.11: Energy consumption verification tool using CiaoPP.
the application makes the device run out of batteries earlier than required, making the
whole system useless in practice.
In general, high performance embedded systems must control, react to, and survive
in a given environment, and this in turn establishes constraints about the system’s performance parameters including energy consumption and reaction times. Therefore, a
mechanism is necessary in these systems in order to prove correctness with respect to
specifications about such non-functional global properties.
To address this problem we leverage an existing general framework for resource
usage verification [63, 64], and specialize it for verifying energy consumption specifications of embedded programs. As a case study, we focus on the energy verification
of embedded programs written in the XC language [95] and running on the XMOS
XS1-L architecture (XC is a high-level C-based programming language that includes
extensions for communication, input/output operations, real-time behavior, and concurrency). However, the approach presented here can also be applied to the analysis
of other programming languages and architectures. We will illustrate with an example
how embedded software developers can use this tool, and in particular for determining values for program parameters that ensure meeting a given energy budget while
minimizing the loss in quality of service.

2.8.2

Overview of the Energy Verification Tool

In this section we give an overview of the prototype tool for energy consumption verification of XC programs running on the XMOS XS1-L architecture, which we have
implemented within the CiaoPP system [42]. As described in previous sections we
differentiate between the input language, which can be XC source, LLVM IR, or Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) code, and the intermediate semantic program representation that the CiaoPP core components (e.g., the analyzer) take as input.
Figure 2.11 shows an overview diagram of the architecture of the prototype tool
we have developed. Hexagons represent different tool components and arrows indicate
the communication paths among them.
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The tool takes as input an XC source program (left part of Figure 2.11) that can
optionally contain assertions in a C-style syntax. As we will see later, such assertions
are translated into Ciao assertions, the internal representation used in the Ciao/CiaoPP
system.
The energy specifications that the tool will try to prove or disprove are expressed
by means of assertions with check status. These specifications can include both lower
and upper bounds on energy usage, and they can express intervals within which energy
usage is to be certified to be within such bounds. The bounds of the intervals can be
given in general as functions on input data sizes. Our tool can prove whether such
energy usage specifications are met or not. It can also infer the particular conditions
under which the specifications hold. To this end, these conditions are also expressed as
intervals of functions of input data sizes, such that a given specification can be proved
for some intervals but disproved for others.
In addition, assertions can also express trusted information such as the energy usage
of procedures that are not developed yet, or useful hints and information to the tool.
In general, assertions with status trust can be used to provide information about the
program and its constituent parts (e.g., individual instructions or whole procedures
or functions) to be trusted by the analysis system, i.e., they provide base information
assumed to be true by the inference mechanism of the analysis in order to propagate it
throughout the program and obtain information for the rest of its constituent parts.
The associated ISA and/or LLVM IR representations of the XC program are generated using the xcc compiler. Such representations include useful metadata. The HC
IR translator component (described in Section 2.6.1) produces the internal representation used by the tool, HC IR, which includes the program and possibly specifications
and/or trusted information (expressed in the Ciao assertion language [82, 40]). The
tool performs the transformation of specifications (and trusted information) written as
C-like assertions into the Ciao assertion language.
Then, following the approach described in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, the CiaoPP parametric static resource usage analyzer takes the HC IR, together with the assertions
which express the energy consumed by LLVM IR blocks and/or individual ISA instructions, and possibly some additional (trusted) information, and processes them,
producing the analysis results, which are expressed also using Ciao assertions. Such results include energy usage functions (which depend on input data sizes) for each block
in the HC IR (i.e., for the whole program and for all the procedures and functions in
it.). Analysis results are given using the assertion language, to ensure interoperability
and make them understandable by the programmer.
The verification of energy specifications is performed by a specialized component
which compares the energy specifications with the (safe) approximated information
inferred by the static resource analysis. Such component is based on a previous work
on general resource usage verification presented in [63, 64], where the authors extended the criteria of correctness as the conformance of a program to a specification
expressing non-functional global properties, such as upper and lower bounds on execution time, memory, energy, or user defined resources, given as functions on input
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data sizes. We also defined an abstract semantics for resource usage properties and
operations to compare the (approximated) intended semantics of a program (i.e., the
specification) with approximated semantics inferred by static analysis. These operations include the comparison of arithmetic functions (e.g., polynomial, exponential,
or logarithmic functions) that may come from the specifications or from the analysis
results. As a possible result of the comparison in the output of the tool, either:
1. The original (specification) assertion (i.e., with status check) is included with
status checked (resp. false), meaning that the assertion is correct (resp. incorrect) for all input data meeting the precondition of the assertion,
2. the assertion is “split” into two or three assertions with different status (checked,
false, or check) whose preconditions include a conjunct expressing that the
size of the input data belongs to the interval(s) for which the assertion is correct
(status checked), incorrect (status false), or the tool is not able to determine
whether the assertion is correct or incorrect (status check), or
3. in the worst case, the assertion is included with status check, meaning that the
tool is not able to prove nor to disprove (any part of) it.
If all assertions are checked then the program is verified. Otherwise, for assertions
(or parts of them) that get false status, a compile-time error is reported. Even if a
program contains no assertions, it can be checked against the assertions contained in
the libraries used by the program, potentially catching bugs at compile time. Finally,
and most importantly, for assertion (or parts of them) left with status check, the tool
can optionally produce a verification warning (also referred to as an “alarm”). In
addition, optional run-time checks can also be generated.

2.8.3

The Assertion Language

Two aspects of the assertion language are described here: the front-end language in
which assertions are written and included in the XC programs to be verified, and the
internal language in which such assertions are translated into and passed, together with
the HC IR program representation, to the core analysis and verification tools, the Ciao
assertion language.
2.8.3.1

The Ciao Assertion Language

We describe here the subset of the Ciao assertion language which allows expressing
global “computational” properties and, in particular, resource usage. We refer the
reader to [82, 42, 40] and their references for a full description of this assertion language.
For brevity, we only introduce here the class of pred assertions, which describes
a particular predicate and, in general, follows the schema:
:- pred Pred [: Precond] [=> Postcond] [+ Comp-Props].
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where Pred is a predicate symbol applied to distinct free variables while Precond and
Postcond are logic formulae about execution states. An execution state is defined by
variable/value bindings in a given execution step. The assertion indicates that in any
call to Pred, if Precond holds in the calling state and the computation of the call succeeds, then Postcond also holds in the success state. Finally, the Comp-Props field is
used to describe properties of the whole computation for calls to predicate Pred that
meet Precond. In our application Comp-Props are precisely the resource usage properties.
For example, the following assertion for a typical append/3 predicate:
:− p r e d a p p e n d (A, B , C)
: ( l i s t (A, num ) , l i s t ( B , num ) , v a r (C) )
=> ( l i s t ( C , num ) ,
r s i z e (A, l i s t ( ALb , AUb , num ( ANl , ANu) ) ) ,
r s i z e ( B , l i s t ( BLb , BUb , num ( BNl , BNu ) ) ) ,
r s i z e (C,
l i s t ( ALb+BLb , AUb+BUb ,
num ( min ( ANl , BNl ) , max ( ANu , BNu ) ) ) ) )
+ r e s o u r c e ( s t e p s , ALb+1 , AUb+ 1) .
states that for any call to predicate append/3 with the first and second arguments
bound to lists of numbers, and the third one unbound, if the call succeeds, then the third
argument will also be bound to a list of numbers. It also states that an upper bound
on the number of resolution steps required to execute any of such calls is AUb + 1, a
function on the length of list A. The rsize terms are the sized types derived from the
regular types, containing variables that represent explicitly lower and upper bounds on
the size of terms and subterms appearing in arguments.
The global non-functional property resource/3 (appearing in the “+” field), is
used for expressing resource usages and follows the schema:
resource(Res Name, Low Arith Expr, Upp Arith Expr)
where Res Name is a user-provided identifier for the resource the assertion refers to,
Low Arith Expr and Upp Arith Expr are arithmetic functions that map input data
sizes to resource usage, representing respectively lower and upper bounds on the resource consumption.
Each assertion can be in a particular status, marked with the following prefixes,
placed just before the pred keyword: check (indicating the assertion needs to be
checked), checked (it has been checked and proved correct by the system), false (it
has been checked and proved incorrect by the system; a compile-time error is reported
in this case), trust (it provides information coming from the programmer and needs
to be trusted), or true (it is the result of static analysis and thus correct, i.e., safely
approximated). The default status (i.e., if no status appears before pred) is check.
2.8.3.2

The XC Assertion Language

The assertions within XC files use instead a different syntax that is closer to standard C
notation and friendlier for C developers. These assertions are transparently translated
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into Ciao assertions when XC files are loaded into the tool. The Ciao assertions output
by the analysis are also translated back into XC assertions and added inline to a copy
of the original XC file.
More concretely, the syntax of the XC assertions accepted by our tool is given by
the following grammar, where the non-terminal hidentifieri stands for a standard C
identifier,
hintegeri stands for a standard C integer, and the non-terminal hground-expri for a
ground expression, i.e., an expression of type hexpri that does not contain any C identifiers that appear in the assertion scope (the non-terminal hscopei).
hassertioni ::= ‘#pragma’ hstatusi hscopei ‘:’ hbodyi
hstatusi ::= ‘check’ | ‘trust’ | ‘true’ | ‘checked’ | ‘false’
hscopei ::= hidentifieri ‘(’ ‘)’
| hidentifieri ‘(’ hargumentsi ‘)’
hargumentsi ::= hidentifieri | hargumentsi ‘,’ hidentifieri
hbodyi ::= hprecondi ‘==>’ hcost-boundsi | hcost-boundsi
hprecondi ::= hupper-condi | hlower-condi
| hlower-condi ‘&&’ hupper-condi
hlower-condi ::= hground-expri ‘<=’ hidentifieri
hupper-condi ::= hidentifieri ‘<=’ hground-expri
hcost-boundsi ::= hlower-boundi | hupper-boundi
| hlower-boundi ‘&&’ hupper-boundi
hlower-boundi := hexpri ‘<=’ ‘energy’
hupper-boundi := ‘energy’ ‘<=’ hexpri
hexpri := hexpri ‘+’ hmult-expri
| hexpri ‘-’ hmult-expri
hmult-expri := hmult-expri ‘*’ hunary-expri
| hmult-expri ‘/’ hunary-expri
hunary-expri := hidentifieri
| hintegeri
| ‘sum’ ‘(’ hidentifieri ‘,’ hexpri ‘,’ hexpri ‘,’ hexpri ‘)’
| ‘prod’ ‘(’ hidentifieri ‘,’ hexpri ‘,’ hexpri‘,’ hexpri ‘)’
| ‘power’ ‘(’ hexpri ‘,’ hexpri ‘)’
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‘log’ ‘(’ hexpri ‘,’ hexpri ‘)’
‘(’ hexpri ‘)’
‘+’ hunary-expri
‘-’ hunary-expri
‘min’ ‘(’ hidentifieri ‘)’
‘max’ ‘(’ hidentifieri ‘)’

XC assertions are directives starting with the token #pragma followed by the assertion status, the assertion scope, and the assertion body. The assertion status can
take several values, including check, checked, false, trust or true, with the same
meaning as in the Ciao assertions. Again, the default status is check.
The assertion scope identifies the function the assertion is referring to, and provides the local names for the arguments of the function to be used in the body of the
assertion. For instance, the scope biquadCascade(state, xn, N) refers to the function biquadCascade and binds the arguments within the body of the assertion to the
respective identifiers state, xn, N. While the arguments do not need to be named in
a consistent way w.r.t. the function definition, it is highly recommended for the sake
of clarity. The body of the assertion expresses bounds on the energy consumed by the
function and optionally contains preconditions (the left hand side of the ==> arrow)
that constrain the argument sizes.
Within the body, expressions of type hexpri are built from standard integer arithmetic functions (i.e., +, -, *, /) plus the following extra functions:
• power(base, exp) is the exponentiation of base by exp;
• log(base, expr) is the logarithm of expr in base base;
• sum(id, lower, upper, expr) is the summation of the sequence of the values of expr for id ranging from lower to upper;
• prod(id, lower, upper, expr) is the product of the sequence of the values
of expr for id ranging from lower to upper;
• min(arr) is the minimal value of the array arr;
• max(arr) is the maximal value of the array arr.
Note that the argument of min and max must be an identifier appearing in the assertion
scope that corresponds to an array of integers (of arbitrary dimension).

2.8.4

The General Resource Usage Verification Framework

In this section we describe the general framework for (static) resource usage verification [63, 64] that we have specialized in this paper for verifying energy consumption
specifications of XC programs.
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The framework introduced in [63], extends the criteria of correctness as the conformance of a program to a specification expressing non-functional global properties,
such as upper and lower bounds on execution time, memory, energy, or user defined
resources, given as functions on input data sizes.
Both program verification and debugging compare the actual semantics [[P]] of a
program P with an intended semantics for the same program, which we will denote
by I. This intended semantics embodies the user’s requirements, i.e., it is an expression of the user’s expectations. In the framework, both semantics are given in the
form of (safe) approximations. The abstract (safe) approximation [[p]]α of the concrete
semantics [[p]] of the program is actually computed by (abstract interpretation-based)
static analyses, and compared directly to the (also approximate) specification, which is
safely assumed to be also given as an abstract value I α . Such approximated specification is expressed by assertions in the program. Program verification is then performed
by comparing I α and [[p]]α .
We assume that the program P is in HC IR form (i.e., a logic program), which is
the result of the transformation of the ISA or LLVM IR code corresponding to an XC
program. As already said, such transformation preserves the resource consumption
semantics, in the sense that the resource usage information inferred by the static analysis (and hence the result of the verification process) is applicable to the original XC
program.

2.8.5

Using the Tool: Example

As an illustrative example of a scenario where the embedded software developer has
to decide values for program parameters that meet an energy budget, we consider the
development of an equaliser (XC) program using a biquad filter. In Figure 2.12 we can
see what the graphical user interface of our prototype looks like, with the code of this
biquad example ready to be verified. The purpose of an equaliser is to take a signal, and
to attenuate / amplify different frequency bands. For example, in the case of an audio
signal, this can be used to correct for a speaker or microphone frequency response.
The energy consumed by such a program directly depends on several parameters, such
as the sample rate of the signal, and the number of banks (typically between 3 and 30
for an audio equaliser). A higher number of banks enables the designer to create more
precise frequency response curves.
Assume that the developer has to decide how many banks to use in order to meet
an energy budget while maximizing the precision of frequency response curves at the
same time. In this example, the developer writes an XC program where the number
of banks is a variable, say N. Assume also that the energy constraint to be met is that
an application of the biquad program should consume less than 125 millijoules (i.e.,
125000000 nanojoules). This constraint is expressed by the following check assertion
(specification):
#pragma check biquadCascade(state,xn,N) :
(1 <= N) ==> (energy <= 125000000)
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Figure 2.12: Graphical User Interface of the prototype with the XC biquad program.
where the precondition 1 <= N in the assertion (left hand side of ==>) expresses that
the number of banks should be at least 1.
Then, the developer makes use of the tool, by selecting the following menu options, as shown in the right hand side of Figure 2.12: check assertions, for Action
Group, res plai, for Resource Analysis, mathematica, for Solver, llvm, for
Analysis Level (which will tell the analysis to take the LLVM IR option by compiling the source code into LLVM IR and transform into HC IR for analysis) and finally
source, for Output Language (the language in which the analysis / verification results are shown). After clicking on the Apply button below the menu options, the
analysis is performed, which infers a lower and an upper bound function for the consumption of the program. Concretely those bounds are represented by the following
assertion, which is included in the output of the tool:
#pragma true biquadCascade(state,xn,N) :
(16502087*N + 5445103 <= energy &&
energy <= 16502087*N + 5445103)
In this particular case, both bounds are identical. In other words, the energy consumed by the program is exactly characterized by the following function, depending
on N only:
Ebiquad (N) = 16502087 × N + 5445103 nJ
Then, the verification of the specification (check assertion) is performed by comparing the energy bound functions above with the upper bound expressed in the specification, i.e., 125000000, a constant value in this case. As a result, the two following
assertions are produced (and included in the output file of the tool):
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#pragma checked biquadCascade(state,xn,N) :
(1 <= N && N <= 7)
==> (energy <= 125000000)
#pragma false biquadCascade(state,xn,N) :
(8 <= N)
==> (energy <= 125000000)
The first one expresses that the original assertion holds subject to a precondition
on the parameter N, i.e., in order to meet the energy budget of 125 millijoules, the
number of banks N should be a natural number in the interval [1, 7] (precondition
1 <= N && N <= 7). The second one expresses that the original specification is not
met (status false) if the number of banks is greater or equal to 8.
Since the goal is to maximize the precision of frequency response curves and to
meet the energy budget at the same time, the number of banks should be set to 7. The
developer could also be interested in meeting an energy budget but this time ensuring a
lower bound on the precision of frequency response curves. For example by ensuring
that N ≥ 3, the acceptable values for N would be in the range [3, 7].
In the more general case where the energy function inferred by the tool depends
on more than one parameter, the determination of the values for such parameters is
reduced to a constraint solving problem. The advantage of this approach is that the
parameters can be determined analytically at the program development phase, without
the need of determining them experimentally by measuring the energy of expensive
program runs with different input parameters.

2.9

Related Work

Few papers can be found in the literature focusing on static analysis of energy consumption. A similar approach was proposed for upper-bound energy analysis of Java
bytecode programs in [75], where the Jimple (a typed three-address code) representation of Java bytecode was transformed into Horn Clauses, and a simple energy model at
the Java bytecode level [54] was used. However, this work did not compare the results
with actual, measured energy consumption. In this approach and the ones described in
this chapter, instantiations for energy consumption of general resource analyzers are
used, namely [77] in [75], and [87] in this chapter. Such resource analyzers are based
on setting up and solving recurrence equations, an approach proposed by Wegbreit [96]
that has been developed significantly in subsequent work [84, 26, 27, 92, 77, 3, 87].
Other approaches to static analysis based on the transformation of the analyzed code
into another (intermediate) representation have been proposed for analyzing low-level
languages [39] and Java (by means of a transformation into Java bytecode) [4]. In [4],
cost relations are inferred directly for these bytecode programs, whereas in [75] the
bytecode is first transformed into Horn Clauses. The general resource analyzer in [77]
was also instantiated in [68] for the estimation of execution times of logic programs
running on a bytecode-based abstract machine. The approach used timing models
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at the bytecode instruction level, for each particular platform, and program-specific
mappings to lift such models up to the Horn Clause level, at which the analysis was
performed. The timing model was automatically produced in a one-time, programindependent profiling stage by using a set of synthetic calibration programs and setting
up a system of linear equations.
By contrast to the generic approach based on CiaoPP, an approach operating directly on the LLVM IR representation is explored in [35]. Though relying on similar analysis techniques, the approach can be integrated more directly in the LLVM
toolchain and is in principle applicable to any languages targeting this toolchain. The
approach uses the same LLVM IR energy model and mapping technique as the one
applied in this chapter.
There exist other approaches to cost analysis such as those using dependent types
[44], SMT solvers [6], or size change abstraction [106].
A number of static analyses are also aimed at worst case execution time (WCET),
usually for imperative languages in different application domains (see e.g., [97] and
its references). The worst-case analysis presented in [47], which is not based on recurrence equation solving, distinguishes instruction-specific (not proportional to time,
but to data) from pipeline-specific (roughly proportional to time) energy consumption.
However, in contrast to the work presented here and in [68], these worst case analysis
methods do not infer cost functions on input data sizes but rather absolute maximum
values, and they generally require the manual annotation of loops to express an upperbound on the number of iterations. An alternative approach to WCET was presented
in [43]. It is based on the idea of amortisation, which allows to infer more accurate yet
safe upper bounds by averaging the worst execution time of operations over time. It
was applied to a functional language, but the approach is in principle generally applicable. A timing analysis based on game-theoretic learning was presented in [88]. The
approach combines static analysis to find a set of basic paths which are then tested. In
principle, such approach could be adapted to infer energy usage. Its main advantage is
that this analysis can infer distributions on time, not only average values.
Regarding the support for verification of properties expressed as functions, the closest related work we are aware of presents a method for comparison of cost functions
inferred by the COSTA system for Java bytecode [2]. The method proves whether
a cost function is smaller than another one for all the values of a given initial set of
input data sizes. The result of this comparison is a Boolean value. However, in the
approach [63, 64] the result is in general a set of subsets (intervals) in which the initial
set of input data sizes is partitioned, so that the result of the comparison is different for each subset. Also, [2] differs in that comparison is syntactic, using a method
similar to what was already being done in the CiaoPP system: performing a function
normalization and then using some syntactic comparison rules. Our technique goes
beyond these syntactic comparison rules. Moreover, [2] only covers (generic) cost
function comparisons while we have addressed the whole process for the case of energy consumption verification. In a more general context, using abstract interpretation
in debugging and/or verification tasks has now become well established. To cite some
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early work, abstractions were used in the context of algorithmic debugging in [57].
Abstract interpretation has been applied by Bourdoncle [14] to debugging of imperative programs and by Comini et al. to the algorithmic debugging of logic programs
[20] (making use of partial specifications in [19]), and by P. Cousot [21] to verification,
among others. The CiaoPP framework [16, 41, 42] was pioneering in many aspects,
offering an integrated approach combining abstraction-based verification, debugging,
and run-time checking with an assertion language.

2.10

Chapter Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter we have introduced a static analysis framework for estimating energy
consumption as functions on program input data sizes. The framework allows analyzing programs compiled for the XS1 architecture, into both ISA and LLVM IR representations, based on a Horn clause transformation and uses the ISA level models. For
LLVM IR analysis, the approach uses a mapping technique that leverages the existing
debugging mechanisms in the XMOS XCore compiler tool chain to propagate an ISAlevel energy model to the LLVM IR level. The two transformations, from ISA and
LLVM IR into HC IR, construct a block representation that is supplied, together with
the energy values from the energy model, to a parametric resource analyzer that infers
the program energy cost as functions on the input data sizes.
Our results suggest that performing the static analysis at the LLVM IR level is a
reasonable compromise, since 1) LLVM IR is close enough to the source code level
to preserve most of the program information needed by the static analysis, and 2)
the LLVM IR is close enough to the ISA level to allow the propagation of the ISA
energy model up to the LLVM IR level without significant loss of accuracy for the
examples studied. Our experiments are based on single-threaded programs. We also
have focused on the study of the energy consumption due to computation, so that we
have not tested programs where storage and networking is important. However, this
could potentially be done in future work, by using the CiaoPP static analysis, which
already infers bounds on data sizes, and combining such information with appropriate
energy models of communication and storage. Although the analysis infers sound
bound representations in the form of recurrence equations, sometimes the external
solvers it uses are not able to find closed form functions for such equations. This
is a limitation in applications where such closed forms are needed. Techniques to
address such limitation are included in our plans for future work. Our static analysis
will also benefit from any improvement of the Computer Algebra Systems used for
solving recurrence equations.
It remains to be seen whether the results would carry over to other classes of programs, such as multi-threaded programs and programs where timing is more important.
In this sense our results are preliminary, yet they are promising enough to continue
research into analysis at LLVM IR level and into ISA-LLVM IR energy mapping techniques to enable the analysis of a wider class of programs, especially multi-threaded
programs.
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We have also specialized an existing general framework for resource usage verification for verifying energy consumption specifications of embedded programs. These
specifications can include both lower and upper bounds on energy usage, expressed as
intervals within which the energy usage is supposed to be included, the bounds (end
points of the intervals) being expressed as functions on input data sizes. We have
shown through an example, and using the prototype implementation of our approach
within the Ciao/CiaoPP system and for the XC language and XS1-L architecture, how
our verification system can prove whether such energy usage specifications are met or
not, or infer particular conditions under which the specifications hold. These conditions are expressed as intervals of input data sizes such that a given specification can
be proved for some intervals but disproved for others. The specifications themselves
can also include preconditions expressing intervals for input data sizes. We have illustrated through this example how embedded software developers can use this tool,
and in particular for determining values for program parameters that ensure meeting a
given energy budget while minimizing the loss in quality of service.
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3
Evolutionary Modeling of Basic Blocks for Static
Analysis of Energy

3.1

Introduction

Different types of resource usage estimations are possible, such as, e.g., probabilistic,
average, or safe bounds. However, not all types of estimations are valid or useful
for a given application. For example, in order to verify/certify energy budgets, safe
upper and lower bounds on energy consumption are required [65, 64]. Unfortunately,
current approaches that guarantee that the bounds are always safe tend to compromise
their accuracy with overly conservative bounds, which may not be useful in practice.
With this safety/accuracy trade-off in mind, we propose an approach that combines a
best effort modeling with a safe static analysis, to infer accurate bounds that are on the
safe side in most cases, in order to be practical for verification applications, in addition
to energy optimization.
Of the small number of static energy analyses proposed to date, only a few ([75]
and the ones described in Chapter 2) use resource analysis frameworks that are aimed
at inferring safe upper and lower bounds on the resources used by program executions. A crucial component in order for such frameworks to infer information regarding hardware-dependent resources, and, in particular, energy, is a low-level resource
usage model, such as, e.g., a model of the energy consumption of individual instructions. Examples of such instruction-level models are [54], at the Java bytecode level,
or [51], at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level.
Clearly, the safety of the bounds inferred by analysis depends on the safety of the
low-level models. Unfortunately, instruction-level models such as [54, 51] provide average energy consumption values or functions, which are not really suitable for safe
upper- or lower-bounds analysis. Furthermore, trying to obtain instruction-level models that provide strict safe energy bounds would result in very conservative bounds.
Although when supplied with such models the static analysis would infer high-level
energy consumption functions providing strictly safe bounds, these bounds would not
be useful in general because of their large inaccuracy. For this reason, the analyses
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in [75] and in Chapter 2 used instead the already mentioned instruction level average
energy models [54, 51]. However, this meant that the energy functions inferred for the
whole program were not strict bounds, but rather approximations of the actual bounds,
and could possibly be below or above. This trade-off between safety and accuracy
is a major challenge in energy analysis. In this chapter we address this challenge by
finding a good compromise and providing a best effort technique for the generation of
lower-level energy models which are useful and effective in practice for verificationtype applications.
The main source of inaccuracy in current instruction-level energy models is interinstruction dependence (including also data dependence), which is not captured by
most models. On the other hand, the concrete sequences of instructions that appear
in programs exhibit worst cases that are not as pessimistic as considering the worst
case for each of the individual intervening instructions. Based on this, we decided to
use branchless blocks of ISA instructions as the modeling unit instead of individual
instructions. We divide the (ISA) program into such basic blocks, each a straight-line
code sequence with exactly one entry to the block (the first instruction) and one exit
from the block (the last instruction). We then measure the energy consumption of these
basic blocks, and determine an upper (resp. lower) bound on the energy consumption
of each block. In this way the inter-instruction data dependence discussed above and
other factors are accounted for within each block. The inter-instruction dependencies
between blocks are still modeled in a conservative way, and hence can be one of the
sources of inaccuracy. However, such modeling does not affect the safety of the energy
bounds. The energy values obtained for each block are supplied to our (safe) static
resource analysis, which combines them according to the program control flow and
produces functions that give both (practical) upper and lower bounds on the energy
consumption of the whole program and its procedures, as functions on input data sizes.
In order to find bounds on the energy consumption of each basic block we use an
evolutionary algorithm (EA), varying the basic block’s input values and taking energy
measurements directly from the hardware for each input combination. This way, we
take advantage of the fast search space exploration provided by EAs. The approach
in [80] also uses EAs for estimating worst case energy consumption. However, it is
applied to whole programs, rather than at the basic block level. A major disadvantage
of such an approach is that, if there are data-dependent branches in the programs, as
is often the case, the EA quickly loses accuracy, and does not converge since different
input combinations can trigger different sets of instructions [80]. This can make the
problem intractable. In contrast, our approach combines EAs and static analysis techniques in order to get the best of both worlds. Our approach takes out the treatment
of data-dependent branches from the EA, so that the same sequence of instructions is
always executed in each basic block. This way, the EA converges and estimates the
worst (resp. best) case energy of the basic blocks with higher accuracy. We take care
of the program control flow dependencies by using static analysis instead.
For concreteness, in our experiments we focus on the energy analysis of programs
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written in XC [95], running on the XS1-L architecture [66], designed by XMOS.1
However, our approach is general enough to be applied as well to the analysis of other
architectures and other programming languages and their associated lower-level program representations. XC is a high-level, C-based programming language that includes
extensions for concurrency, communication, input/output operations, and real-time behavior. Our experimental setup infers energy consumption information by processing
the ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) code compiled from XC, and reflects it up to the
source code level. Such information is provided in the form of functions on input data
sizes, and is expressed by means of assertions [40].
The results of our experiments suggest that our best effort approach is quite accurate, in the sense that the inferred energy bounds are close to the actual upper and lower
bounds. Furthermore, the energy estimations produced by our approach were always
safe, in the sense that they over-approximated the actual bounds (i.e., the inferred upper bounds were above the actual highest energy consumptions and the inferred lower
bounds below the actual lowest energy consumptions). We argue thus that our analysis
provides a good practical compromise.
In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
• A novel approach that combines dynamic and static analysis techniques for inferring more accurate upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of
program executions as functions of input data sizes. The dynamic part is based
on EAs, and produces low-level energy models that contain (best effort) upper
and lower bounds on the cost of the elementary operations, as opposed to just
average values.
• The proposal of a new abstraction level at which to perform the energy modeling of program components, namely at the level of basic (branchless) blocks of
ISA instructions, and a method based on EAs to dynamically obtain upper and
lower bounds on the energy of such basic blocks with a good safety/accuracy
compromise.
• A prototype implementation and experimental study that supports our claims.
In the rest of the chapter, Section 3.2 explains how the information inferred by our
approach can be used for the energy consumption verification application. Section 3.3
explains our best effort technique for energy modeling of program basic blocks. Section 3.4 shows how these models are used by the safe static analysis to infer (practical)
upper and lower bounds on the energy consumed by programs as functions of their
input data sizes. Section 3.5 reports on an experimental evaluation of our approach.
Related work is discussed in Section 3.6, and finally Section 3.7 summarizes our conclusions.
1 http://www.xmos.com/
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3.2

Energy Consumption Verification/Certification

As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.8.2, the lower (El ) and the upper bound (Eu )
inferred by our combined modeling-analysis approach can be used for energy consumption verification and certification. We refer the reader to [63, 64] for a detailed
description on how the information inferred by static analysis can be used for general resource usage verification within the CiaoPP system, and to [65] (or Chapter 2,
Section 2.8.2) for how it can be specialized for verifying energy consumption specifications. Here we give some intuitive ideas.
Assume that a program specification expresses an energy budget Eb , e.g., defined
by the capacity of the battery; we can conclude the following:
1. Eu ≤ Eb =⇒ that the given program can be safely executed within the existing
energy budget.
2. El ≤ Eb ≤ Eu =⇒ it might be possible to complete the execution of the program,
but we cannot claim it for certain.
3. Eb < El =⇒ that it is not possible to execute the program (the system will run
out of batteries before program execution is completed).

3.3

Modeling the Energy Consumption of Blocks

As mentioned before, the first step of our energy bounds analysis is to determine upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of each basic (branchless) program
block. We perform the modeling at this level rather than at the instruction level in
order to cater for inter-instruction dependencies. We first identify all the basic blocks
of the program, and then perform a best effort profiling of the energy consumption of
each basic block for different input data using an EA. These steps are explained in the
following sections.

3.3.1

Identifying the Basic Blocks to be Modeled

A basic block over an inter-procedural control flow graph (CFG) is a maximal sequence
of distinct instructions, S1 through Sn , such that all instructions Sk , 1 < k < n have
exactly one in-edge and one out-edge (excluding call/return edges), S1 has one outedge, and Sn has one in-edge. A basic block therefore has exactly one entry point at S1
and one exit point at Sn .
In order to divide a program into such basic blocks, the program is first compiled to
a lower-level representation, ISA in our case. A dataflow analysis of the ISA representation yields an inter-procedural control flow graph (CFG). A final control flow analysis
is carried out to infer basic blocks from the CFG. These basic blocks are further modified so that they can be run and measured independently by the EA. Modifications for
each basic block include:
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1. A basic block with k function call instructions is divided into k + 1 basic blocks
without the function call instructions.
2. A number of special ISA instructions (e.g., return, call) are omitted from the
block. The cost of such instructions is measured separately and added to the cost
of the block.
3. Memory read/write instructions are abstracted to a fixed memory region available to each basic block in order to avoid memory violations.

Listing 3.3: Modified basic blocks.

Listing 3.2: Basic blocks.

Listing 3.1:
function.

factorial

<fact >:
01: entsp
02: stw
03: ldw
B1
04: ldc
05: lss
06: bf

i n t fact ( i n t N)
{
i f (N <= 0)
r e t u r n 1;
r e t u r n N* fact (N - 1) ;

B2

}

B3

07:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

bu
ldw
sub
bl
ldw
mul
retsp

0 x2
r0 ,
r1 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,

<fact >:
01: entsp
02: stw
03: ldw
04: ldc
05: lss
06: bf
08 _NEW :

sp [0 x1 ]
sp [0 x1 ]
0 x0
r0 , r1
<08 >

<010 >
r0 , sp [0 x1 ]
r0 , r0 , 0 x1
<fact >
r1 , sp [0 x1 ]
r0 , r1 , r0
0 x2

before call

aft
er

08: mkmsk r0 , 0 x1
09: retsp 0 x2

cal
l

0 x2
r0 ,
r1 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,
r0 ,

sp [0 x1 ]
sp [0 x1 ]
0 x0
r0 , r1
<08 _NEW >

07: bu
10: ldw
11: sub

<010 >
r0 , sp [0 x1 ]
r0 , r0 , 0 x1

12: bl

<fact >

B1

B21

13: ldw
r1 , sp [0 x1 ]
14: mul
r0 , r1 , r0
15: retsp 0 x2

B22

08: mkmsk r0 , 0 x1
09: retsp 0 x2

B3

Figure 3.1: Example: Basic block modifications.
An example of the modification 1 above is shown in Figure 3.1, Listing 3.2, which
is an ISA representation of a recursive factorial program where the instructions are
grouped together into 3 basic blocks B1, B2, and B3. Consider basic block B2. Since
it has a (recursive) function call to fact at address 12, it is divided further into two
blocks in Listing 3.3, such that the instructions before and after the function call form
two blocks B21 and B22 , respectively. The energy consumption of these two blocks is
maximized (minimized) by providing values to the input arguments to the block (see
below) using the EA. The energy consumption of B2 can then be characterized as:
B2Ae = B2A1e + B2A2e + bleA
where B2A1e , B2A2e and bleA denote the energy consumption of the B21 and B22 blocks,
and the bl ISA instruction respectively, with approximation A (where A=upper or
A=lower).
For each modified basic block, a set of input arguments is inferred. This set is used
for an individual representation to drive the EA algorithm to maximize the energy
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consumption of the block. For the entry block, the input arguments are derived from
the signature of the function. The set gen(B) characterizes the set of variables read
without being previously defined in block B. It is defined as:

gen(b) =

n
S

{v | v ∈ ref (k) ∧ ∀( j < k).v ∈
/ def ( j)}

k=1

where ref (n) and def (n) denote the variables referred to and defined/updated at a node
n in block b respectively.
For the basic blocks in Figure 3.1 in Listing 3.2, the set of input arguments are
/
gen(B1)={r0}, gen(B21 )={sp[0x1]}, gen(B22 )={sp[0x1],r0} and gen(B3) = 0.

3.3.2

Evolutionary Algorithm for finding Energy Bounds for Basic
Blocks

In this section we detail the most important aspects of the EA used for estimating the
maximum (i.e., worst case) and minimum (i.e., best case) energy consumption of a
basic block. The only difference between the two algorithms is the way we interpret
the objective function: in the first case we want to maximize it, while in the second we
want to minimize it.
Individual. The search space dimensions are the different input variables to the blocks.
Our goal is to find the combination of input values which maximizes (minimizes) the
energy consumption of each block. The set of input variables to a block is inferred
using a dataflow analysis (explained in the next section). Thus, an individual is simply
an array of input values given in the order of their appearance in the block.
In the initial population, the input values to an individual are randomly assigned to
32-bit numbers. In addition, some corner cases that are known to cause high or low
energy consumption for particular instructions are included.2
Crossover. The crossover operation is implemented as an even-odd crossover, since it
provides more variability than a standard n-point crossover. In this crossover the first
child is created by taking the first element and every other one after it from one of
the parents, e.g., the mother. The second element and every other one come from the
other parent, i.e., the father. The second child is created in the opposite way: the first
element and every other one after it are taken from the father, while the second and
every other one come from the mother. The process is depicted in Figure 3.2, where
P1 and P2 are the parents, and C1 and C2 are their children created by the crossover
operation.
Mutation. For the purpose of this work we have created a custom mutation operator.
Since the energy consumption in digital circuits is mainly the result of bit flipping, we
2 For

example all 1s for high energy consumption, or all 0s for low energy consumption as operands
to a multiply ISA instruction.
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Figure 3.2: Example of even-odd crossover.
believe that the best way to explore the search space is by performing some bit flipping
in the mutation operation. This is implemented as follows. For each gene (i.e., input
value to the basic block):
1. We create a random 32-bit integer (a random mask).
2. Then we perform the XOR operation of that integer and the corresponding gene.
This results in a random flipping of the bits of each gene: only the bits of the
gene at positions where the value of the random mask is 1 are flipped.

Figure 3.3: Mutation.
The process is depicted in Figure 3.3, where the input values are given as binary
numbers.
Objective function. The objective function that we want to maximize/minimize is the
energy of a basic block, which is measured directly from the chip. The concrete setting
of the experiment will be explained in the following section.
In general, pipeline effects such as stalls (to resolve pipeline hazards), which depend on the state of the processor at the start of the execution of a basic block, can affect the upper/lower bound estimated on the energy consumption of such block. In our
approach, intra-block pipeline effects are accounted for, since the dependences among
the instructions within a block are captured. However, the inter-block pipeline effects
also need to be accounted for. These can be modeled in a conservative way by assuming a maximum stall penalty for the upper bound estimation of each block (e.g., by
adding a stall penalty, say three cycles, to the execution time of the block). Similarly,
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for the lower bound estimation a zero stall penalty can be used. To approximate this
effect, in [17], the authors characterize each block through pairwise executions with
all of its possible predecessors. Each basic block pair is characterized by executing it
on an Instruction Set Simulation (ISS) to collect cycle counts.
The XMOS XS1 architecture used in our experiments does not have these pipeline
effects by design, since exactly one instruction per thread is executed in a 4-stage
pipeline (more details in Section 3.5.1).

3.4

Energy Consumption of the Program

Once the (best effort) energy models of each basic block of the program are known, the
energy consumption of the whole program is bounded by a (safe) static analyzer (described in Chapter 2) that takes into account the control flow of the program and infers
(practical) upper/lower bounds on its energy consumption. We have written the necessary code (i.e., assertions [40]) to feed such analyzer with the block-level upper/lower
bound energy model obtained by using the technique explained in Section 3.3.
The analyzer enables a programmer to symbolically bound the energy consumption
of a program P on input data x̄ without actually running P(x̄). It automatically sets up a
system of recurrence (cost) equations over the program P that capture its cost (energy
consumption) as a function of the sizes of its input arguments x̄. Typical size metrics
are the actual value of a number, the length of a list or array, etc. [77, 87].
Consider the example in Listing 3.2. The cost equations are set up over the function
fact that characterize the energy consumption of the whole function using the approximation A (e.g., upper/lower) of each block inferred by the EA:
f acteA (R0) = B1Ae + f act auxeA (0 ≤ R0, R0)

f act

auxeA (B, R0) =



B2Ae + f acteA (R0 − 1) if B is true
B3Ae
if B is false

The cost of the f act function is captured by the equation f acteA (R0) under an approximation A which in turn depends on B1Ae (i.e., the energy consumption of block
B1) and the equation f act auxeA , which represents the branching originated from the
last instruction of block B1. It captures the cost of blocks B2 and B3 based on the
condition on the input size R0.
If we assume (for simplicity of exposition) that each basic block has unitary cost
in terms of energy consumption, i.e., Bie = 1 for all i, we obtain the energy consumed
by fact as a function of its input data size (R0): f acte (R0) = R0 + 1.
The functions inferred by the static analysis are arithmetic functions (polynomial,
exponential, logarithmic, etc.) that depend on input data sizes (natural numbers). The
generic resource analyser ensures that the inferred bounds are strict/safe if it is fed with
energy models providing safe bounds.
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3.5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we report on an experimental evaluation of our approach to inferring
both upper and lower bounds on the energy consumed by program executions, given
as functions on input data sizes. The experiments have been performed with XC programs running on the XMOS XS1-L architecture [66]. Such programs include typical
embedded applications, e.g., for signal (audio) processing, for which the XS1-L architecture was mainly designed. However, as already said, our approach is general
enough to be applied to the analysis of other programming languages (and associated
lower level program representations) and architectures as well, provided that energy
models for each architecture exist.

3.5.1

The Platform Modeled

More concretely, the (development) hardware platform, designed by XMOS, for which
we derive the branchless-block-level model, includes a dual-tile board that contains an
XS1-A16-128-FB217 processor. The board is fed with a 3.3 V power supply, allows
up to 16 simultaneous tasks on two processors, and supports voltage scaling, although
both tiles have to run at the same voltage supply. It also supports frequency scaling,
where the tiles can have different frequencies. The XMOS XS1 is a cache-less, predictable architecture by design and manages threads on the hardware. The threads are
executed in a round-robin fashion, using a 4-stage pipeline which only permits a single
instruction per thread to be active within the pipeline at the same time. This restriction
avoids pipeline hazards.

3.5.2

The Measurement Harness

In order to take power measurements during execution on real hardware, record and/or
display them in real time, the hardware and software harness designed by XMOS, as
an extension of the XMOS toolchain, includes:
• A (hardware) debug adapter (xTAG v3.0) that enables power to be measured [99].
The basic principle consists in placing a small shunt resistor of Rshunt ohm (say
0.1 ohm) in series within the supply line. By measuring the voltage drop on
the shunt Vshunt , and following Ohm’s law, the current is calculated (Ishunt =
Vshunt /Rshunt ), which is also the current of the power supply Isup = Ishunt . Then
the power consumption is estimated as Vsup × Isup , where Vsup is the voltage
of the power supply. The xTAG v3.0 adapter has an extra connector that carries the analog signals required to estimate the power consumption, as explained
above. The measurements regarding these signals are transported to the host
computer over USB using the xSCOPE interface [98]. In addition, it includes a
protocol designed to enable power measurements and application probing to be
performed simultaneously, as well as data to be transported also simultaneously
over the USB connection to the host computer.
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• A (software) tool, named xgdb, the debugger that is part of the XMOS toolchain,
collects data from the xTAG to be used by the analysis, by connecting to it over
a USB interface (using libusb), and reading both ordinary xSCOPE traffic and
voltage/current measurements.

3.5.3

Results and Discussion

The aim of the experimental evaluation is to perform a first comparison of actual hardware energy measurements against the upper- and lower-bounds on energy consumption obtained by evaluating the functions inferred by our proposed approach (which
depend on input data sizes), for each program considered and for different input data
sizes.
Program
f act(N)

DBr
n

f ibonacci(N)

n

reverse(A)

n

f indMax(A)

y

selectionSort(A)
f ir(N)
biquad(N)

y
y
y

Upper/Lower Bounds (nJ)×103
ub = 5.1 N + 4.2
lb = 4.1 N + 3.8
ub3 = 5.2 lucas(N) +6 f ib(N)−6.6
lb = 4.5 lucas(N) + 5 f ib(N) − 4.2
ub = 3.7 N + 13.3 (N = length of array A)
lb = 3 N + 12.5
ub = 5 N + 6.9 (N = length of array A)
lb = 3.3 N + 5.6
ub = 30 N 2 + 41.4 N + 10 (N = length

vs. HW
7%
-11.7%
8.71%
-4.69%
8%
-8.8%
8.7%
-9.1%
8.7%

of array A)

lb = 16.8 N 2 + 28.5 N + 8
ub = 6 N + 26.4
lb = 4.8 N + 22.9
ub = 29.6 N + 10
lb = 23.5 N + 9

-9.1%
8.9%
-9.7%
9.8%
-11.9%

Table 3.1: Upper and lower bounds accuracy.
The selected benchmarks, which are either iterative or recursive, are shown in Table 3.1. For conciseness, the first column only shows the names of the programs and
the arguments that are relevant for their energy-bound functions. The DBr column
expresses whether a benchmark has data-dependent branching or not (y/n). The third
column shows the upper- and lower-bound energy functions (on input data sizes) inferred by our approach, as well as the size metric used. When an input argument (in
the first column) is numeric, its size metric is its actual value (and is omitted in the
third column). Column vs. HW shows the average deviation of the energy estimations
obtained by evaluating such functions, with respect to the actual measurements on the
3

The mathematical function lucas(n) satisfies the recurrence relation lucas(n) = lucas(n − 1) +
lucas(n − 2) with lucas(1) = 1 and lucas(2) = 3.
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hardware. A deviation is positive (resp. negative) if the estimated value is an over(resp. under-) approximation of the actual measurement.
The first two benchmarks are small arithmetic benchmarks. The third benchmark
reverse(A) reverses elements of an input array A of size N. The list of benchmarks
also includes two audio signal processing benchmarks, namely biquad and f ir (Finite
Impulse Response). Both programs perform a filtering that attenuates or amplifies
specific frequency ranges of a given input signal. The f ir(N) benchmark computes the
inner-product of two vectors: a vector of input samples, and a vector of coefficients.
The more number of coefficients N, the higher the fidelity, and the more accurately
frequencies are modeled, but the more energy is consumed, since it (linearly) depends
on N, as shown in the third column. The biquad(N) benchmark is an equalizer that
uses a cascade of Biquad filters, where each filter attenuates or amplifies one specific
frequency range. The energy consumed depends on the number of banks N, typically
between 3 and 30 for an audio equalizer. A higher number of banks enables a designer
to create more precise frequency response curves. A sorting algorithm (selectionsort)
and a simple program for finding the maximum number in an array ( f indMax) are
also included. The latter, which is also part of the former, is a program where datadependent branching can bring significant variations in the worst- and best-case energy
consumption.
Figure 3.4(a) depicts the upper- and lower-bound energy functions inferred by the
analysis, as well as the actual bounds measured on the hardware for the f act(N) program (taking different values of N). In this case, both the actual upper- and lowerbounds coincide, as shown by the middle curve (in red), which depicts the measurements on the hardware. According to Table 3.1, the upper-bound values inferred by
the static analysis fed with the model obtained by the EA, over-approximate the actual
hardware measurements by 7%, whereas the lower-bound values under-approximate
the actual measurements by 11.7%.
Similarly, the f indMax benchmark is shown in Figure 3.4(b). Unlike f act, the
actual upper- and lower-bound functions of f indMax, depending on input arrays of
length N, do not coincide, due to the data-dependent branching. The actual energy
consumption of f indMax not only depends on the length of the input array, but also
on its contents, and thus cannot be exactly captured by a function that depends on
data sizes only (i.e., by abstracting the data by their sizes). A call to f indMax with a
sorted array in ascending order (of a given length N) will discover a new max element
in each iteration, and hence, update the current max variable, resulting in the actual
upper-bound (i.e., worst case of the algorithm). In contrast, if the array is sorted in
descending order, the algorithm will find the max element in the first iteration, and the
rest of the iterations will never update the current max variable, resulting in the actual
lower-bound (i.e., best case).
Figure 3.4(b) also depicts the upper- and lower-bound energy functions inferred
by our approach for f indMax, as well as its actual energy bounds measured on the
hardware. The former are obtained by evaluating the energy functions in Table 3.2, for
different array-lengths N, as before. The later are obtained with actual arrays of length
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Figure 3.4: Estimated energy upper/lower bounds vs. actual measurements.

N that give the worst and best cases, as explained above. Note that it is not always
trivial to find data that exhibit program worst and best case behaviors. Table 3.1 shows
that the inferred upper- (resp. lower-) bounds over- (resp. under-) approximate the
actual upper- (resp. lower-) bounds measured on the hardware by 8.7% (resp. 9.1%).
The inaccuracies in the energy estimations of our technique come mainly from two
sources: the modeling, which assigns an energy value to each basic block as described
in Section 3.3, and the static analysis, described in Section 3.4, which estimates the
number of times that the basic blocks are executed depending on the input data sizes,
and hence, the energy consumption of the whole program. Table 3.2 shows part of the
results of our study in order to quantify the inaccuracy originating from those sources.
Different executions of the f indMax benchmark are shown for different input arrays
of length N (Column N). The table is divided in two parts. The first part uses randomly
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generated input arrays of length N, while the second part (three lower rows) uses input
arrays that cause the worst- and best-case energy consumption. Column Cost App
indicates the type of approximation of the automatically inferred energy functions: upper bound (U) and lower bound (L). Such energy functions are shown in Table 3.1.
We have then compared the energy consumption estimations obtained by evaluating
the energy function (Column Est) with the observed energy consumption of the hardware measurements (Column Obs). Column D shows the relative harmonic difference
between the estimated and the observed energy consumption, given by the formula:
1
1
+ Obs
)
(Est − Obs) × ( Est
rel harmonic di f f (Est, Obs) =
2

Column Prof shows the result of estimating the energy consumption using the energy model and assuming that the static analysis was perfect and estimated the exact
number of times that the basic blocks were executed. This obviously represents the
case in which all loss of accuracy must be attributed to the energy model. The values
in Column Prof have been obtained by profiling actual executions of the program with
the concrete input arrays, where the profiler has been instrumented to record the number of times each basic block is executed. The energy consumption of the program is
then obtained by multiplying such numbers by the values provided by the energy model
for each basic block, and adding all of them. Column PrD represents the inaccuracy
due to the energy modeling of basic blocks using the EA, which has been quantified as
the relative harmonic difference between Prof and the observed energy consumption
Obs. The difference between D and PrD obviously represents the inaccuracy due to
the static analysis.
Although the first part of the table, using random data, may give the impression
that both the static analysis and the energy modeling contribute to the inaccuracy of the
energy estimation of the whole program, the second (lower) part of the table indicates
that the inaccuracy only comes from the energy modeling. This is because in the
lower part, the comparison was performed with input arrays that make f indMax exhibit
its actual upper- and lower-bounds (depending on the length of the array). In this
case, Columns Est and Prof show the same values, which means that there was no
inaccuracy due to the static analysis (regarding the inference of the actual upper- and
lower-bound functions), and that the overall inaccuracy is due to the over- and underapproximation in the EA to model energy consumption of each basic block.
Table 3.3 shows a similar experiment for the reverse program, which has no datadependent branching. Since the number of operations performed by reverse is actually
a function of the length of its input array (not of its contents), Columns Est and Prof
show the same values for random data (unlike for f indMax), which means that no
inaccuracy comes from the static analysis part.
Regarding the time taken by the EA, it can vary depending on the parameters it
is initialized with, as well as the initial population. This population is different every
time the EA is initiated, except for a fixed number of individuals that represent corner
cases. In the experiments, the EA is run for up to a maximum of 20 generations, and
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N

5
15
25

5
15
25

Cost
Appx
L
U
L
U
L
U
L
U
L
U
L
U

Energy(nJ)×103
D%
Est
Prof
Obs
Random array data
22.3
24.9
-20.1
27.3
31.9
30.2
15.6
55.9
61.8
-17
69.1
82.1
75.1
21
89.4
99.6
-17.6
110.9
132.2
120.8
21.7
Actual worst- and best-case array data
22.3
22.3
25.2
-12.2
31.9
31.9
29.4
8.1
55.9
55.9
62.6
-11.3
82.1
82.1
75.5
8.3
89.4
89.4
100.2
-11.4
132.2
132.2
121.5
8.4

PrD %
-9.2
10
-11
8.3
-10.7
8.5
-12.2
8.1
-11.3
8.3
-11.4
8.4

Table 3.2: Source of inaccuracies in f indMax prediction: analysis vs. modeling.
is stopped when the fitness value does not improve for four consecutive generations.
In all the experiments the biquad benchmark took the most time (a maximum time of
230 minutes) for maximizing the energy consumption. In contrast, the fact benchmark
took the least time (a maximum time of 121 minutes). The times remained within the
150-200 minutes range on average. Time speed-ups were also achieved by reusing
the EA results for sequences of instructions that were already processed in a previous
benchmark (e.g., return blocks, loop header blocks, etc.). This makes us believe that
our approach could be used in practice in an iterative development process, where the
developer gets feedback from our tool and modifies the program in order to reduce its
energy consumption. The first time the EA is run would take the highest time, since
it would have to determine the energy consumption of all the program blocks. After a
focused modification of the program that only affects a small number of blocks, most
of the results from the previous run could be reused, so that the EA would run much
faster during this development process. In other words, the EA processing can easily
be made incremental.
The static analysis, on the other hand, is quite efficient, with analysis times of
about 4 to 5 seconds on average, despite the naive implementation of the interface with
external recurrence equation solvers, which can be improved significantly.

3.6

Related Work

Static analysis of the energy consumed by program executions has received relatively
little attention until recently. An analysis of Java bytecode programs that inferred
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N

5
15
25

Cost
Appx
L
U
L
U
L
U

Energy(nJ)×103
Est
Prof
Obs
Random array data
28
28
29
31.8
31.8
59
59
64
68.8
68.8
90
90
98
105.8
105.8

D%

PrD %

-3.5
9.2
-8.1
7.2
-8.5
7.7

-3.5
9.2
-8.1
7.2
-8.5
7.7

Table 3.3: Source of inaccuracies in reverse prediction: analysis vs. modeling.
upper-bounds on energy consumption as functions on input data sizes was proposed
in [75], where the Jimple (a typed three-address code) representation of Java bytecode
was transformed into Horn Clauses, and a simple energy model at the Java bytecode
level [54] was used. However the energy model used average estimations of the Java
opcodes, which are not suitable for verification applications. Furthermore, this work
did not compare the results with actual, measured energy consumption. As already
commented, a similar approach is proposed in Chapter 2 (or [62, 61]) for the analysis
of XC programs. However, it used an ISA-level model that provided average energy
values too, which implied the same problem in verification. Other approaches to static
analysis based on the transformation of the analyzed code into another (intermediate)
representation have been proposed for analyzing low-level languages [39] and Java (by
means of a transformation into Java bytecode) [4]. In [4], cost relations are inferred
directly for these bytecode programs, whereas in [75] the bytecode is first transformed
into Horn Clauses.
Other work has taken as its starting point techniques referred to generally as WCET
(Worst Case Execution Time Analyses), which have been applied, usually for imperative languages, in different application domains (see e.g., [97] and its references).
These techniques generally require the programmer to bound the number of iterations
of loops, and then apply an Implicit Path Enumeration technique to identify the path
of maximal consumption in the control flow graph of the resulting loop-less program.
This approach has inspired some worst case energy analyses, such as the one presented
in [48]. It distinguishes instruction-specific (not proportional to time, but to data) from
pipeline-specific (roughly proportional to time) energy consumption. The approach
also takes into account complex issues such as branch prediction and cache misses.
However, they rely on the user to identify the input which will trigger the maximal
energy consumption. In [94] the same approach is applied and further refined for estimating hard (i.e., over-approximated) energy bounds. The main novelty of this work
consists in introducing relative energy models (implemented at the LLVM level in this
case), where the energy of each instruction is given in relation to each other (e.g., if
we assume that all the instructions have relative energy 1, this means that they all have
the same absolute energy), which does not depend on the specific hardware, but can be
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applied for all the platforms where a mapping between LLVM and low-level assembly
instructions exists. On the other hand, in the situations when the energy bounds are not
hard (i.e., the application allows their violation) they use a genetic algorithm to obtain
an under-approximation of the energy bounds. However, this approach loses accuracy
when there are data-dependent branches present in the program, since different inputs
can lead to the execution of different set of instructions. A similar approach is used
in [80] to find the worst-case energy consumption of two benchmarks using a genetic
algorithm. In contrast to our approach, the evolutionary algorithm is applied to whole
programs, and these do not have any data-dependent branching. The authors further
introduce probability distributions for the transition costs among pairs of independent
instructions, which can be then be convolved to give a probability distribution of the
energy for a sequence of instructions.
In contrast to the work presented here and in [68], all these WCET-style methods
(either for execution time or energy) do not infer cost functions on input data sizes
but rather absolute maximum values, and, as mentioned before, they generally require
the manual annotation of all loops to express an upper bound on the number of iterations, which can be tedious (or impossible) and effectively reduces the case to that of
programs with no loops.
Another alternative approach to WCET-style methods was presented in [43]. It
is based on the idea of amortization, which allows inferring more accurate yet safe
upper bounds by averaging the worst execution time of operations over time. It was
applied to a functional language, but the approach is in principle generally applicable.
In principle, this approach could be adapted to infer energy usage.

3.7

Chapter Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed a combined static/dynamic approach for estimating parametric upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of a program. The dynamic part,
based on an EA, is a best effort approach to approximating the maximum/minimum
energy consumption of the basic blocks in the program. Such blocks contain multiple instructions, which allows this phase to capture inter-instruction dependencies.
Moreover, the basic blocks are branchless, which makes the EA approach quite practical and efficient, and the energy values inferred by it are accurate, since no control
flow-related variations occur. A safe static analysis is then used to combine the energy
values obtained for the blocks according to the program control flow, and estimate energy consumption bounds of the whole program that depend on input data sizes. In
the experiments we performed on a set of benchmarks, the upper and lower bounds
obtained were always safe and quite accurate. Such results suggest that our approach
offers a good safety/accuracy compromise, estimating bounds that are practical for its
application to energy verification and optimization.
Future work includes improving the EA by introducing data analysis of the input
values to each block in order to capture the inter-block data dependencies. This will
also speedup the EA since it will have bounds on the input values that it can explore.
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Transformational Approach to Parametric
Accumulated-Cost Static Profiling

4.1

Introduction and Motivation

The execution of software consumes resources such as time, energy, and memory. The
goal of automatic program resource analysis is to infer the resources that a program
uses as a function on the size of the input data or other environmental parameters of
the program, without actually executing the program. Previous work on this topic,
mainly for inferring asymptotic time complexity bounds, goes back to the 1970s. Recent research has adapted and extended these techniques for inferring other resources,
including for example energy (see Chapter 2 or [62, 61]).
In this chapter we investigate an extension of this problem which, although based
on the same essential techniques, has a different range of applications. Rather than
estimating the total resource usage of a program, we wish to perform static profiling
of its resource usage. This means that we intend to discover, for selected parts of the
program, an estimate of the resources used by those parts. As before, the estimates will
be parameterised by input sizes. However, these input sizes will be of the entry procedure/function, unlike the input sizes of the selected parts, as in the standard resource
analysis.
There are several motivations for this research. Firstly, a profile of the resource
usage of the program can show the developer which parts of the program are the most
resource critical. For example, it can expose the cost of functions that are perhaps not
particularly resource hungry by themselves but which are called many times. Such
parts are natural targets for optimization, since there a small improvement can yield
important savings. Secondly, there are cases where the overall resource functions of a
program might not be obtainable. This can be for instance because some program parts
are too complex for analysis or because the code for some parts is not available and
the cost cannot even be reasonably estimated. In this case useful information may still
be obtained by excluding such parts from the analysis, obtaining information about the
resource usage for the rest of the program. Thirdly, resource usage models (for ex71
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ample Tiwari’s energy consumption model [90]) are sometimes based on summing the
individual resource usage of basic components of the program. The analysis presented
here fits naturally with such models. Finally, in cases where a program has mutually
recursive functions/predicates, the standard cost analysis infers similar resource functions for each recursive function. In such cases, a static profile finds precisely the
resource functions for each mutually recursive part of the program, and helps identify
the parts that are responsible for most of the cost.
The traditional profiling techniques are dynamic (i.e., require executing the program on some particular input) and are based either on code instrumentation, i.e., introducing additional pieces of code in the sections to be measured, or on running a
process that performs the profiling together with the measured program. In both cases,
the dynamic profiler introduces an overhead in the resource measured that needs to
be properly discriminated, which is non trivial. For example, it may be the case that
an instruction in the original program has a very different energy consumption in the
presence of code added by the profiler just before it. In contrast, the static profiling
approach we propose in this chapter obtains safe upper and lower bounds on resource
consumption, because it is based on the semantics of the program rather than particular
executions of it. I.e., the results are valid for all possible program inputs.
Our starting point is the well-developed technique of extracting recurrence relations
that express resource usage functions [96, 84, 26, 25, 27, 3]. These are then solved to
get a closed-form function expressing the (bounds on) parameterised resource usage.
In our work we will make use the CiaoPP program analysis framework, which includes
a set of generic resource analyses based on these techniques. In particular, we will
use the analysis described in [87]. CiaoPP operates on an intermediate semantic program representation based on Horn Clauses [67], that we will refer to as the “HC IR.”
By transforming the input language into this intermediate representation, the CiaoPP
framework has been shown capable of analyzing imperative programs at the source,
bytecode, or binary level with competitive precision and efficiency (see [67, 76, 75]
and Chapter 2 for details).
Our approach to static profiling is based on a transformation that is performed at
the level of the CiaoPP Horn Clause-based intermediate representation. The proposed
transformation allows a standard cost analyzer (CiaoPP in our experiments) to statically infer functions that return bounds on accumulated costs depending on input data
sizes, for a number of predefined program points of interest (predicates in our case),
referred to as cost centers. Intuitively, given a program P , the cost accumulated in
a given predicate p ∈ P is defined in the context of the execution of a single call to
another predicate q ∈ P . It expresses the addition of (part of) the resource usages
corresponding to the execution of all calls to predicate p generated by a single call to
predicate q ∈ P .
In the rest of the chapter, Section 4.2 presents informally a general model of (dynamic) profiling and how we turn it into a static version. Section 4.3 reviews established techniques for cost analysis based on extracting and solving cost relations.
Section 4.4 formalizes our notion of accumulated cost. Section 4.5 describes the im72
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plementation of the technique, based on a source-to-source transformation. Section 4.6
reports some experimental results. In Section 4.7 we comment on some related work
and finally Section 4.8 concludes, discussing future directions.

4.2

From Dynamic Profiling to Static Profiling

We start by presenting informally a general model of (dynamic) profiling and how we
turn it into a static version. Our model is based on the notion of cost centers, inspired
from the work of Sansom and Peyton Jones [85] and Morgan and Jarvis [73]. This approach was also applied to Logic Programs and extended to perform run-time checking
of non-functional properties in [69]. Intuitively a cost center provides a dynamic scoping mechanism to uniquely attribute the execution costs of a part of the code to an
identifier. The scope of the cost center is dynamic in the sense that execution costs of
code that are not explicitly associated to a cost center are dynamically attributed to the
same cost center as the caller. For a number of languages it is convenient to identify
the cost centers with (a subset of) functions, procedures, or predicates. In this chapter we follow this path. Alternatively, cost centers can be defined by special scoping
constructs [85].
As an example,1 assume that a programmer wishes to profile a program which uses
the following variance () function ( variance () naively computes the variance of an
array of integers):
int
variance ( int * arr , int size ) {
i n t tmp [ s i z e ] , i = s i z e ;
while ( i > 0) {
i −−;
tmp [ i ] = ( a r r [ i ] − mean ( a r r , s i z e ) ) ;
tmp [ i ] = tmp [ i ] * tmp [ i ] ; }
r e t u r n mean ( tmp , s i z e ) ;
}

Assume that mean() is a given function that computes the mean of an integer array.
First consider that both mean() and variance () are cost centers. In this case the actual
execution costs of the code that appears textually within the variance () function will
be aggregated at each call to such function and will be attributed to the variance ()
cost center. However the cost of calls to mean() –including those made from variance
() – will not be attributed to variance () . Now consider the case where variance ()
is declared a cost center, but mean() is not. In this case the execution costs of calls to
mean() made from the variance () function will be also aggregated to those of variance
() (but not those made from other points in the program).
Returning to the case where both variance () and mean() are declared as cost centers, assume that the programmer profiles the energy consumption (measured as nano
1 As

mentioned in the introduction, CiaoPP’s analyses deal with programs written in such C-like
languages (among others) by analyzing corresponding Horn Clause representations.
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joules, nJ) of a call to the variance () function over the array {1, 2, 3, 4}, on some particular architecture. Assume that the result of the profiler is that 74.7 units of energy
are accumulated in the variance () cost center and 464.4 units in the mean() cost center. Since mean() is called 4 times, the cost of a single call to it (with the array above)
would be 116.1 nJ (464.4/4). If only variance () were declared a cost center, the profiler would have accumulated all the cost in it, i.e., 464.4 + 74.7 nJ. In such a case, the
cost measured by the profiler would be the same as what we call the standard cost of a
(single) call to variance () with the given array (i.e., 539 nJ).
Since the accumulated value in the mean() cost center is much larger than that
accumulated in the variance () cost center, this indicates that for this particular call
most of the energy is consumed inside the mean() function, i.e., that this function is
responsible for most of the standard cost of the call to variance () . This can be a strong
indicator that it may be worthwhile to either optimize the body of mean() or try to
reduce the number of times it is called. Note, however, that with just this data, which
come from a run with a particular input, the programmer does not really have any
guarantees that the results are representative of the general behavior of the program
for all inputs. This problem is usually tackled by repeating the process on a large
set of different inputs. This can lead to more indicative results, but still has several
drawbacks. First, this process can be very long, because profiling usually introduces
additional execution costs, which get multiplied by the number of inputs. Second, and
more importantly, even if a large number of inputs is used, this still does not provide a
strong guarantee, i.e., there may be some corner case inputs for which the call behaves
in a very different way. Finally, the approach does not allow the comparison of the
asymptotic cost accumulated in the different cost centers.
To overcome the problems outlined above, we propose to statically infer (lower and
upper) bounds on the cost accumulated in the cost centers as functions of the sizes of
the input data to the profiled call (the call variance () in our example). In the example
above, the system we have implemented infers (for the resource “energy”2 ) that for a
call to variance () with a list of size size, the costs accumulated in the variance and
mean() functions are 24.32 + size × 12.59 and 23.03 + 17.46 × size2 + 40.49 × size
energy units (nano joules) respectively. In this case the system infers these expressions
for both the upper and lower bounds, which means that they are exact costs. Hence,
the programmer does have the guarantee that for all non-trivial calls (i.e., for all calls
with non-empty lists) and for any input data, the code of mean() consumes most of the
energy. In this case an obvious improvement can be made, since the call to mean(arr,
size ) can be safely moved outside the loop:
int
variance ( int * arr , int size ) {
i n t tmp [ s i z e ] ;
int i = size ;
i n t m = mean ( a r r , s i z e ) ;
while ( i > 0) {
2 Using

as back-end analysis the energy analysis of Chapter 2 on an XCore XS1 processor with the
program compiled by the XMOS xcc compiler without optimization.
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i −−;
tmp [ i ] = ( a r r [ i ] − m) ;
tmp [ i ] = tmp [ i ] * tmp [ i ] ;

}
r e t u r n mean ( tmp , s i z e ) ;
}

For this version of the program, the system infers that the costs accumulated in the
variance () and mean() functions are 28.18 + size × 8.73 and 46.06 + 34.92 × size
energy units (nano joules) respectively. For brevity and simplicity we chose a program
that is rather naive and where the optimization is obvious (and would in fact be done by
some compilers automatically), but the same reasoning applies to more complex cases
that are not easy to spot without profiling information. Furthermore, the static profiling
functions can also be used for guiding automatic optimization by the compiler.

4.3

The Classical Cost Relations-based Parametric Static
Analysis

The approach to cost analysis based on setting up and solving recurrence equations was
proposed in [96] and has been developed significantly in subsequent work. For example, in [84] an automatic upper-bound analysis was presented based on an abstract
interpretation of a step-counting version of a functional program, in order to infer both
execution time and execution steps. However, size measures could not automatically
be inferred and the experimental section showed few details about the practicality of
the analysis. In the context of Logic Programming, a semi-automatic analysis was presented in [26, 25] that inferred upper-bounds on the number of execution steps, given
as functions on the input data sizes. This work also proposed techniques to address
the additional challenges posed by the Logic Programming paradigm, as, for example, dealing with the generation of multiple solutions via backtracking. However, a
shortcoming of the approach was its loss in precision in the presence of divide-andconquer programs in which the sizes of the output arguments of the “divide” predicates are dependent. This approach was later fully automated (by integrating it into
the CiaoPP system and automatically providing modes and size measures) and extended to inferring both upper- and lower-bounds on the number of execution steps
(which is non-trivial because of the possibility of failure) in [27, 42]. In addition,
[27] introduced the setting up of non-deterministic recurrence relations for the class
of divide-and-conquer programs mentioned above, and proposed a technique for computing approximated closed form bound functions for some of them. Such a technique
was based on bounding the number of terminal and non-terminal nodes in the set of
computation trees corresponding to the evaluation of the non-deterministic recurrence
relations, and bounding the cost of such nodes. Non-deterministic recurrence relations
were also used and further developed in [3] (named Cost Relations). The approach
in [26, 25, 27] was generalized in [77] to infer user-defined resources (by using an
extension of the Ciao assertion language [40]), and was further improved in [87] by
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defining the resource analysis itself as an abstract domain that is integrated into the
PLAI abstract interpretation framework [74, 83] of CiaoPP, obtaining features such
as multivariance, efficient fixpoints, and assertion-based verification and user interaction. A significant additional improvement brought about by [87] is that it is combined with a sized types abstract domain, which allows the inference of non-trivial cost
bounds when they depend on the sizes of input terms and their subterms at any position and depth. Recently, many other approaches have been proposed for resource
analysis [92, 44, 36, 46, 79, 33, 3, 5]. While based on different techniques, all these
analyses infer, for all predicates p of a given program P , an approximation of the notion of cost that we call the standard cost or single call cost. Most of them infer an
upper bound, while others infer both upper and lower bounds. The following example
shows this (for the case of CiaoPP) and also illustrates that this concept of cost may
not be directly useful for locating performance bottlenecks.
Consider the following implementation of an eval(E,M,R) predicate that evaluates
modulo 2M a given expression E built from additions and multiplications. This implementation assumes that two predicates are given: add(A,B,M,R) and mult(A,B,M,R),
that respectively add and multiply two infinite precision numbers A and B modulo 2M ,
and unify the result with R.
e v a l ( c o n s t (A) ,M, R ) :− e v a l c o n s t (A,M, R ) .
e v a l (A+B ,
M, R ) :− e v a l a d d (A, B ,M, R ) .
e v a l (A*B ,
M, R ) :− e v a l m u l t (A, B ,M, R ) .
e v a l c o n s t (A, , R ) :− R=A .
e v a l a d d (A, B ,M, R ) :− e v a l (A,M, RA) , e v a l ( B ,M, RB) , add (RA, RB ,M, R ) .
e v a l m u l t (A, B ,M, R ) :− e v a l (A,M, RA) , e v a l ( B ,M, RB) , m u l t (RA, RB ,M, R ) .

For the sake of simplicity, assume that all the costs are null except those related
to the evaluation of add/4 and mult/4. Assume that the cost of the evaluation of
add(A,B,M,R) is M and the cost of the evaluation of mult(A,B,M,R) is M2 . Under
these assumptions, the standard CiaoPP cost analysis infers that the cost of the evaluation of eval(E,M,R) is bounded by (2depth(E) − 1) × (M + M2 ) where depth(E) stands
for the depth of the expression E – note that the exact bound is (2depth(E) − 1) × M2 .
However, such an analysis does not help finding precisely which part of the code is responsible for most of the cost. Indeed since all the predicates (eval/3, eval add/4,
and eval mult/4) are mutually recursive, the system will infer a similar cost for
eval add/4 and eval mult/4. Furthermore, those costs will be expressed in terms
of different input variables making the actual comparison difficult.

4.4

Parametric Accumulated-Cost Static Profiling

We now formalize the new notion of cost that we propose, the accumulated cost, which
has been intuitively described in Section 4.1. As mentioned before, our approach is
based on the notion of cost centers: user-defined program points (predicates, in our
case) to which execution costs are assigned during the execution of a program. Data
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about computational events is accumulated by the cost center each time the corresponding program point is reached by the program execution control flow.
We start by presenting a formal profiled semantics for Logic Programming. For
this purpose we assume given a program P . We also assume that each predicate p
is associated with a cost costp ∈ R and that the cost centers are defined as a set ♦ of
predicate symbols. In the following we will use overlined symbols such as t̄, x̄, or ē
to denote a sequence of terms, variables, or arithmetic expressions.
We define a predicate call with context as a tuple of the form r : p(t̄), where r,
the context, is a cost center (i.e., a predicate from ♦) and p(t̄) is a predicate call.
Then, we define profiled states as tuples of the form hα ; θ ; κi where α is a sequence of
predicate calls with context, θ is a substitution that maps variables to calling data, and
κ, the cost assignment, is a family of real numbers indexed by the cost centers ♦. The
profiled resource semantics is defined as the smallest relation →P over profiled states
satisfying:
q = update♦ (p, r) (p(s̄) :- β) ∈ P ρ σ is an m.g.u. of s̄ and t̄θ
hr : p(t̄), α ; θ ; κi →P hq : β, α ; θ ◦ σ ; κ[q 7→ κq + costp ]i

where:

σ is an m.g.u. of t and [sθ]
hr :(t is s), α ; θ ; κi →P hα ; θ ◦ σ ; κi

• q : β, α is a notation for the sequence q : p1 (s̄1 ), ..., q : pn (s̄n ), α, assuming β is the
sequence p1 (s1 ), ..., pn (sn ).
• [s] stands for the arithmetic evaluation of s (if s is not a ground arithmetic expression, then [s] is not defined, as well as the rule using it),
• ρ stands for a renaming with fresh variables,
• κ[q 7→ c] is the assignment that maps p to c if p = q or to κp otherwise, and
• update♦ (p, r) equals either p if p ∈ ♦, or r otherwise.
The first rule can be understood as an extension of SLD resolution with cost. Concretely, the cost costp of the called predicate p is added to the value of the current cost
center, the cost center being updated beforehand to the current predicate if the latter
is in fact a cost center, and left unchanged otherwise. The latter rule characterizes
the semantics of the built-in is/2, where we assume w.l.o.g. that the operation has
no cost. Standard left-to-right evaluation is simply recovered by ignoring the cost assignment together with the calling contexts. In the following section, we will use the
notation (α ; θ), where α is a sequence of predicate calls and θ a substitution, to denote
a standard (non-profiled) LP state.
In the following, we use Π as the set of tuples of terms, and R to denote the set
of real numbers. For any cost center p ∈ ♦, the profiled resource usage function is the
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n

function C♦p : 2Π → 2R defined as:

∗

if p(t̄) terminates
 κ | t̄ ∈ T̄ & hp : p(t̄) ; ε ; 0̄i →P h ; θ ; κi
p
C♦ (T̄ ) =
universally ∀t̄ ∈ T̄

 n
R
otherwise
where 0̄ stands for the trivial cost assignment that maps any cost center to 0, →∗P is
the reflexive and transitive closure of →P ,  denotes the empty sequence of predicate
calls, ε is the identity substitution, and n is the number of cost centers. We use the “top”
n
element in 2R (i.e., Rn ) to denote a “don’t know” cost for non-terminating programs,
which, for simplicity, are currently not defined in our framework. Note that the cost κp
in an infinite derivation can be (asymptotically) different from +∞ as (1) p can be the
context of only a finite number of the steps involved in an infinite derivation, and (2)
because costs of predicates can be zero or negative. The profiled semantics is a natural
generalization of the standard resource usage semantics which is able to handle several
costs which are accumulated in the cost centers. Indeed the resource usage function
p
inferred by the standard analysis can be understood as the function C p = C{p}
defined
over a unique cost center.
Cqp (T̄ ) denotes the cost accumulated in q from the calls p(t̄) (t̄ ∈ T̄ ), that is, the
union of the ith component of all tuples in C♦p (T̄ ) if q is the ith cost center in ♦ (formally

Cqp (T̄ ) = κq | κ ∈ C♦p (T̄ ) ). In particular, if p(t̄) deterministically succeeds (e.g.,
when it is obtained by translation of some imperative program) the cost accumulated
in q from p(t̄) is unique, i.e., Cqp ({t̄}) = {c} for some c ∈ R. In such a case, by a
slight abuse of notation, we denote the unique value by Cqp (t̄).
Consider the deterministic program given in section 4.3. If we profile the program,
defining all the predicates of the program as cost centers except add/4 and mult/4,
the costs accumulated in eval const/3, eval add/4 and eval mult/4 for a call
of the form eval(E,M,R) are respectively bounded by 0, (0.5 × 2depth(E) × M), and
(0.5 × 2depth(E) × M2 ). This makes it easier to spot the source of most of the cost, i.e.,
eval mult/4. Therefore, to improve the efficiency of the whole program, it can be
useful to concentrate on this predicate, either by optimizing its implementation or by
reducing the number of times it is called.
We write p
q if q is reachable from q, that is, if q(t̄) →∗P (p(s̄), α) for some
calling data t̄ and s̄, and some sequence of calls α. Given a set ♦ of cost centers
assigned to a program P and some predicate p, we define the set of reachable cost
centers from p as the sequence ♦p = {q | q ∈ ♦ ∧ p ? q}.
Theorem 1. Let P be a program and ♦ ⊆ pred(P ) n
a set of cost centers
for it. Then,
o
for all p ∈ ♦: for all T̄ ⊂ Π it holds that: Cp (T̄ ) = ∑q∈♦p Cqp (T̄ ) . In particular, if
p(t̄) deterministically succeeds Cp (t̄) = ∑q∈♦p Cqp (t̄).
Note that theorem 1 provides the basis for a compositional and modular definition
of the standard (i.e., single call) cost analysis, from the results of the accumulated cost
analysis. Note also that (by definition of reachable cost center) p is always reachable
from itself, even though p does not call itself.
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4.5

Inferring Accumulated Cost via Transformation

As mentioned before, our implementation of the static profiler is based on a sourceto-source transformation. In this section we show such a transformation that allows
obtaining accumulated cost information for cost centers by performing a sized type
analysis in CiaoPP. Basically, the transformation consists of adding shadow arguments
to each predicate of the Horn clauses that represent the accumulated cost for each cost
center.

4.5.1

The Transformation

In this section we assume there is exactly n cost centers and ♦ is defined as the family
{pi }i∈0..n−1 . The transformation proposed consists of adding n + 1 shadow arguments
to each predicate, such that on success those variables will be assigned to the costs
accumulated in the program. There are n shadow arguments for the cost accumulated
in the cost centers called by the predicate, and an additional one for the cost associated
with the calling context, which is not known statically.
Formally, the transformation is defined by the functions J·K♦ and J·Kn that respectively translate clauses and goals. The function J·Kn : A ∗ → (A ∗ × E n+1 ) (E is the set
of possibly non-ground arithmetic expressions) that translates sequences of atoms is
defined recursively on the length of the goal as:
• Jq(t̄), αKn = ((q(t̄, x̄), β), x̄ + ē) where (β, ē) = JαKn
• JKn = (, 0̄)
where x̄ (resp. 0̄) stands for a sequence of (n + 1) fresh variables (a sequence of (n + 1)
zeros). On the other hand the function J·K♦ : C → C is defined by cases as follows:

(q(t̄, x̄) :- β,



 x̄ is ē[ē ← 0][ē ← (cost + e + e )]
n
i
q
i
n
Jq(t̄) :- αK♦ =

(q(t̄, x̄) :- β,



x̄ is ē[ēn ← (costq + en )]

if q = pi ∈ ♦
otherwise

where (β, ē) = JαKn , x̄ is a sequence of n + 1 fresh variables, and x̄ is ē is a notation
for x0 is e0 , . . . , xn is en (assuming x̄ = (x0 , . . . , xn ) and ē = (e0 , . . . , en )).
The translation of a clause is defined by case on the predicate q it defines. Suppose
q is some cost center pi ∈ ♦. In this case the costs associated with q itself (i.e., costq )
are assigned to the argument corresponding to q, namely ei . Furthermore the costs in
evaluating q that are not associated to any other cost center (i.e., en ) are also assigned
to ei . Thus we have ē[ēn ← 0][ēi ← (costq + ei + en )]. On the other hand, if q is not
a cost center, then the costs associated with q are associated to its context, namely en ,
and thus we have ē[ēn ← (costq + en )].
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Example 1. We show now the translation of the code corresponding to our running example, given in Example 4.3, assuming that the cost centers are eval/3, eval const/4,
eval add/4, and eval mult/4. In the translation the output arguments Ce, Cc, Ca,
and Cm correspond to the cost accumulated in the respective cost centers. On the other
hand, the output C is the cost that has not been accumulated in any of the cost centers. Within the translation we leave the actual implementations of add/4 and mult/4
unspecified and marked by (...).
e v a l ( c o n s t ( A ) ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
e v a l c o n s t ( A ,M, R , De , Dc , Da , Dm, D) ,
Ce i s De+D, Cc i s Dc , Ca i s Da , Cm i s Dm, C i s 0 .
e v a l ( A+B ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
e v a l a d d ( A , B ,M, R , De , Dc , Da , Dm, D) ,
Ce i s De+D, Cc i s Dc , Ca i s Da , Cm i s Dm, C i s 0 .
e v a l ( A * B ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
e v a l m u l t ( A , B ,M, R , De , Dc , Da , Dm, D) ,
Ce i s De+D, Cc i s Dc , Ca i s Da , Cm i s Dm, C i s 0 .
e v a l c o n s t ( A , M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :− R=A ,
Ce i s 0 , Cc i s 0 , Ca i s 0 , Cm i s 0 , C i s 0 .
e v a l a d d ( A , B ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
e v a l ( A ,M, RA , De , Dc , Da , Dm, D) , e v a l ( B ,M, RB , Ee , Ec , Ea , Em , E ) ,
add ( RA , RB ,M, R , Fe , Fc , Fa , Fm , F ) ,
Ce i s De+Ee+Fe , Cc i s Dc+Ec+Fc , Ca i s Da+Ea+Fa+D+E+F ,
Cm i s Dm+Em+Fm , C i s 0 .
e v a l m u l t ( A , B ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
e v a l ( A ,M, RA , De , Dc , Da , Dm, D) , e v a l ( B ,M, RB , Ee , Ec , Ea , Em , E ) ,
m u l t ( RA , RB ,M, R , Fe , Fc , Fa , Fm , F ) ,
Ce i s De+Ee+Fe , Cc i s Dc+Ec+Fc , Ca i s Da+Ea+Fa ,
Cm i s Dm+Em+Fm+D+E+F , C i s 0 .
add ( RA , RB ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
(...)
Ce i s 0 , Cc i s 0 , Ca i s M, Cm i s 0 , C i s 0 .
m u l t ( RA , RB ,M, R , Ce , Cc , Ca , Cm, C ) :−
(...)
Ce i s 0 , Cc i s 0 , Ca i s 0 , Cm i s M*M, C i s 0 .

The following theorem states that the translation of a given program simulates the
original one, while reifying the cost assignment as a first-order argument.
Theorem 2. Assume a given program P profiled according n cost centers ♦ = {p0 , . . . , pn−1 }
and a predicate p different from is.
(Soundness) If (p(t̄, x̄) ; θ) →∗JP K♦ ( ; σ) (for some sequence of pairwise x̄ distinct
variables free in t¯ and θ) then there exists a derivation of the form hpi : p(t̄) ; θ ; 0̄i →∗P
h ; σ0 ; κi, with t̄σ0 = t̄σ, κp j = x j σ (for j ∈ 1, ..., n − 1 and j 6= i), and κi =
xi σ + xn σ.
(Completeness) If hpi : p(t̄) ; ε ; 0̄i →∗P h ; θ ; κi, then there exists a derivation of the
form (p(t̄, x̄) ; ε) →∗JP K♦ ( ; σ), with t̄θ = t̄σ, κpk = x j σ (for j ∈ 1, ..., n − 1 and
j 6= i), and κi = xi σ + xn σ.
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4.5.2

Performing the Resource Usage Analysis

The Horn Clause program resulting from the transformation described above, whose
predicates are augmented with shadow output arguments representing the accumulated
cost for each cost center, is analyzed in order to infer lower and upper bounds on the
sizes of such arguments, which actually represent bounds on the respective accumulated costs.
In order to obtain such bounds, we use the size analysis presented in [86, 87],
integrated in the CiaoPP system. The goal of this analysis is to infer lower and upper
bounds on the sizes of output arguments as a function on the sizes of input arguments.
This analysis is based on the abstract interpretation framework present in CiaoPP, and
basically infers sized types for output arguments. Sized types are representations that
incorporate structural (shape) information and allow expressing both lower and upper
bounds on the size of a set of terms and their subterms at any position and depth. For
a more detailed explanation of this process, we refer the reader to [86].
Continuing with our running example, consider the output argument Ca, which
represents the accumulated cost of the cost center eval add/4 when it is called from
eval/4. In a preprocessing step, the program is unfolded in order to avoid mutual
recursion, which makes the analysis harder. After the unfolding step, the analysis infers
types for the predicate arguments by using an existing analysis for regular types [93].
This analysis infers that for a call to a transformed version of eval/4 (with shadow
variables) of the form:
eval(Exp,M,R,Ce,Cc,Ca,Cm,C)
with Exp and R bound and the rest of arguments as free variables, then Ca gets bound
to a number upon success, i.e., a term of type num. From the inferred regular type, the
analysis derives a sized type schema, which is just a sized type with variables in bound
positions, along with a set of constraints over those variables.
In this case, the corresponding sized type for num is num(α,β) , where α and β are
variables representing lower and upper bounds on the size of the elements that belong
to such type. The metric we use for the size of a number is its actual value, since num
is a basic type. For compound types, e.g., lists, trees or arithmetic expressions, we can
use several metrics for the size of any term belonging to them, such as the depth of
such term (as in our example), or the number of type rule applications needed for the
type definition to succeed for such term.
The next step involves setting up recurrence relations between size variables. Thus,
for β, that represents the upper bound of the size of Ca, we obtain the following equapred
tion (where Sizearg is the size of the argument arg corresponding to predicate pred):
(
eval (Size
2 ∗ SizeCa
exp − 1, M) + M
eval
β = SizeCa
(Sizeexp , M) =
0

if Sizeexp > 1
otherwise

At this point, we have obtained a recurrence relation that represents the size of
the output argument. However, such expression is not useful for some applications.
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One disadvantage of using recurrence relations is that the evaluation of them given
concrete input values usually takes longer than the evaluation of an equivalent nonrecursive expression. In addition, it is not easy to see the complexity order of a given
procedure just by looking at its recurrence relation, and the comparison with other
functions is also more difficult. For this reason, the analysis uses a solver for obtaining
closed-form representations for recurrence relations. Such closed forms can be either
exact solutions or safe overapproximations. In our example, the closed-form version
for the recurrence is:
eval
β = SizeCa
(Sizeexp , M) = (2Sizeexp − 1) ∗ M

Assuming that the metric for the size of arithmetic expressions is the depth of
the term representing them, we have that Sizeexp = depth(exp). Thus, we can finally
conclude that the accumulated cost of eval add/4 when called from eval/3 (i.e., the
size of Ca in the transformed version of the program), is given by
(2depth(exp) − 1) ∗ M

4.6

Experimental Results

We have performed an experimental evaluation of our techniques with the prototype
implementation described in Section 4.5 over a number of selected benchmarks from [87].
The benchmarks are written directly as Horn Clause programs (in Ciao). In each
benchmark, a number of predicates are marked as cost centers. The results are shown
in Table 4.1. Static profiling was performed for each cost center, capturing the accumulated cost with respect to an entry predicate (marked with a star, e.g., appendAll2∗ ).
While in the experiments both upper and lower bounds were inferred, for the sake of
brevity we only show upper bound functions. Also, each clause body is assumed to
have unitary cost.
Column 1 of Table 4.1 shows the list of benchmarks while column 2 provides the
list of cost centers for each benchmark. Column 3 shows the parametric accumulated
cost inferred for each cost center, as a resource usage upper bound function on input
data sizes of the entry predicate.
Column 4 compares the parametric accumulated cost function of each cost center from column 3 with the results from a dynamic profiling tool [69]. Although the
analysis infers upper bounds on the accumulated cost, for some benchmarks these are
exact upper bounds (in fact, exact costs) and for others these are correct but relatively
imprecise. The imprecision introduced in the benchmarks listfact and appendAll2 is
due to the fact that the cost not only depends on the input data sizes but also on the
sizes of the sub-terms in the input data, since the analysis statically assumes an upper
bound on the sizes of the sub-terms. Note that CiaoPP is the only analysis tool that
infers concrete upper bound functions over sized types (costs that depend on the sizes
of subterms) [87].
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Table 4.1: Experimental results.
Program

CostCenter
Predicate
appendAll2∗

Accumulated
Cost UB
b1

Static
vs.
Dyn
0%

appendAll
append

b1 b2
2b1 b2 b3

33%
61%

2b1 b2 b3
b1 b2 + b1
b1 b2
β

hanoi∗
processMove

2v − 1
2v − 1

0%
0%

2v+1 − 2
1

1
2v − 1

coupled∗
f

1
+

0%
1.2%

v+1
v

1

v
2

g

v
2

1
+ (−1)
4 −4

0%

v

minsort∗

β+1

0%

(β+1)2
2

7%

β

β+1

appendAll2

hanoi

coupled

minsort

findmin

(−1)v
4

+

3
4

v

(β+1)2
2

+

β−1
2

Standard
Cost UB

#Calls

+

1
b1
b1 b2 + b1

v

(−1)
v
2− 4
1
4
(−1)v
v
2+ 4
1
4

+ β+1
2

+
−

1

dyade

dyade∗
mult

β1
β1 β2

0%
0%

β1 (β2 + 1)
β

1
β1

variance
naive

variance∗
sq diff
mean

1
β−1
2β2 − β

0%
0%
0%

2β2
2β2 β1 − 2β2
β−1

1
β−1
β

variance

variance∗
sq diff
mean

1
β
4β + 2

0%
0%
0%

5β + 3
β
2β + 1

1
β
2

listfact

listfact∗
fact

β
βδ + β

0%
47%

β(δ + 2)
δ+1

1
β

• ln(αi ,βi ) (n(γi ,δi ) ) represents the size of the list of numbers Li , where βi and δi (resp. αi and γi ) denote the upper (resp. lower) bounds
on the length of the list and the size of its numbers respectively.
• llln(a1 ,b1 ) (lln(a2 ,b2 ) (ln(a3 ,b3 ) (n(a4 ,b4 ) ))) represents the size of the list of lists of lists of numbers similarly.
• n(µ,v) denotes the size of a number with lower- and upper-bounds µ and v respectively.

Column 5 shows for comparison the cost inferred by the standard (i.e., non-accumulated)
cost analysis [87] for each program and its auxiliary predicates (also marked as cost
centers). The comparison of the accumulated and standard cost functions (columns 3
vs. 5) shows the usefulness of our approach: the upper bounds on cost centers display
accumulated costs for program parts that were not visible with the standard analysis.
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For instance, similarly to Example 4.3, the coupled benchmark has two auxiliary mutually recursive predicates f and g that are processing elements of a list alternatively
until the list becomes empty. The standard analysis infers almost the same upper bound
for both functions due to the mutual recursion, whereas the accumulated cost precisely
points out the source of cost in the mutually recursive parts. Similarly, in hanoi, although the cost of processMove (processing a single hanoi move) is unitary, we can
see that it is called an exponential number of times. The analysis is providing hints to
the programmer about the parts of the program that are most profitable candidates for
optimization. Note that the upper bound cost functions inferred by static profiling for
each cost center predicate are on the input data sizes of the program (entry predicate),
in contrast to the standard analysis where the cost functions are on the input data sizes
of the predicate that the cost function corresponds to.
Finally, in column 6 an additional #Calls cost is presented, indicating the number
of times each predicate is called, as a function of input data sizes of the entry predicate.
These cost functions are inferred using the standard analysis by defining explicitly a
#Calls resource for each cost center predicate. A big complexity order in the number
of calls to a predicate (in relation to that of a single call) might give hints to reduce the
number of calls to such predicate in order to effectively reduce its impact on the overall
cost of the program (i.e., the cost of a call to the entry point). More interestingly, since
both the Accumulated and #Calls costs of a predicate q are expressed as functions
of input data sizes of the entry predicate, their quotient (Column 3 / Column 6) is
meaningful and will give an approximation of the cost of a single call to q as a function
of the input data sizes of the entry predicate. Note that the standard analysis (Column
5) also provides an upper-bound approximation of this cost but as a function of the
input data sizes of predicate q.

4.7

Related Work

Static profiling in the context of Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) Analysis of
real-time programs is presented in [15]. It proposes an approach to computing worstcase timing information for all code parts of a program using a complementary metric,
called criticality. Every statement of a real-time program is assigned with a criticality
value, expressing how critical the respective code is for the global WCET. Our approach is not limited to WCET, since it is able to obtain results for a general class of
user-defined resources. Furthermore, our inferred metrics are parametric on the input
data sizes of the main program, in contrast to the criticality metric, which is a numeric
value in the range [0, 1]. In addition, our approach is modular and compositional, able
to compute accumulated costs w.r.t. calls originating from different procedures of the
program, and not only the main program entry point. In [13] the authors present static
profiling techniques to estimate the execution likelihood and frequency of program
points in order to assess whether the cost of certain compile-time optimizations would
pay off. To this end, they explore the use of some static analysis techniques for predicting the result of conditional branches, such as assuming uniform distribution over
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all branches, making heuristic based predictions, and performing value range propagation. In this context, our approach can be used to infer bounds on the number of times
a certain program point will be called from a given entry point, as functions on input
data sizes, in contrast with a single value representing the execution likelihood or frequency. Besides, since our techniques are supported mainly by the theory of abstract
interpretation, the approximations inferred are correct by design.

4.8

Chapter Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a novel approach of static profiling of accumulated
cost that infers upper- and lower-bounds of the resource usage accumulated in particular parts of a program as a functions on the input data sizes of the program. We have
constructed a prototype implementation of the proposed approach using the CiaoPP
program analysis framework. Preliminary experimental results with the tool support
the usefulness of our approach where precise accumulated upper bound cost functions
were inferred for parts of the program for which the standard analysis was not able to
infer precise information. The upper bound functions inferred by the static profiling
were also evaluated against a dynamic profiling tool [69], and showed promising accuracy for the static analysis. However in cases where the cost depended on the sizes
of the sub-terms of the input, the upper bound accumulated cost loses precision.
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5
Energy Efficient Scheduling

5.1

Introduction

Energy efficient scheduling has gained a lot of interest in the recent past. A great
number of publications, e.g., [32], try to present it as a mixed integer linear optimisation problem, which can be solved using mixed integer linear programming, or using
a heuristic approach. However, these algorithms become impractical or fail to deliver
a solution as the problem size grows. There is a significant group of publications
on using Evolutionary Alogrithms (EAs) for the problem of optimal scheduling and
allocation in multiprocessor systems that allow Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), e.g., the approach presented in [70] aims to minimize both energy and
makespan as a bi-objective problem.
Energy efficient scheduling and allocation in multicore environments with enabled
DVFS is a well-known NP-hard problem. Nevertheless approximated solutions can
be efficiently found by heuristic algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs).
However, these algorithms have some drawbacks that hinder their applicability: typically they are very slow, and if the space of the feasible solutions is too restricted,
they often fail to provide a viable solution. To this end, in the first part of this chapter,
in Section 5.2, we propose an approach that overcomes these issues. The approach
is based on a custom EA that is fed with predicted information provided by the static
analysis about the energy consumed by tasks. This solves the time inefficiency problem. In addition, when this algorithm fails to produce a feasible solution, we resort to a
modification of the well-known YDS algorithm that we have performed, well adapted
to the multicore environment and to the situations when the static power becomes the
predominant part. This way, we propose a combined approach that produces an energy
efficient scheduling in reasonable time, and always finds a viable solution. The approach has been tested on multicore XMOS chips, but it can easily be adapted to other
multicore environments as well. In the tested scenarios the modified YDS can improve
the original one up to 20%, while our EA can save 55 − 90% more energy on average
than the modified YDS.
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The second part of the chapter (Section 5.3) addresses the problem of energy efficient scheduling and allocation of tasks in multicore environments, where the tasks
can permit certain loss in accuracy of either final or intermediate results, while still
providing proper functionality. Loss in accuracy is usually obtained with techniques
that decrease computational load, which can result in significant energy savings. To
this end, in this work we use perforation, which consists in skipping every n-th loop
iterations for a given n the loop perforation technique that transforms loops to execute a subset of their iterations, and integrate it in our optimisation tool for energy
efficient scheduling in multicore environments based on evolutionary algorithms and
static analysis for estimating energy consumption of different schedules. The approach
is designed for multicore XMOS chips, but it can be adapted to any multicore environment with slight changes. The experiments conducted on a case study in different
scenarios show that our new scheduler enhanced with loop perforation improves the
previous one, achieving significant energy savings (31% on average) for acceptable
levels of accuracy loss.

5.2

Energy Efficient Scheduling using Evolutionary and
YDS Algorithms with Faster Energy Estimations

In our setting, we want to solve the general scheduling problem where the tasks have
arbitrary release times and deadlines, and where preemption and migration of tasks are
allowed, but the problem still remains NP-hard for arbitrary release times and deadlines of the tasks which are not agreeable,1 as it was proven in [1]. Our algorithm
has been adapted for its application to multicore XMOS chips, but it could easily be
adapted to any multicore environment, ranging from small scale embedded systems up
to large scale systems, such as data centers. Its first practical implementation relied on
an existing analytical model for calculating the energy consumption for programs running on these chips [50]. The energy model is limited to the cases when all the cores
belong to the same chip, thus they must run at the same voltage and frequency level
at each moment. For this reason, in this work we solve the problem of the so-called
global DVFS, when all the cores always have the same voltage and frequency.
In our first EA implementation, each individual in each generation is evaluated by
using the above mentioned program energy model, which requires the execution traces
of the programs. Given that the traces can be huge, even for small programs, such
evaluation introduces a huge amount of overhead. In order to overcome this issue,
in this section we use our static analysis which, at compile time, without the need of
executing the programs, and in a few seconds, gives a safe estimation of the energy
consumed by programs. As energy consumption often depends on (the size of) input
data, which is not known at compile time, the static analysis provides the energy as a
function of the input parameters, which is calculated once such input values are known
at runtime. The energy consumption estimated by using the static analysis for a given
1 Two

tasks are agreeable if the task with later release time also has a later deadline.
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scheduling is computed as the sum of the energies of the tasks running on different
cores. This gives a safe upper bound on the total energy consumption, although it
may be less precise than the estimations computed with the program energy model
mentioned previously. This may reduce possible energy savings, nevertheless, the
information it provides is still good enough to decide which scheduling is better, and
the gain in speed of the algorithm is huge: the simulation time is reduced from a few
hours to a few minutes.
However, the EAs can have trouble in finding a viable solution, in the sense that
not all task deadlines are met, if the task deadlines are too tight. In order to overcome
this problem, we have adapted the standard YDS 2 algorithm [102] (explained in Section 5.2.1) to multicore environments. As we will see later, our experimental results
show that if the EA finds a viable solution, it is better than the one obtained by our
modified YDS algorithm in terms of energy savings.
For these reasons, the approach we propose (depicted in Figure 5.1) consists of the
following steps:
1. Perform the static analysis of the input tasks to estimate the energy consumed by
each of them.
2. Execute the EA using such estimations.
• If the EA provides a viable solution, i.e., all the task deadlines are met, this
is the final solution.
• Otherwise, execute our modified YDS algorithm and take its output as the
final solution.
We can distinguish two energy models in Figure 5.1:
• Instruction-level energy model: gives an estimation of the energy consumed by
the execution of a single instruction, which in general depends on its inputs,
context, etc. However, for simplicity, the model assigns a constant value to each
instruction. It is used by an abstract-interpretation based static analysis to infer
the energy consumed by a program.
• Program-level energy model: a formula that gives the energy consumption of
the entire program, as presented in [50], which is used by our modified YDS
algorithm.
In summary, in this section we propose a time efficient scheduling approach, which
always provides a viable energy efficient solution, and scales well as the input size
grows. The main original contributions of our approach are:
1. The combination of an EA algorithm that resorts to a modified YDS algorithm,
which always provides a viable solution.
2 The

name is created using the first letter of the authors’ last names.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our scheduling approach.
2. Use of static analysis for energy estimation at compile time to guide the EA
process, which results in significant speed-up in solving the scheduling problem,
and hence the practicability of our approach, while still providing a solution with
significant energy savings.
3. An improvement of the YDS algorithm, which efficiently solves the static power
issue in the situations the chip cannot be switched off (explained in Section 5.2.1).
The rest of the section is organised as follows. Section 5.2.1 gives more details
about our proposed approach. Section 5.2.2 presents an experimental evaluation of the
approach. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.1

Our Proposed Approach

Evolutionary Algorithm The approach we propose is based on the NSGA-II [23]
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm with two objectives: the execution time and the
total energy consumption, where both should be minimised. The objectives are clearly
in conflict, since the application of DVFS reduces energy, but increases execution time.
This justifies the usage of a multiobjective algorithm. NSGA-II has been proven in the
literature to perform good when the number of objectives is small [11], and in our case
we have only two.
Since the output of the multiobjective approach is a set of solutions which form
the (approximated) Pareto front, we can choose the solution that meets some given
energy and/or time requirements. Usually we pick the solution with the minimal energy
consumption among those that meet the given time bound (if applicable).
Individual Representation The problem that we are solving is the optimal (in terms
of energy or time, possibly under some requirements involving them) allocation and
scheduling of a set of tasks, where each task is defined by its:
• Unique ID.
• Release time, i.e., the moment when the task becomes available.
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• Deadline, i.e., the latest moment when the task has to finish.
• Number of clock cycles, as a good approximation of the execution time.
Thus, the solution to this problem has to contain the following information:
• The core(s) where each task will be executed. Since we allow task migration, a
task can be allocated to more than one core.
• The current voltage and clock frequency (V, f ) state to exploit DVFS.
• The time periods when the tasks are executed.
• The number of clock cycles each task will execute in the different periods marked
by the preemption and migration of that task. This allows to express the number
of cycles a task will execute before it is preempted, as well as the number of
cycles it will execute after it is resumed in the same or in a different core, etc.
Having in mind these requirements, we have designed the solution representation as
shown in Figure 5.2, which does not introduce significant overhead when executing the
EA. Any given task has a positive (unique) number as its ID. Each gene representing
a task ID is followed by a gene representing the number of cycles of the task that will
be executed without any preemption. The order of task IDs represents the order of
their temporal execution. We also use negative two digit numbers to encode the spatial
allocation of the tasks. The first digit represents the core where the tasks are being
executed and the second one an encoding of the (V, f ) state of that core. As it will be
explained in Section 5.2.2, Table 5.1, the number of different cores and states is finite,
as well as the number of their combinations. The tasks following the allocation code
are executed on that coded location. For instance, on Figure 5.2 we read: on core 1 in
state 2, 48 cycles of task 1 will be executed, and 77 cycles of task 5, in this exact order,
etc.
Our approach allows a random order of allocation codes, in order to solve the
most general problem. However, if two consecutive allocation codes have different
(V, f ) states, this means that the tasks allocated to the cores they represent will not
be executed in parallel, since all of the cores have to run at the same (V, f ) at any
moment, and thus the (V, f ) state has to be changed before the second group of tasks is
executed. For example, in Figure 5.2 the allocation code following −12 is −24, which
means that the chip will be first in the (V, f ) state 2 and all tasks allocated to core 1 will
be executed sequentially on that core. After they finish their execution, the core will
change its (V, f ) state from 2 to 4, and the tasks allocated to core 2 will be executed
sequentially on core 2. If the second allocation code were −22 instead of −24, then
the (V, f ) state would not change, and the tasks allocated on cores 1 and 2 would be
executed in parallel.
Population Initialisation Individuals in the initial population are created by randomly
assigning tasks to random cores in random (V, f ) settings with equal probability. However, in order to provide a load balanced solution (as much as possible), the probability
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Figure 5.2: An example of (part of) a solution (i.e., individual) representation.
of choosing a core decreases as its load increases, which is given by the following
formula:
Prob =

1
CurrentCoreLoad
−
NumberO fCores
TotalLoad

(5.1)

where CurrentCoreLoad stands for the current load of the core expressed as the number of cycles, while TotalLoad stands for the total number of cycles of all the tasks on
all cores. According to the formula, at the beginning of the initialisation process, all
cores have the same probability of being chosen, while this probability decreases as
the core becomes loaded, and is close to 0 when the load reaches the state where it is
equally distributed in all cores. If during the initialisation process a newly calculated
probability value of a core is below 0, the value is rounded to 0, and no new load will
be assigned to that core. These random solutions do not always have to provide a viable solution, i.e., some of the tasks might miss their deadlines. For this reason, the
mutation operator and the objectives are designed to deal with this problem.
Solution Perturbations Given the unique nature of the individual representation, we
have designed new crossover and mutation operators. The individuals that participate
in the crossover are selected by using the standard tournament selection process.
The Crossover Operator Since our solution allows task migration, a given task ID
can appear more than once, so we cannot apply any of the existing permutation-based
crossover operators. Thus, we have designed our own operator, where each child will
preserves the order of genes representing the task allocation and scheduling from one
parent, and only the genes representing the number of cycles can be taken from the
other parent. In this way, the produced offspring is a combination of both parents,
and is at the same time a viable solution to the problem. The process is depicted in
Figure 5.3 for the most simple case of 2 cores, 2 tasks and 2 states, with one possible
output. We can observe that the first child, C1 takes the scheduling and allocation
from the first parent, P1, and the cycle distribution from the second parent, P2, while
the second, C2, takes the scheduling and allocation from P2 and the cycle distribution
from P1.
The Mutation Operator The mutation operator can perform different actions involving one or two tasks. Consider two tasks i and t. When choosing the first one we give
higher probability to the tasks which miss their deadlines, in order to achieve a viable
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Figure 5.3: An example of a crossover operation.

Figure 5.4: Examples of mutation operations.
solution as soon as possible. In each generation we perform either one of the following
operations with the same probability (depicted in Fig. 5.4):
• Swapping: i and t, together with their corresponding number of cycles, exchange
their positions in the solution. However, in order to avoid creating solutions
which are not viable, i and t have to belong to the cores that are executed in
parallel (defined with consecutive allocation codes that are in the same (V, f )
state). In Fig. 5.4 we can observe that tasks 1 and 2 are swapped between cores
1 and 2, and both cores are in state 1.
• Moving: move i to a random position j. For the same reason as before, the
position j has to belong to a core being executed in parallel as i’s. In Fig. 5.4
we can observe that the first part of task 1 (40 cycles) is moved to core 2, before
task 2.
• Changing the number of cycles: assigns a different number of cycles to all the
appearances of task i, in a way the total number of cycles of that task remains the
same. In Fig. 5.4 we can observe that task 1 after the change executes 25 cycles
on core 1 in state 1 and 45 cycles on core 2 in state 2.
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Objective Functions
Execution Time One objective of our optimisation problem is to minimize the total
execution time of the schedule, which is the time spent since the first task starts its
execution until the last task finishes its execution. However, since the initial population
is randomly created, it is possible that some of the tasks miss their deadlines, making
the solution unviable. Assuming that these solutions can provide some quality genetic
material, we do not want to discard them completely, but we penalize them by adding
the amount of time the tasks have missed their deadlines to the objective function.
Thus, the time objective function for n cores and k different tasks is the following:
T̂ = T +

∑

(

∑

xi, j · y j · (si, j + τi, j − deadline j ))

(5.2)

1≤i≤n 1≤ j≤k

where T is the total execution time, given by:
T = max (xi, j · (si, j + τi, j )) − min (xi, j · si, j )
1≤i≤n
1≤ j≤k

1≤i≤n
1≤ j≤k

(5.3)

where si, j ≥ 0 is the moment when task j is scheduled on core i (si, j = 0 if the task j
is not scheduled on core i), τi, j is the execution time of task j on core i, xi, j is a binary
value, that represents whether the task j is executed on core i (xi, j = 1) or not (xi, j = 0).
The second part of formula (5.2) represents the penalisation, where y j is another binary
value that expresses whether the task j has missed its deadline, deadline j , (y j = 1) or
not (y j = 0).
Energy Consumption This objective represents the total energy consumption of the
given schedule. In the most general case it is given by the following formula:
E=

∑

(Pst,i · T +

1≤i≤n

∑

(xi, j · pi, j · τi, j ))

(5.4)

1≤ j≤k

where Pst,i is the static power of core i, T is the same as in formula (5.3), pi, j is the
dynamic power of task j when executed on core i, and xi, j and τi, j are the same as in
formula (5.2). In this work we use static analysis to estimate the energy of single tasks,
which will be explained in more detail in Section 5.2.1, while the energy is the sum of
the energies of all the tasks, as given in formula (5.4).
The Modified YDS Algorithm YDS [102] is a well known algorithm for energyefficient scheduling for single core DVFS-enabled environments. We have chosen it
because it always finds a feasible (and optimal) solution that minimises the total energy
consumption, it is simple and fast. However, it does not take into account the static
power, which nowadays forms an important part of the total power. YDS reduces
the frequency and voltage in order to minimise the dynamic power in a way that the
execution time of tasks are extended to their deadlines. However, this also results in an
increase of the static energy. Thus, there is a critical point from which further reduction
of voltage and frequency actually starts increasing the energy consumption. Attempts
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to reducing the static energy when applying DVFS have mainly tried to group the
inactive periods by moving task executions towards their deadline or its release point,
and turning off the chip during such periods [49]. However, this is not always possible
since chip wake up can take more time than available. Our alternative proposal does
not turn off the chip, but instead, finds the critical (V, f ) point below which further
decrease is not beneficial. Thus, our modification of YDS consists of the following
steps:
1. In order to decide if it is beneficial to further decrease the frequency, and in
this way avoid the problem when the increase in energy consumed by the static
power leads to the total energy increase, we use the simple slope-based method
presented in [72].
2. In order to support the multicore system, we propose two different heuristics
for allocating the tasks to different cores: the load balanced solution and the
solution where a task allocation leads to the minimal frequency increase. After
the allocation, the YDS algorithm is applied to each core.
3. In order to adapt the algorithm so that it assigns only the frequencies supported
by the system, we propose to divide the computational load into two parts and
execute them on two supported frequencies in a way the total execution time
remains (almost) the same.
A Solution to the Static Power Issue of YDS As mentioned before, we use the simple
slope-based method presented in [72]. The only requirement for its application is the
availability of a power model where the static and dynamic power are separated. The
main idea of the method is the following. If we fix the voltage, the power is a linear
function of the frequency, and after applying some simple numeric transformations
(explained in [72] in detail), it can be expressed in this way:
Pf = Pfmin + m · ( f − fmin )

(5.5)

where Pf denotes that the power depends on frequency f , and fmin is the minimal
possible frequency, assumed to be the one which permits the execution of tasks to
finish at their deadlines, and m is called the slope of the power function. If we can
compare energies at different frequencies, we will know if it is energy efficient to
decrease the frequency. Since power is a function of m, the same applies to energy,
and thus it determines the decision of decreasing the frequency. In theory, there should
exist a slope at which energy is equal for all frequencies. This slope is called the
critical power slope:
Pfmin − Pidle
(5.6)
fmin
If the actual slope m (calculated from Eq. 5.5) is greater than the critical one then
we can decrease the frequency in order to save energy. However, if the slope is lower
mcritical =
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than the critical one, then the frequency should be increased in order to save the energy.
Since the voltage can also change, the slope should be calculated for each (Vx , fx ) point
for each frequency fx :
f

x
mcritical
=

Pfx − Pidle
fx

(5.7)

This value is then compared with the actual slope m fx at each (Vx , fx ) point with
fx
frequency fx . Again, if m fx > mcritical
, we should decrease the frequency in order to
fx
f
x
save the energy. However, if m < mcritical , the frequency should be increased in order
to save the energy.
Optimal Task-Core Allocation Other aspects of adapting YDS to a multicore environment consist of finding an optimal number of cores, and allocation, i.e., assignments
of tasks to cores. In this work we do not deal with the first part of the problem, we
just show that an optimal number of cores exists and it is not necessarily equal to the
maximal possible number of cores. Regarding the second part, we have tested two
possibilities:
1. Assign tasks to the cores so that the load is equally distributed between them.
2. Assign tasks in the way its addition assumes minimal change in frequency: a
task t is assigned to the core with minimal activity, measured as the number of
clock cycles in its active period (t release time,t deadline).
Assigning Frequencies Supported by the System If the frequency f calculated by
YDS is not supported by the system, the total number of cycles ωi is divided in two
parts, ωi1 and ωi2 , which are executed on two frequencies f1 and f2 ( f1 ≤ f ≤ f2 ) supported by the underlying system. The values of ωi1 and ωi2 are calculated by solving
the following system of equations:
ωi ωi1 ωi2
≈
+
f
f1
f2
ωi = ωi1 + ωi12

(5.8)

Energy Static Analysis as Input
In order to estimate the energy consumed by programs without actually running
them we use the static analysis described in Chapter 2. The functions inferred by
the static analysis are arithmetic functions (polynomial, exponential, logarithmic, etc.)
that depend on input data sizes (natural numbers). We use them in our scheduling and
allocation algorithm to estimate the energy consumed by the different tasks involved.
Such estimation can be computed very efficiently once the input data sizes of the tasks
are known, since all the basic arithmetic functions involved can be evaluated in little
bounded time.
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Table 5.1: Viable (V, f ) pairs for XMOS chips.
Voltage(V )
f requency(MHz)

5.2.2

0.95
500

0.87
400

0.8
300

0.8
150

0.75
100

0.7
50

Experimental Evaluation

XMOS Chips In this work we target the XS1-L architecture of the XMOS chips as
a proof of concept. Although these chips are multicore and multithreaded, in this
work we assume a single core architecture with 8 threads, which is the architecture for
which we have an available energy model. In this case, we can use the algorithm and
representation of individuals described in Section 5.2.1 by considering that a thread
in our experiments is conceptually equivalent to a core executing tasks sequentially, as
described previously. We refer the reader to [11] for a description of a representation of
individuals whose allocation codes include three digits, representing: a core, a thread
running in parallel on that core, and a (V, f ) state.
In the XS1-L architecture, the threads enter a 4-stage pipeline, meaning that only
one instruction from a different thread is executed at each pipeline stage. If the pipeline
is not full, the empty stages are filled with NOPs (no operation). Effectively, this
means that we can assume that the threads are running in parallel, with frequency F/N,
where F is the frequency of the chip, and N = max(4, numberO f T hreads). DVFS is
implemented at the chip level, which means that all the cores have the same voltage
and frequency at the same time. In order to apply DVFS, we need a list of VoltageFrequency (V, f ) pairs or ranges that provide a correct chip functioning. We have
experimentally concluded that the XMOS chips can function properly with the voltage
and frequency levels given in Table 5.1.
Task Set In order to test our proposed approach, we use two different groups of task
sets. The first group is made up of small tasks, where the EA training with the programlevel energy model takes around one day to complete. This group is used to show
the difference between the results obtained with the EA trained with the programlevel energy model and the EA trained with the energy estimations obtained by the
static analysis. In this group, we use four different arithmetic programs: fact(N),
for calculating the factorial of N, fibonacci(N) for calculating the Nth Fibonacci
number, sqr(N) for computing N 2 and power of two(N) for computing 2N . In
total, we have created a set of 22 tasks to be scheduled, corresponding to the execution
of the previous programs with different inputs N.
In the second group we use real world programs, where the EA training based on
the program-level energy model is not practical: fir(N), i.e., Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) filter, which in essence computes the inner-product of two vectors of dimension
N, a vector of input samples, and a vector of coefficients, and biquad(N), which is a
part of an equaliser implementation, based on a cascade of Biquad filters, whose consumed energy depends on the number of banks N. We have used four different FIR
implementations, with different number of coefficients: 85, 97, 109 and 121. Fur97
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Table 5.2: Energy functions inferred by static analysis for 3 different pairs of voltage
(V)/frequency (MHz).

f act(N)
f ib(N)
sqr(N)
powerO f 2(N)
f ir(N)
biquad(N)

V = 0.70
F = 50
60.5 N + 46
87.19 × 1.62N +
26.7 × (−0.62)N − 74.7
21.3 N 2 + 121 N
+39.1
55.1 × 2N − 39
74.93 N + 124.5
386 N + 128

V = 0.75
F = 100
35 N + 26.7
50.32 × 1.62N +
15.44 × (−0.62)N − 43
12.3 N 2 + 69.8 N
+22.5
63.7 × 2N − 39
43.36 N + 71.9
223.6 N + 74.2

V = 0.80
F = 150
27 N + 20.5
38.68 × 1.62N +
11.85 × (−0.62)N − 33.2
9.48 N 2 + 53.7 N
+17.3
24.49 × 2N − 30
33.41 N + 55.2
172.5 N + 57.2

thermore, we have used four implementations of the biquad benchmark, with different
number of banks: 5, 7, 10 and 14. We have tested our approach in scenarios of 16 and
32 tasks, each one corresponding to such implementations. The tasks corresponding
to the same implementation have different release times and deadlines.
The energy consumed by the programs is inferred at compile time by the static
analysis described in Section 5.2.1. Such energy is expressed as a function of a parameter N, the size of the input, which is only known at runtime. Such functions are
given in Table 5.2 for 3 of the 6 different voltage and frequency levels used in this
work (for conciseness, as the functions for each program have the same complexity order, but different coefficients). The static analysis assumes that a single program (task)
is running on one thread on the XMOS chip, while all other threads are inactive. In
this implementation, the EA algorithm approximates the total energy of a schedule by
adding the energies of all the tasks. Although in this way we loose precision, the estimation still provides precise enough information for the EA to decide which schedule
is better.
Testing Scenarios In our current implementation, we assume no dependency between
the tasks since it is not supported by the available energy models. The release times and
deadlines of the different tasks are set in different scenarios in order to experimentally
show the benefits of DVFS and optimal scheduling, where all the tasks have different
release times and deadlines, with tighter deadlines; and that it is important to take into
account the static power, especially in the case of loose deadlines.
Scenario 1: Tasks with Loose Deadlines In this scenario the release time of a task k,
k is a random moment between 0 and the total execution time at the maximal
denoted Trel
frequency of all the tasks executed sequentially on a single core. Also, the deadline
k + 10 × T k
k
k
of a task is a random moment between Trel
max f and Trel + 20 × Tmax f , where
k
Tmax
f denotes the execution time of the task at maximum frequency. This way we
achieve a scenario with loose deadlines even at a smaller frequency.
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Table 5.3: Energy savings obtained by the modified YDS vs. the original YDS (%).

#Cores
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Tight deadlines
Alloc. 1 Alloc. 2
4.18
4.18
1.5
4.26
-5.26
3.17
2.22
2.77
-3.28
3.47
0.95
4.34
4.8
3.03
19.36
5.61

Loose deadlines
Alloc. 1 Alloc. 2
6.21
6.21
14.67
14.67
14.67
14.67
8.8
8.8
11.18
11.18
11.82
11.82
10.9
10.9
10.56
10.56

Scenario 2: Tasks with Tight Deadlines Here, the release time is the same as in
k +5×
Scenario 1. However, the deadline of a task is a random moment between Trel
k
k
k
Tmax
f and Trel + 7 × Tmax f . This way we get tighter deadlines, but also provide a set
of tasks which are schedulable on the given platform. Note that the deadlines become
even tighter as the frequency decreases.
Results: The Improved YDS Table 5.3 shows the savings of our improved YDS algorithm presented in Section 5.2.1 compared to the original YDS, for different number of
cores and for two different ways of task allocation: Alloc. 1, where the load is evenly
distributed between the cores, and Alloc. 2, where the addition of a task implies a minimal increase in the frequency. The energy saving resulting from a particular scheduling
is calculated using the following formula:
Y DS original −Y DS modi f ied
· 100
Y DS original

(5.9)

In Table 5.3, energy savings are achieved in all, but in two cases with tight deadlines.
A possible reason could be the fact that all the threads need to have the same frequency
always, which means that the maximal necessary frequency is assigned, which is not
necessarily be optimal for all the threads. However, in the case of loose deadlines, the
savings are much more significant, since the static power plays a more important role.
Results: EA vs. improved YDS Both EA and YDS are implemented in C++. EA
extends the MOGAlib library [30] for multiobjective genetic algorithms. In the EA,
the population of 200 individuals is evolved for 150 generations. The probability of
both crossover and mutation is 0.9. The mutation is assigned higher probability than
usual due to its important role for reaching a viable solution. Since the result of the
optimisation process is a set of possible solutions which form the approximated Pareto
front, we take the solution with minimal energy consumption where all task deadlines
are met.
Table 5.4 presents results comparing the EA trained with the energy estimations
provided by static analysis, versus the improved YDS algorithm presented in Sec99
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tion 5.2.1. In the first column, the energy of the final solution calculated by using
the program-level energy model is given (EAs ). The second column gives the energy
of the final scheduling obtained by the modified YDS algorithm (referred as Y DSm )
using the program-level energy model, while the third column gives the energy saving of the EA trained with static analysis compared to YDS. Finally, the last column
shows the energy saving obtained with the EA trained with the program-level energy
model(EAm ) [10], which is only applicable in the scenarios with a small number of
numeric tasks. Each row shows statistics for each scenario taken from 10-20 runs of
the algorithm for the same scenario, where CI0.01 and CI0.05 represent 99% and 95%
confidence intervals, meaning that we can claim with 99(95)% certainty that the final
result will fall in these intervals.
In order to perform the comparison between the EA and Y DSm , in the case of EA
and tight deadlines, we present the results when the EA can find a viable solution.
However, the EA does not always provide a viable solution in all the scenarios with
tight deadlines created as explained previously. As we can see in Table 5.4, if the EA
finds a viable solution, it always performs better than the Y DSm . We can also observe
that the EA trained with the program-level energy model achieves better results. However, the EA trained with the energy estimations by static analysis still achieves very
good results, but with the training process that lasts around 10 minutes, compared to
around 24 hours of training the EA with the program-level energy model, which makes
it much more practical.

5.2.3

Section Conclusions and Future Work

In this section we propose a holistic approach for optimal scheduling, allocation and
voltage(V ) and frequency( f ) assignment in multicore environments, adapted for multicore XMOS chips. The main part of our approach is based on our custom developed
EA-algorithm, which relies on static analysis to efficiently estimate the energy of input
tasks. The use of such static analysis improves significantly the speed of the EA training process, thus allowing its real world applicability. Furthermore, since in the case
of very tight task deadlines the EA can fail in providing a feasible solution, we add
one more stage based on the YDS algorithm, which has been adapted for multicore
environments and improved in a way it takes into account the static power. In this way,
we have developed an efficient approach which is capable of providing energy savings
in each possible scenario.
However, although the use of static analysis based estimations still provides energy
savings, we have seen that better results can be achieved with more precise energy estimations. For this reason, we plan to use a static analysis of the energy consumed
by concurrent programs, which is expected to provide additional savings. As a future work, we also plan to study the effect of different versions of the crossover and
mutation operators in different situations, which could enable adding a heuristic for
choosing the optimal version for each possible scenario.
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Table 5.4: EA vs. improved YDS in different scenarios.
(Y DSm −EAm )
m −EAs )
EAs (µJ) Y DSm (µJ) (Y DS
(%)
(%)
Y DSm
Y DSm
A scenario with 22 small numeric tasks and loose deadlines
Mean
14.3
33.1
56.8
76.57
CI 0.01 11.6 - 17
NA
48.64 - 64.95
67.87-85.27
CI 0.05 12.2 - 16.4
NA
50.45 - 63.14
70.05- 83.09
A scenario with 22 small numeric tasks and tight deadlines
Mean
14.6
34.8
60.92
69.83
CI 0.01 11.5-17.7
NA
49.14 - 66.95
57.18-57.18
CI 0.05 12.2 - 17
NA
51.15 - 64.94
60.34-60.34
A scenario with 16 tasks made of Biquad and FIR filters and loose deadlines
Mean
4.38
35.3
87.59
NA
CI 0.01
3.4 - 5.3
NA
85 - 90.37
NA
CI 0.05
3.7 - 5.1
NA
85.55 - 89.52
NA
A scenario with 16 tasks made of Biquad and FIR and tight deadlines
Mean
14.5
35.4
59.04
NA
CI 0.01 9.4- 19.6
NA
44.63 - 73.45
NA
CI 0.05 10.6 - 18.4
NA
48.02 - 70.06
NA
A scenario with 32 tasks made of Biquad and FIR filters and loose deadlines
Mean
17.85
68.16
73.81
NA
CI 0.01 10.8 - 25
NA
63.32 - 84.15
NA
CI 0.05 12.5 - 23.3
NA
65.82 - 81.66
NA
A scenario with 32 tasks made of Biquad and FIR filters and tight deadlines
Mean
29.43
68.16
56.82
NA
CI 0.01 0.72 - 51.6
NA
24.3 - 89.44
NA
CI 0.05 12.5 - 46.3
NA
32.07 - 81.66
NA
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5.3

Trade-off Accuracy vs. Energy for Energy Efficient
Scheduling

In this section we want to deal with optimally scheduling tasks which can permit certain accuracy loss. As a matter of fact, the great majority of today’s processors are
designed in a way that can provide a high level of accuracy. However, there are numerous applications that allow certain accuracy loss, which still permits them to function
properly, such as video streaming, machine learning, etc. Since decreasing the accuracy is usually achieved by reducing the computational load, this can lead to both
increase in performance and decrease in energy consumption, so here we deal with a
trade-off between accuracy on one side and performance and/or energy on the other.
One technique that achieves this is loop perforation [89], which in essence consists in
skipping every n-th loop iteration, for a given n. Broadly speaking, accuracy can be
considered as one aspect of quality of service (QoS), so we can say that in this work
we deal with the QoS/energy trade-off.
Thus, in this work we solve the following scheduling problem: given a set of tasks
with known release time and number of cycles to compute them, find proper allocation and scheduling of the tasks, as well as a (V, f ) assignment (i.e., voltage and
frequency pair) to the cores in a way the total energy is minimised, while accuracy is
maximised, meeting a minimal acceptable level of accuracy. Different levels of accuracy are achieved by applying the loop perforation technique with different n, where
every n-th loop iteration is skipped.
Hence, we deal with two objectives: accuracy and energy. Accuracy is defined
in terms of deviations of the output signal after applying the loop perforation, while
in order to estimate energy consumption, we use an existing static analysis which, at
compile time, with no need of executing the programs, and in a matter of seconds,
gives a safe estimation of the energy consumed by programs. The energy consumption
often depends on (the size of) input data, which is not known at compile time. For this
reason, the static analysis provides the energy as a function of the input parameters,
which is evaluated when input values are known at runtime. The energy consumption
estimated by using the static analysis for a given scheduling is calculated as the sum
of energies of the tasks running on different cores. This gives a safe upper bound
on the total energy consumption, which is good enough for deciding which schedule
consumes less energy, and can provide acceptable estimations of energy savings.
The rest of the section is organised as follows. Section 5.3.1 gives more details of
our proposed approach. Section 5.3.2 presents an experimental evaluation of it. Some
related work is discussed in Section 5.3.3 and finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.5: Representation of an individual

5.3.1

Proposed Approach

Loop Perforation. The loop perforation technique consists in skipping some loop
iterations, for example skipping every n-th iteration [89], where n can be varied in
order to trade accuracy with energy, i.e., for higher n, less instructions are skipped, so
the accuracy is higher, while more energy is saved for lower values of n. This tradeoff between accuracy and energy consumption justifies the usage of a multiobjective
algorithm. As we will see in the following, in this work the loop perforation technique
is implemented as one possibility for the mutation operator.
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). The work presented in this section is an extension
of our previous work where we developed a custom algorithm based on an NSGA-II
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm [11]. The conflicting objectives are accuracy
and energy consumption, since we want to decrease the energy consumption, while
maintaining the accuracy level as high as possible (always above a given threshold).
The non-dominated solutions are generated using the well-known NSGA-II algorithm [23], while the EA follows the standard steps of evolutionary algorithms: initialisation, evolution, where the selection process is implemented as standard tournament
selection, and our custom-made crossover and mutation operators are applied. In the
following we give more detail on the particular improvements carried out in this work.
Individual. A solution to the problem we are solving has to contain information about
scheduling and allocation of each task, how many cycles of each task are executed in
the current run (since we support task migration), and voltage and frequency levels
of the core at each moment. In this work we add a new dimension to the problem,
which is the possibility to decrease accuracy through loop perforation and thus it also
has to be encoded in the individual. For this reason, we add one more field after each
task, which encodes n, i.e., the iterations which can be skipped in one or more loops
previously identified in each task. An example of a part of an individual is given in
Figure 5.5, and can be read in the following way: on core 1 in state 2 we execute in
this order,
• 48 cycles of task 1, without performing loop perforation on it, and
• 77 cycles of task 5, where we skip every 4th iteration in the loop previously
defined.
Population Initialisation. Individuals in the initial population are created by randomly
assigning tasks to random cores in random (V, f ) settings with equal probability. However, in order to provide a load balanced solution (as much as possible), the probability
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of choosing a core decreases as its load increases. The number of cycles of a task
executed in each run, as well as the loop iterations to be skipped are also randomly
chosen.
The Crossover Operator. Our custom crossover operator is designed in the following
way:
• Each child preserves the order of appearance of the tasks, as well as their allocation from one of the parents,
• But, can take the distribution of the number of cycles, as well as the number of
loop iterations to be skipped of one of them with equal probability.
The Mutation Operator. The mutation operator can perform different operations involving one or two tasks (designated as i and t in the following text). In each generation
we perform one of the following operations with the same probability:
• Swapping: i and t, together with their corresponding number of cycles and loop
iterations to be skipped, change their positions in the solution. However, in
order to avoid creating solutions which are not viable, i and t have to belong to
the cores which are executed in parallel.
• Moving: move i to a random position j. For the same reason as before, the
position j has to belong to a core being executed in the same state as i’s original
state.
• Changing the cycle distribution: Randomly change distribution of the cycles of
task i between its appearances on different cores.
• Loop Perforation: For a random task i, assign randomly the number of loop
iterations to be skipped, update the total number of cycles, i.e., decrease the
total number of cycles for the amount corresponding to the cycles of the skipped
loops, and share them randomly between the existing appearances of the task i
in the solution.
These operators are depicted in Fig.5.6:
• Swapping: Tasks 1 and 2 are swapped between cores 1 and 2 while both in state
1.
• Moving: First part of task 1 (40 cycles) are moved to core 2 before task 2.
• Changing the number of cycles: Task 1 now executes 25 cycles on core 1 in state
1 and 45 cycles on core 2 and state 2.
• Loop perforation: Task 1, where loop perforation has not been performed, now
skips every 20th task in the defined loop, which results in decreased number
of cycles, i.e., it has 60 cycles, where the first 35 cycles are executed in the first
appearance of the task 1, while the remaining 25 cycles are executed in its second
appearance.
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Figure 5.6: Different possibilities for mutation
Objective Functions: Energy Consumption. This objective represents the total energy consumption of the given schedule, and it should be minimised. It is given with
the following formula:
E=

∑

(Pst,i · T +

1≤i≤n

∑

(xi, j · pi, j · τi, j ))

(5.10)

1≤ j≤k

where Pst,i is the static power of the core i, T is the total execution time of the schedule,
i.e., the moment when the last task finishes its execution, τi, j is the execution time of
task j on core i, xi, j is a binary value, xi, j ∈ {0, 1}, that represents whether the task j is
executed on the core i (xi, j = 1) or not (xi, j = 0), and pi, j is the power of task j when
executed on core i.
Objective Functions: Accuracy. In this work accuracy is defined as an average error
of the output after applying loop perforation, and it should be minimised. If a task
performs some sort of signal processing, where the output is a digital signal consisting
of a number of samples, the error is calculated as the Euclidean distance between the
outputs obtained with and without loop perforation.
Energy Static Analysis as Input. As described in Section 5.2, in order to statically
estimate the energy consumed by programs we use the analysis framework described
in Chapter 2.

5.3.2

Experimental Evaluation

Testing Environment
XMOS Chips. In this work we target the XS1-L architecture of the XMOS chips
as a proof of concept. Although these chips are multicore and multithreaded, in this
work we assume a single core architecture with 8 threads, which is the architecture
for which we have an available energy model. All threads have their own register set
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Table 5.5: Viable (V, f ) pairs for XMOS chips.
Voltage(V )
f requency(MHz)

0.95
500

0.87
400

0.8
300

0.8
150

0.75
100

0.7
50

and up to 4 instructions per thread can be buffered, which are scheduled in a way to
minimize simultaneous memory accesses by consecutive threads. The threads enter a
4-stage pipeline, meaning that only one instruction from a different thread is executed
at each pipeline stage. If the pipeline is not full, the empty stages are filled with
NOPs (no operation). Effectively, this means that we can assume that the threads are
running in parallel, with frequency F/N, where F is the frequency of the chip, and
N = max(4, numberO f T hreads).
DVFS is implemented at the chip level, which means that all the threads have the
same voltage and frequency at the same time. All XMOS chips support frequency
scaling. However, only the XS1-SU01A-FB96 [100] chip provides the possibility of
voltage scaling enabled by two DC-DC converters whose output voltage belongs to
the range (0.6V, 1.3V). In order to apply DVFS, we need list of Voltage-Frequency
(V,f) pairs or ranges that provide a correct chip functioning. We have experimentally
concluded that the XMOS chips can function properly with the voltage and frequency
levels given in Table 5.5.
Task Set. We use two real world programs for testing:
• fir(N): Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. In essence, it computes the innerproduct of two vectors: a vector of input samples, and a vector of coefficients.
• biquad(N): Part of an equaliser implementation, which uses a cascade of Biquad
filters. The energy consumed depends on the number of filters in the cascade,
also known as banks N.
These filters are often used in signal processing, where some certain level of accuracy
loss can be permitted. This makes them good candidates for experimenting with the
accuracy/energy trade-off. We have used four different FIR implementations, with
different number of coefficients: 85, 97, 109 and 121. Furthermore, we have used four
implementations of the biquad program, with different number of banks: 5, 7, 10 and
14. We have tested our approach in scenarios with 32 tasks, each one corresponding
to one of the above mentioned implementations. The tasks corresponding to the same
implementation have different release times.
The energy consumed by the programs is inferred at compile time by the static
analysis described in Chapter 2. This energy is expressed as a function of an input
parameter N, which is known at run time only. In the case of FIR, N is the number
of coefficients, while in the case of the Biquad cascade, N is the number of banks.
These functions are given in Table 5.6. The analysis assumes that a single program is
running on one thread on the XMOS chip, while all other threads are inactive. This
means that only the first stage of the pipeline is occupied with an instruction, while the
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Table 5.6: Energy functions for 3 different pairs of voltage (V) / frequency (F, in MHz)

f ir(N)
biquad(N)

f ir(N)
biquad(N)

V = 0.70
F = 50
74.93 N + 124.5
386 N + 128
V = 0.80
F = 300
20.14 N + 33.2
104.3 N + 34.4

V = 0.75
F = 100
43.36 N + 71.9
223.6 N + 74.2
V =0.87
F = 400
18.95 N + 31.09
98.31 N + 32.4

V = 0.80
F = 150
33.41 N + 55.2
172.5 N + 57.2
V = 0.95
F = 500
19.15 N + 31.3
99.48 N + 32.7

rest are empty, i.e., occupied with NOPs. In this implementation, the EA algorithm
approximates the total energy of a schedule taking the sum of the energies of all the
tasks running on different cores, i.e., threads, as we have seen in Section 5.3.1. However, in reality if all the threads are active and execute a program, each pipeline stage
will contain an instruction from a different thread. For this reason, we can say that the
estimation produced by the static analysis of the energy consumed by a set of tasks is
an upper bound on the actual energy consumption. However, this estimation provides
precise enough information for the EA to decide which schedule is better.
Testing Scenario
We have tested our approach on a scenario of 32 tasks, where each task implements
either an FIR or a Biquad cascade previously described. For the case of FIR, loop perforation takes out a few coefficients, while in the case of Biquad cascade, it takes out a
few banks. All tasks have different release time. Task deadlines do not exist. However,
we should bear in mind that in the case of DVFS it is not beneficial to scale down voltage and frequency indefinitely, since at some point static power consumption becomes
more significant than dynamic power consumption. Thus, if we keep decreasing the
dynamic power, the static power is increased at the same time, and as a result, the total
energy consumption increases. The input signal to all tasks is a standardised set of
input samples for testing in signal processing.
Obtained Results and Discussion
The EA has been trained with the following parameters: population of 200 individuals, evolved for 150 generations, crossover rate: 0.9, and mutation rate: 0.9 - since
mutation introduces loop perforation, a high rate is needed.
In order to illustrate the energy savings provided by loop perforation (referred to
as Case 1 in the following text), we have trained another EA, where the objectives
are to minimize energy and execution time, without the possibility of loop perforation
(referred to as Case 2 in the following). This algorithm has been trained with the same
parameters given above. Since both algorithms are multiobjective, the result of the
training of both is a Pareto front of possible solutions with different trade-off between
the objectives. Examples of Pareto fronts obtained in Case 1 and Case 2 are given in
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. In Case 1 we have picked a solution with the smallest
energy objective value, whose maximal deviation from the final result (accuracy) is
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Figure 5.7: Pareto front for Energy/Accuracy trade-off EA (Case1)
Table 5.7: Obtained savings with different levels of minimal acceptable accuracy.
Max.
Avg. Error
10−6
2 · 10−6
3 · 10−6

Case 1:
Avg. En.(mJ)
0.487
0.461
0.434

Case 2:
Avg. En.(mJ)
0.721
0.597
0.666

Savings(%)
Avg.
CI0.05
16.18 0.93 - 31.42
18.21 3.54 - 32.87
31.04 13.72 - 48.37

below (above) a given threshold, while in Case 2 we have chosen a solution with the
smallest energy objective. The results are presented in Table 5.7, with the following
columns:
• Column 1: Maximal acceptable average error (or equivalently, minimal acceptable level of accuracy) of the final result.
• Column 2: Average energy of the final schedule obtained in a set of experiments
of Case 1 estimated by static analysis given in mJ (mili Joules).
• Column 3: Average energy of the final schedule obtained in a set of experiments
of Case 2 estimated by static analysis given in mJ (mili Joules).
• Column 4: Obtained savings expressed as % and calculated as
Column3−Column2
· 100.
Column3
• Column 5: Statistics of the experiments expressed as 0.05 confidence interval,
i.e., we can claim with 95% certainty that the final result will belong to this
interval.
As we can observe, energy savings that can be obtained with loop perforation are
significant and range from 3% to 40% in different experiments, even with small permitted level of error. As we increase the accepted level of average error, the savings increase, as expected, which is clearly depicted in Figure 5.9. However, the relationship
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Figure 5.8: Pareto front for Energy/Time trade-off EA (Case 2)

Figure 5.9: Energy savings for different accuracy levels

between the accuracy and the energy savings depends on the application: some applications can preserve acceptable accuracy by skipping more loop iterations (and hence
achieve bigger energy savings) than others that lose acceptable accuracy by skipping
less loop iterations (and hence achieve smaller energy savings).
Fluctuations in the final result in different experiments appear due to the imprecision of the static analysis, since currently it gives an upper bound, rather than a realistic
estimation of energy consumption. This can explain the big confidence intervals. Since
the acceptable level of error is small, we could observe that in the final result only tasks
that perform FIR could skip a few iterations, while some of the tasks that perform biquad could skip one iteration at most, since the number of iterations is bigger in FIR
than in the case of the biquad cascade. In Table 5.8 we present an example of a part
of an output containing tasks where loop perforation was applied, where the maximal
acceptable error is 10−6 . In the table, for each task, we show the original number of
loop iterations, the number of loop iterations after applying loop perforation, and N,
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Table 5.8: Result of an experiment: tasks whose final number of loop iterations has
been changed.
Task
FIR97-1
FIR85-1
FIR121-1
FIR109-1
FIR97-2
FIR85-2
FIR121-2
FIR109-2
FIR97-3
FIR85-3
FIR121-3
FIR109-3
FIR85-4
FIR121-3
FIR109-3

Original num. of
loop iterations
97
85
121
109
97
85
121
109
97
85
121
109
85
121
109

Final num. of
loop iterations
87
76
108
104
96
84
120
108
87
76
108
97
84
81
97

N
9
9
9
21
96
84
120
108
9
9
9
9
1
3
9

where every N-th loop is skipped. The actual error of this example is 7.8 · 10−7 , but
we still achieve significant energy savings.

5.3.3

Related Work

In the existing literature techniques that include QoS as an objective in scheduling are
mainly designed for Grid or Cloud Computing environments, where QoS is measured
as either execution time, cost, etc., which has to be provided according to the signed
Service Level Agreement (SLA) between the provider and the customer [104, 103,
105]. Multiobjective genetic algorithms were used in [105] to minimize cost and execution time, since they can be in conflict. A similar approach is presented in [104].
However, in the recent past, energy consumption has become a bottleneck, so it has become very important to reduce it. One such work is given in [103], where the authors
try to minimize energy and maximize QoS at the same time in a Cloud Computing
environment. The multiobjective optimisation problem is solved using particle swarm
optimisation.
However, as far as we know, none of the approaches in the literature propose to
trade off QoS (accuracy in our case) with energy or performance in a scheduling problem by transforming the code, in our case by using loop perforation.
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5.3.4

Section Conclusions

In this section we have presented an approach for energy efficient scheduling in multicore environments, adapted to multicore XMOS processors, where significant additional energy can be saved if a certain level of accuracy reduction in final result is
allowed. Accuracy reduction is performed by using the loop perforation technique.
Our experimental results show that, even with small acceptable levels of error in the
result, significant energy savings can be obtained.
However, the energy estimation of different schedules is based on a static analysis
that can only provide an upper bound. Although it is still capable of providing energy
savings, better results could be achieved with more precise energy estimations. For this
reason, we are developing an energy analysis of concurrent program, which is expected
to provide additional savings.
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Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis addresses the challenge of promoting energy efficiency to a first class software design goal, providing tools and techniques for energy-aware software development. It mainly focuses on the estimation of lower and upper bounds on the energy
consumed by software applications, as well as their energy optimization and the verification that such applications meet a given energy budget.
More concretely, the thesis presents a combination of techniques for static program
analysis with techniques for modeling hardware platforms. The energy models are
used to represent the effect, regarding energy consumption, of running basic software
elements (e.g., low-level instructions or blocks) on the hardware. The static analysis
propagates such information through code segments, conditionals, loops, recursions,
etc., in order to infer the energy consumption of the whole program. A main contribution of the thesis, in Chapter 2, is a multi-language and multi-platform resource
consumption analysis that infers both lower- and upper-bound energy functions at two
levels, the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and the intermediate code (LLVM IR)
levels, and reflects it upwards to the higher source code level. This required the development of translations from both ISA and the LLVM IR to an intermediate representation (Horn clauses) on which the analysis operates on. The experimental assessment of
such analysis tool provides insights into the trade-off of precision versus analyzability
at these levels, and concludes that the LLVM IR level analysis is a good compromise,
since 1) LLVM IR is close enough to the source code level to preserve most of the program information needed by the static analysis, and 2) the LLVM IR is close enough
to the ISA level to allow the propagation of the ISA energy model up to the LLVM IR
level without significant loss of accuracy for the examples studied, hence making the
LLVM IR level reasonably powerful and accurate (less than 6.4% average deviation
w.r.t. hardware measurements).
In our resource usage analysis we have focused on the study of the energy consumption due to computation, so that we have not tested programs where storage and
networking are important. However, this could potentially be done in future work,
by using the static analysis, which already infers bounds on data sizes, and combining such information with appropriate energy models of communication and storage.
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Moreover, it remains to be seen whether the results would carry over to other classes
of programs, such as multi-threaded programs and programs where timing is more
important.
We have proposed a combined static/dynamic approach for estimating parametric
upper and lower bounds on the energy consumption of a program (Chapter 3). The
dynamic part, based on an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), is a best effort approach to
approximating the maximum/minimum energy consumption of the basic blocks (with
multiple instructions) in the program, which capture inter-instruction dependencies.
Moreover, the basic blocks are branchless, which makes the EA approach quite practical and efficient, and the energy values inferred by it are accurate, since no control
flow-related variations occur. Our safe static analysis is then used to combine the energy values obtained for the blocks according to the program control flow, and estimate
energy consumption bounds of the whole program that depend on input data sizes. In
the experiments we performed on a set of benchmarks, the upper and lower bounds
obtained were always safe and quite accurate. Such results suggest that our approach
offers a good safety/accuracy compromise, estimating bounds that are practical for
its application to energy verification and optimization. On average, the experimental evaluation observed 8.5% over approximated upper and 9.2% under approximated
lower bounds compared to the worst- and best-case hardware measurements. As already said, the EA captures the instruction dependencies within the blocks, however
the inter-block dependencies are not captured, which is a possible source of inaccuracy
in the block-level energy models. An improvement left for future work is introducing
data analysis of the input values to each block in order to capture the inter-block data
dependencies. This will also speedup the EA since it will have bounds on the input
values that it can explore.
Traditional static resource analyses estimate the total resource usage of a program
without executing it with concrete data. The thesis also presents a novel resource
analysis in Chapter 4, whose aim is instead the static profiling of accumulated cost,
i.e., to discover, for selected parts of the program (named cost centers), an estimate
or bound of the resource usage accumulated in each of those centers, which express
how the total cost of a call to the main program is distributed among the different
cost centers. Such information is much more useful to the software developer than the
traditional resource usage functions, as it allows identifying the parts of a program that
should be optimized first, because of their greater impact on the total cost of program
executions. We also report on our implementation of the proposed technique using the
CiaoPP analysis framework and provide some experimental results. The preliminary
experimental results with the tool support the usefulness of our approach where precise
accumulated upper bound cost functions were inferred for parts of the program for
which the standard analysis was not able to infer precise information.
Be it traditional or accumulated cost analysis, the underlined static analysis infers
sound bound representations in the form of recurrence equations, sometimes the external solvers it uses are not able to find closed form functions for such equations. This
is a limitation in applications where such closed forms are needed. Techniques to ad114
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dress such limitation are an important line for future work. Our static analysis will
also benefit from any improvement of the Computer Algebra Systems used for solving
recurrence equations.
Different types of optimisations at different levels of the system stack can be performed by taking advantage of the energy estimations provided by the multi-level and
multi-language energy consumption analysis already described. The thesis also proposed novel techniques, in Chapter 5, based on Evolutionary Algorithms to improve
energy-efficient task allocation and scheduling for DVFS-enabled multicore environments. These techniques are able to deal with task migration and preemption. For
applications that allow certain levels of variability in the accuracy of their computations, the trade-off between Quality of Service (QoS) and energy is investigated as
well. The main part of our developed approach is based on a custom EA that relies on
static analysis to efficiently estimate the energy of input tasks. The use of such static
analysis improves significantly the speed of the EA training process, thus allowing
its real world applicability. Other optimisations include the use of energy analysis to
choose software parameters in order to transform programs to ensure that an energy
target is met while minimizing the loss in QoS.
Finally, as an overall conclusion, the thesis suggests that it is feasible to automatize many tasks in energy-aware software development, and helps promoting energy
efficiency to a first class software design goal.
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